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ABSTRACT 

 
 
Engineering is widely accepted as a creative discipline. However, research focused on 
assessment of student creativity in engineering studies is lacking.  Creativity by definition 
encompasses both novelty and value and has been approached through investigations of 
person, product, process and environment.  Contemporary socio-cultural theories of 
creativity recognize the subjective nature of creativity in terms of a person, domain, and 
field.  Domain specific viewpoints recognize the necessity of specialized skills and 
knowledge beyond the scope of general creativity to attain advanced levels of creative 
achievement within a given domain.  Given the breadth of these theoretical perspectives, 
the overarching goal of this research was to initiate a foundational understanding of 
student creativity through a sustainable energy themed engineering design project 
developed specifically for an introductory engineering course at Virginia Tech. 
 
This embedded mixed-methods study approached creativity through assessment as well 
as significance of correlations between students’ creative thinking abilities, their creative 
performance and their perceptions of the design experience in terms of known creativity 
factors on the 8-week long open-ended engineering design project.  The study is 
comprised of two research themes; the investigation begins in theme one with a focus on 
individual creativity leading to investigation of team creativity in theme two with data 
collected over two successive semesters (i.e., spring ’07 and fall ’07).  Creativity 
assessment measures included a test of creative thinking abilities, the Abbreviated 
Torrance Test for Adults (ATTA) as well as application of the Consensual Assessment 
Technique (CAT), a widely used creativity measurement technique, with graduate student 
judges assessing creativity of student’s brainstorming ideas and final designs.  Student 
surveys were administered for each theme to assess students’ perceptions of the design 
project.  
 
Results reveal a significant correlation (p < 0.05) between students’ ATTA scores and 
perceptions of the project as open-ended and interesting.  Additional factors significantly 
correlated (p < 0.05) with students’ perceptions of the design experience as creative 
included finding the project meaningful, interesting, exciting, enjoyable and surprising.  
Results of inter-rater reliability analysis followed by a two-way ANOVA illustrated 
difficulties in establishing consistency of judges’ assessment of technical brainstorming 
ideas and final designs.  Theme one findings with students repeatedly discussing the 
importance of their team in the creative process on the design project were further 
substantiated in theme two, bringing fresh insights concerning the role of collaboration in 
student creativity in the introductory engineering course. 
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Implications for future research begin with the necessity for establishing reliable judging 
criteria and training as well as determining appropriate judges used in the assessment of 
students’ creative performance on the design project.  This research provides an essential 
starting point for researchers interested in developing engineering design curriculum to 
foster creativity. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 
Introduction 

 
     Engineering is widely acknowledged as a creative profession, one requiring complex problem 

solving to produce innovative and improved technologies (Florida, 2002).  Engineers have 

historically been and will continue to be at the forefront of creating and implementing 

technological innovations that include new and/or improved products, processes and systems. 

Types of challenges engineers solve are often heuristic in nature, requiring sustained levels of 

collaboration, a deep understanding of domain specific knowledge and skills as well as a creative 

approach to these problems.  On a national level, creativity in engineering is essential for 

generating breakthroughs in technological innovation that will ultimately lead to economic 

growth and national security.  This fact is widely recognized and has important implications to 

the field of engineering education (NAE, 2008).  Therefore, an understanding of creativity as an 

essential component of innovation is valuable for curriculum developers and instructors of 

engineering invested in educating the next generation of engineers.  Research in engineering 

education focused on understanding student creativity through curricular development initiatives 

is long overdue and has immediate practical applications.    

     While creativity is not an easily quantifiable construct, the necessity for providing academic 

opportunities, particularly in undergraduate engineering programs, has much support nationally 

and internationally (NAE 2004, 2005).  Charles Vest, president of the National Academy of 

Engineering (NAE) in his plenary talk at the Summit of Grand Challenges in March 2009 

advocated a new direction in engineering education through which he claims “making 

universities and engineering schools exciting, creative, adventurous, rigorous, demanding, and 

empowering milieus is more important than specifying curricular details.”  Despite the call for 
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more creativity, there has been a general consensus even among respected educators that 

currently education and creativity are incongruent.  Sir Ken Robinson, a leading expert in the 

area of creativity and education, has been quoted in an open public forum as saying that while 

“creativity is the process of having original ideas that have value…education kills creativity” (Sir 

Ken Robinson, TED Talk, April 11, 2007). In light of the need and support for creativity in 

education, curriculum development aimed specifically at promoting creativity in engineering 

studies has not received overwhelming attention. 

     Most recent efforts to assess creativity in undergraduate engineering have focused on 

differences in artistic and scientific creativity in undergraduate students’ enrolled in engineering 

and music programs (Charyton, 2005).  Other studies have focused on teacher’s perceptions of 

creativity in related and unrelated disciplines such as art, music and technology education 

(Stricker, 2008).  Studies have also been conducted to assess effects of teaching creativity to 

undergraduate engineering students on the levels of creativity of their designs (Cropley & 

Cropley, 2000). Despite the challenges, an exploration of creativity through areas of study that 

currently exist in engineering programs, such as design, can provide rich opportunities for 

understanding student creativity.  Need currently exists for research focused specifically on 

investigating creativity in undergraduate engineering students through curricular design projects 

in terms of creative thinking abilities, and assessment of creative products. 

Engineering Design Education 

     Design education is central to the engineering discipline and has received much support and 

attention nationally and internationally (Dym et al., 2005). Yet, there is a noteworthy gap in the 

literature concerning creativity in engineering education (Heywood, 2005). Creativity is essential 

to engineering design, a type of work that is central to the engineering discipline. Engineering 
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design is the process of developing technological solutions within a set of constraints in order to 

fulfill a set of criteria (or customer requirements), requiring both ideation, collaboration and 

analysis.  The engineering design process is often iterative, team-based, requiring imagination as 

well visualization and communication abilities in addition to practical, mathematical and 

scientific problem-solving skills. Rightfully, engineering design education should be viewed as a 

heuristic and an inquiry based activity.  Design thinking characteristics include system thinking, 

an ability to handle uncertainty, decisiveness, thinking as part of a team in a social process, 

thinking and communicating in the several languages of design (Dym et al., 2005).  

Coincidentally, these same characteristics are the hallmarks of creativity.  The link between 

creativity and design has important implications for engineering design education.  Research 

directed at understanding how design curriculum can be developed which will promote the 

development of engineering student creativity is needed. 

Cornerstone Engineering Projects 

     In the United States in undergraduate engineering programs, design projects have generally 

been assigned in the senior year, and have been referred to as “capstone design projects” (Dutson 

et al., 2004).  Recent trends have led to introducing design projects earlier in the coursework, as 

early as the first semester and have typically been referred to as “cornerstone design projects.”  

Among the primary motivations for this trend are implications for increased retention in 

undergraduate engineering programs, enhanced student interest in engineering, motivation in 

upper division engineering science courses, and enhanced performance in capstone design 

courses (Dym et al., 2005). Furthermore ABET Inc., the accreditation board for engineering 

programs in the U.S., lists the following criteria regarding design in program outcomes and 

assessment (Criterion 3 a-k) for undergraduate programs in their 2007-08 guidelines:  
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i.  an ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within 

realistic constraints such as economic, environmental, social, political, ethical, health 

and safety, manufacturability, and sustainability.  

These ABET criteria have direct implications for undergraduate engineering curriculum 

developers, including those involved with the General Engineering program at Virginia Tech.   

Development of Engineering Design Curriculum 

     This study is comprised of two themes investigating student creativity through a series of 

“cornerstone” or first year undergraduate engineering design projects.  Original design 

curriculum was developed for an introductory engineering course, ENGE 1024, by the author in 

her role as a graduate teaching and research assistant in the Department of Engineering 

Education at Virginia Tech beginning in spring 2005 through fall 2007.  The curriculum included 

a series of open-ended team based design projects developed specifically to introduce the 

engineering design process, teamwork, and sustainability in the introductory engineering course, 

ENGE 1024.  The 5 to 8 week long design projects included a series of student assignments, 

highlighting research, brainstorming, sketching, prototype models, presentations and the 

construction of a functional design within a set of specified constraints.  The student design 

projects culminated with a course-wide competition each semester where selected teams were 

invited to compete for prizes awarded by a panel of faculty judges.  As of fall 2009, over 7,300 

students had completed one of these design projects. 

Structure of Thesis 
 
     This document is organized around two main research themes, (1) Theme 1: Investigation of 

Student Creativity in an Introductory Engineering Course, and (2) Theme 2: Investigation of 

Team Creativity in an Introductory Engineering Course.  Literature Review in Chapter 2 covers 
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highlights of creativity research including definitions historical milestones and major theoretical 

perspectives as well as connections to design thinking and engineering design education.  

Significance of and Need for the Study including main Goals, Research Questions, Assumptions 

and Limitations are presented in Chapter 3.  The Methods section, Chapter 4, includes 

Motivation, Population and Sample, Data Collection, and Data Analysis for each theme.  Results 

are presented in Chapter 5, followed by a discussion of findings in Chapter 6.  Design curriculum 

developed and used in this study is attached in the Appendices A through O along with other 

relevant documentation. 

Objectives and Limitations of Research Study 

     The main goals of this study were to investigate student and team creativity through an 

engineering design project developed specifically for an introductory engineering course at 

Virginia Tech, Engineering Exploration (ENGE 1024), in spring 2007 and fall 2007.  Focus of 

the investigation was on student and team creativity in terms of students’ creative thinking 

abilities, assessing creative outcomes (brainstorming ideas and final designs), students’ 

perceptions of the open-ended design project (as creative, challenging, exciting, interesting) as 

well as relevant correlations between factors associated with creativity.  Primary outcomes of 

this study will be used to inform the development of design curriculum intended to promote 

engineering creativity in introductory undergraduate engineering courses.   

     Research focused specifically on student creativity and students’ experiences with design 

curriculum in an introductory engineering course by nature are exploratory and situational. 

While it is possible to evaluate creative outcomes and establish an environment that is conducive 

to creativity, eliciting and quantifying creativity is a complex phenomenon.  Creativity is 

dependent on a variety of social and environmental factors, including domain knowledge, 
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interest, confidence, social support, motivation, access to required tools and is developed over an 

extended period.  This study is intended as a beginning towards an understanding how students 

express creativity through an open-ended design project in an introductory engineering course. It 

is hoped that the findings in this study will lead to further focused research specifically designed 

to promote and develop student creativity through engineering design curriculum. 

General Engineering Program at Virginia Tech 
 
     Virginia Tech’s College of Engineering (COE) is the 5th largest US engineering program in 

terms of bachelor degrees awarded in 2006 – 2007 (Gibbons, 2009).  All first year engineering 

students are required to successfully complete a common curriculum before transferring into one 

of 11 degree granting departments of engineering in their sophomore year.  The first year 

courses, or General Engineering (GE), are offered through the Department of Engineering 

Education (EngE) and are taught by department faculty and graduate teaching assistants.  A 

series of three GE courses have been offered since 2004 including the introductory first semester 

course “Engineering Exploration” (ENGE 1024) which students must pass with a C- or better 

before enrolling in one of two second semester discipline specific courses.  In fall 2007, 

enrollment in ENGE 1024 exceeded 1,300 students.  

     The General Engineering program at Virginia Tech was recently reformed as a part of a 

department-level reform (DLR) grant from the NSF (Grant # 0431779). A theme based spiral 

curriculum approach proposed by an educational psychologist Jerome Bruner was adopted with 

sustainability as the theme for the proposed reformulation (Bruner, 1966).  As a result of the 

DLR project, EngE 1024 has undergone significant restructuring targeted at enhancing student 

learning by incorporating contemporary engineering issues and implementing a variety of 

formative and summative assessment tools.  A major restructuring of the EngE1024 course was 
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initiated in spring 2005 when students were required to attend both a weekly lecture and a 

workshop session. Prior to spring 2005, students enrolled in the course attended a twice-weekly 

faculty led classroom session.  Beginning in spring 2005, the 50-min lecture was led by EngE 

faculty in a large classroom with approximately150 to180 students. A weekly 90- min. workshop 

session followed later in the week where the emphasis was on active learning through a variety 

of hands-on activities.  The workshop sessions, with a maximum of 35 students, were led by 

graduate teaching assistants.  Upper-level undergraduate engineering students employed by the 

department graded the student’s assignments that were collected and returned in the workshop 

sections. 

Definition of Terms 

Creativity: the interplay between ability and process by which an individual or group produces 

an outcome or product that is both novel and useful as defined within some social context 

(Plucker & Beghetto, 2004, p. 156).  

Creative Thinking Abilities: Intellectual abilities that are used in creative achievements 

(Crammond, 2009).  

Consensual Definition of Creativity:  A product or response is creative to the extent that 

appropriate observers independently agree it is creative.  Appropriate observers are those 

familiar with the domain in which the product was created or the response articulated.  Thus, 

creativity can be regarded as the quality of products or responses judged to be creative by 

appropriate observers, and it can also be regarded as the process by which something so judged 

is produced (Amabile, 1996, p. 33). 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

Review of Literature 
 
     The National Academy of Engineering (NAE) has recognized creativity as a critical attribute 

for practicing engineers of the future thus deserving focused attention in undergraduate education 

(National Academy of Engineering, 2004).  Creative problem solving will be required as the 

types of problems engineers solve become more complex, driven by increasingly sophisticated 

technological advancements, compound societal and economic forces due to globalization, and 

mounting environmental concerns (Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st 

Century,  2007).   

     Several obstacles preclude the facility of integration of creativity into undergraduate 

engineering curriculum by instructional practitioners including an awareness of curricular 

approaches that effectively emphasize the role of creativity in engineering. Current 

undergraduate curricular approaches, such as an emphasis on problem sets requiring algorithmic 

problem-solving methods, may not be effective or sufficient in developing engineering 

creativity. In contrast design assignments that are heuristic in nature, requiring the development 

of novel solutions, are generally considered creative. Engineering design, a type of work that is 

central to the engineering discipline through the development of an extensive range of 

technological products, processes, and systems has been strongly associated with creativity. 

Inherently, the relationship between creativity and design in the context of engineering education 

is worthy of a focused attention by researchers and curriculum developers.   

     Significant gaps currently exist in the literature that effectively link creativity to engineering 

design in the context of undergraduate education (Kind, 2007).  Curriculum development efforts 

in the engineering field designed specifically to promote and assess creativity have not received 
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sufficient focused attention by the research community (Heywood, 2005).  One of the main 

objectives of this research study was to develop an understanding of creativity in the context of 

an engineering design curriculum project through an investigation of student and team creativity.  

     The main goals of this literature review were to (1) present an introduction to creativity in 

terms of major theoretical perspectives regarding creative person, product and process, (2) to 

identify the role of creativity in design education in terms of process and product, (3) to define 

and discuss the importance of creativity in engineering design education (4) to highlight the role 

of team creativity in engineering design education.   

     The literature on creativity and engineering design is substantial and deserving of a more 

thorough analysis that is beyond the scope of this chapter.  The main objectives of this review 

were to clearly place the significance of creativity within the context of engineering design 

education for readers who may have limited background knowledge regarding the intersection of 

these topics.  Instructors and curriculum developers hold pivotal roles in undergraduate 

engineering education by providing educational opportunities for creativity, supporting creative 

talents, and in developing highly coveted creative engineering skills in their students.  Given the 

essential role of creativity in engineering design and the significant position engineering 

educators hold as trainers and mentors, a dialogue concerning creativity in engineering education 

is urgently needed.  

Creativity 
 
     While creativity is assumed to be a commonly understood individual attribute, it is in fact a 

broad and complex phenomenon.  Within the field of creativity research, there are numerous sub-

disciplines and research methodologies serving a vast range of interest groups involved from 

education to business, mental health, spirituality, visual and performing arts, to name a few 
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(Piirto, 1998).  In researching creativity in the context of engineering design education, a general 

understanding of creativity must first be addressed.  The following introduction is intended to 

provide a foundational perspective concerning key aspects of creativity. In terms of creativity, 

this introduction covers common definitions and key theoretical models most closely associated 

to the development of creativity in engineering design curriculum. 

Defining Creativity 
 

     Creativity research in the context of engineering design curriculum must first begin with an 

understanding of how creativity is defined, including theoretical models most relevant to 

education.  Sir Ken Robinson, a widely regarded expert in creativity and education defines 

creativity as “the process of having original ideas that have value.”  Creativity has been routinely 

defined in the context of person, product, process and press (or environment) (Rhodes, 1961); 

encompassing a vast terrain in terms of research agenda and stakeholders.  Elusive still is a 

singular authoritative definition given the multitudes of descriptive that have been previously 

used to capture this construct (Smith, 2005). Thus begins the journey towards understanding 

creativity, in a field with much debate and deviating viewpoints as to its essential characteristics.  

The following definitions for creativity from the Oxford English Dictionary, A Dictionary of 

Psychology, and The Oxford Companion to Medicine respectively, illustrate these layers of 

complexity from a singular to a multi-variable attribute: 

creativity n. Creative power or faculty; ability to create (Simpson, 1989).  
 

creativity n.  The production of ideas and objects that are both novel or original and 
worthwhile or appropriate, that is, useful, attractive, meaningful, or correct (Colman, 
2006).  

 
creativity is a person's capacity to produce new and original ideas, insights, inventions, or 
artistic products of scientific, technical, esthetic, or social value, the proceeds of a lively 
faculty of imagination…Judgment is subjective and communal (Pryse-Phillips, 2001).  
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Inherent in these descriptions of creativity are the concepts of person, production, thought 

process(es), originality, meaning and elements of subjectivity.  Therefore, it is reasonable to 

conclude that: creativity begins with a person, who produces an original or novel idea leading to 

an outcome that has been subjectively evaluated as meaningful.  From this viewpoint it follows 

that creativity is a socially constructed attribute assigned to a person, product or process. By its 

very nature, creativity precludes a universally accepted scientific definition given the breadth of 

these variables (Sawyer, 2006).  The complexity of creativity has presented serious challenges to 

researchers who have attempted to identify, quantify and promote creativity.   

     Historically, beginning with work done by prominent American psychologists in the 1950s, 

creativity research has focused on the individual.  Indeed, the vast literature on creativity 

encompasses several core sub-disciplines of psychology concentrated on the following topics: 

(1) cognitive processes, (2) personal characteristics, (3) life span development, and (4) social 

context (Sternberg, 2000). While a focus on the individual has been prevalent, contemporary 

theoretical approaches to defining creativity have moved beyond purely psychological and 

incorporated perspectives from a variety of social sciences including anthropology, sociology, 

history, education, biology and even economic theory.   

     Numerous creativity theories have been proposed since the 1950s, ranging from one-

dimensional to multi-dimensional models that have led to a variety of research approaches and 

outcomes.  These include the extensive development of psychometric tests leading to the 

identification of gifted children and adults.  These theories have also led to multitudes of 

creativity training programs developed to promote innovation within organizations. Not 

surprisingly, given the importance placed on creativity in primary education and industry, 

theoretical perspectives are a topic of serious discussion among these professionals.  Likewise, 
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for engineering educators, the selection of an appropriate theoretical model for creativity requires 

careful consideration before initiating research or defining practical objectives. 

     One objective of this review of literature is to present an overview of prominent creativity 

theories.  While several theories are relevant to engineering education and curriculum 

development efforts, a thorough discussion of all theories is not feasible or necessary.  Three 

theories have been selected that highlight a range of perspectives, and degrees of complexity: (1) 

Biospychosocial Model for creativity, (2) Investment Theory of Creativity, and (3) Sociocultural 

Model of Creativity.  These theoretical perspectives are presented in order of complexity to 

identify key variables and dominant viewpoints inherent to contemporary creativity research, all 

which ultimately have implications for creativity in engineering education. 

     Various theoretical models of creativity have been proposed which incorporate a multi-

dimensional range of variables.  In highlighting the complexity of a comprehensive 

contemporary creativity theory, one may consider Dacey and Lennon’s Biopsychosocial Model 

for creativity that incorporates multivariable interaction and causality (Dacey & Lennon, 1998).  

They propose a “five-layer system of causation in which each layer interacts with and 

bidirectionally affects the other four with the sixth (time) running across the whole” (Fig. 1). 

Main variables include biological, cognitive, personality, microsocietal, macrosocietal, and time. 

The list of secondary variables is expansive, including genes, lateral dominance, coordination, 

remote associations, gestalts, tolerance for ambiguity, flexibility, family dynamics, friendships, 

neighborhoods, work, education, religion, legal, economics and political environments.  

Therefore, creativity as defined by the biopsychosocial model incorporates a vast range of 

biological, psychological and social variables and interactions over time.  Commendably, this 

model presents an inclusive theoretical foundation for creativity researchers.  Concurrently, the 
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complexity inherent in such a model presents rigorous challenges for practical research studies, 

especially for engineering educators interested in promoting creativity through design project 

curriculum. 

Macrosocietal 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Microsocietal 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

family dynamics, close relationships, residential situation 

Personality 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

flexibility, tolerance for ambiguity 

Cognitive 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

remote associations

Biological 
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Time Time

pheric coordination  

, gestalts

neighborhood, work, educational, ethnic, legal, religious, economic and political environments 
 

 

Figure 1. Biopsychosocial Model of Creativity. Adapted from Dacey and Lennon (1998, p. 225). 

 
     Another noteworthy and multi-variable creativity model is Sternberg and Lubart’s Investment 

Theory of Creativity, a confluence theory that borrows from economic theory (Sternberg, 2006).  

Accordingly, creative individuals are defined as those willing to “buy low” and “sell high” in the 

currency of creative ideas.  Creative individuals are more likely to persevere and pursue 

unknown ideas, or “buy low” those unlikely ideas that may have the greatest growth potential yet 

generally be out of favor.  The investment theory is defined by the confluence of six distinct and 

interrelated attributes: (1) intellectual abilities, (2) knowledge, (3) styles of thinking, (4) 

personality, (5) motivation, and (6) environment.   
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     Value placed on intellectual skills has particular relevance for educators; Sternberg defines 

these skills triarchically, on three distinct levels: (1) the synthetic skills to see problems in a new 

way, (2) the analytical skill to recognize which of one’s ideas are worth pursuing, and (3) the 

practical-contextual skills to know how to persuade other people on the value of one’s ideas 

(Sternberg, 1985).  As with the biopsychosocial theory, the investment theory is comprehensive 

and provides a multi-variable foundation for further creativity research.  The triarchical skill 

concept is useful in terms of placing students’ creativity skills along three dimensions: divergent 

thinking, convergent thinking, and persuasive communication.  Curriculum developers viewing 

student creativity as a set of three well-defined skills though the triarchic lens are provided with 

solid beginning and clear direction forward.  Yet, for educators in the early stages of 

understanding and implementing creativity in the curriculum, the various dimensions of the 

investment theory model may also prove unwieldy.  

     Socio-cultural theories that emerged in the 1980’s offered more approachable perspectives for 

engineering educators interested in understanding and developing student creativity.  These 

models, including the work of Amabile, incorporate the subjective cultural components of 

creativity (Amabile, 1996).  One such model presented by Sawyer includes three main 

components: the person, the domain and the field (Fig. 2) (Sawyer, 2007).  Creativity begins 

with the individual, the person who creates within a given domain, which “consists of all the 

created products that have been accepted by the field in the past, and all of the conventions that 

are shared by members of the field: the languages, symbols, and notations (Sawyer, 2006, p. 

125).”  Sawyer citing Csíkszentmihályi defines the members of a given field as “the group of 

intermediaries who determine what’s accepted and disseminated (Sawyer, 2006, p. 124).”  
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Domain 

Person Field 

 

Figure 2. Socio-cultural Model of Creativity.  Adapted from Sawyer (2006, p. 124). 

     The socio-cultural model generally outlined here, provides an amenable theoretical 

perspective from which to understand creativity.  This elegant yet comprehensive model captures 

the essence of creativity across a variety of domains, cultures, and individuals.   Socio-cultural 

model provides a holistic view of creativity, widely accepted within the creative research 

community, through the inclusion of key variables.  Strengths inherent in this model include the 

role of the individual within the greater social and cultural environment.  Creativity in 

engineering is domain specific, requiring specialized knowledge and skills that are acquired 

through extensive training and education.  In light of this model, the students (i.e. person) in 

undergraduate engineering programs are in the process of learning the domain of engineering 

which includes unique approaches to problem-solving through the mastery of mathematical, 

technological and scientific tools which have been defined appropriate by the field of 

engineering (i.e. university, industry, government, and society).  As facilitators invested in 
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successfully preparing students for the field of engineering, engineering educators are crucial to 

developing engineering creativity skills. 

     Given the breadth of creativity research, the creativity theories presented represent only a part 

of the whole.  Yet, these theories were provided to highlight the variety of perspectives held 

among professionals invested in creativity research.  To provide a foundational understanding of 

creativity on which these theoretical models of creativity have been constructed, key historical 

developments in creativity research are first presented through a discussion of: person, product, 

and process.  The discussion that follows is intended as a primer towards understanding three 

(person, product, process) of the four main dimensions creativity (the other being environment).  

Creative Person 
 
     Origins of major research studies intended to identify creative individuals can be traced back 

J.P. Guilford’s work in the early 1950s.  As president of the American Psychological Association 

(APA), Guilford set forth the foundation for an ambitious research agenda in response to threats 

arising from the Cold War and the urgency in the U.S. for boosting technological 

competitiveness.  In his 1950 presidential speech at the APA annual meeting he addressed the 

neglect of creativity as a significant research topic, given the social importance, the shortcomings 

of conventional education programs to stimulate creativity and proposed a factorial analytical 

approach which would add validity to his theoretical model (Guilford, 1950).  Early work was 

carried out with the support of the military specifically focused on individuals to (1) recognize 

creativity as a separate construct from intelligence, and (2) identify highly creative individuals 

with the intentions of promoting further talent through educational training programs (Guilford, 

1950). Foundational in these efforts was differentiating between “convergent” thinking abilities 
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which had been the basis of intelligence quotients (IQ) and “divergent” thinking abilities which 

would inform the creativity quotients.   

     In differentiating intelligence from creative potential, Guilford acknowledged a mutual 

complexity with neither defined by a singular ability (Guilford, 1968).  He saw divergent 

production, or “producing a number if different ideas (or responses to those who prefer stimulus-

response language) in response to certain given information” as the hallmark characteristic of 

creativity (Guilford, 1968, p. 191).  Manifest in divergent production were fluency, flexibility and 

elaboration.  Osborn, a creativity theorist who introduced Brainstorming technique in 1948 

offered the following validating viewpoint.  

“Our thinking mind is mainly two-fold: (1) a judicial mind which analyzes, compares 

and chooses; (2) a creative mind which visualizes, foresees, and generates ideas.  

Judgment can help keep imagination on track, and imagination can enlighten 

judgment (Osborn, 1963, p. 39).” 

     Through Guilford’s comprehensive “structure of the intellect” theoretical model, 

psychometric tests could be developed to assess independent dimensions of intelligence of 

which divergent production was clearly delineated from convergent production (Guilford, 

1956) (Fig. 3). 
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Figure 3 Guilford’s Structure of the Intellect Model.  Retrieved from “Explorations in Learning 
& Instruction: The Theory into Practice Database” by G. Kearsley, April 18, 2008 at 
http://tip.psychology.org/guilford.html.  
 

     Beginning in the 1960s the development of psychometric tests to quantify individual 

creativity, based on Guilford’s Structure of the Intellect model were led by E. Paul Torrance 

(Kim, 2002). These tests, the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) have been norm 

referenced and translated into more than 35 languages (Millar, 2002).  Two main versions of the 

original test still widely used today, TTCT-Figural and TTCT-Verbal, require pencil and paper 

responses, an administrator, and trained evaluator to score.  Three mental characteristics, 

flexibility, fluency and originality were assessed through a series of word-based design activities 

with the TTCT-Verbal tests.  Seventeen mental characteristics (fluency, originality, abstractness 

of titles, resistance to premature closure and elaboration, plus thirteen creative strengths) were 

measured through figural design activities with the TTCT-Figural tests.  Torrance originally 

focused on understanding and nurturing qualities that help people express their creativity (Kim, 

2006, p. 4), yet the predictive nature of the tests has prevailed along with a fair amount of 

controversy.  These tests have been used extensively in identifying children for gifted programs 

in terms of student potential for future creative achievement.  Torrance tests have received both 
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accolades and controversy by psychologists and educators who question the validity of predictive 

measures of creativity. 

     Gardner’s theory of multiple intelligences also has implications for defining individual 

creativity in the context of education.  Gardner’s theory recognizes a unique set of intelligences 

of which an individual may excel in one or more, these include: (1) linguistic, (2) musical, (3) 

spatial, (4) logical-mathematical, (5) bodily kinesthetic, (6) interpersonal, and (7) intrapersonal 

(Gardner, 1983).  He defines intelligence as “the ability to solve problems, or create products, 

valued with in one or more cultural settings” (Gardner, 1983, p. x).  Unlike the TTCT approach, 

Gardner recognizes individual creative abilities within a variety of domains as opposed to a 

general personal attribute.  For example, according to Gardener’s theory, an individual may be 

highly creative in music but not necessarily creative in language arts.  Like the TTCT tests, 

Gardner’s theory is based on the assumption that individual creativity is an inherent trait waiting 

to be recognized and developed through educational or training programs.  Other approaches to 

individual creativity began with a historical or biographical approach such as the 

psychobiological theories. 

     Psychobiographical approaches were pivotal in identifying personality traits or environmental 

experiences (i.e. family) that were the hallmark of highly successful creative individuals. Most 

notable among these were the work of Donald MacKinnon and Frank Barron at the University of 

California in the 1950’s and 60s when they looked at individuals from several fields to compare 

creative traits (Barron, 1961).  Early studies focused mainly on architects, but also included 

scientists, and writers who were peer nominated for their high levels of creative achievement. 

Architects were selected in recognition of their scientific and artistic skills, both inherent to the 

discipline. Among the early findings were that creative persons tended more often to self-identify 
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with the following traits: self-confident, inventive, determined, independent, individualistic, 

enthusiastic, and industrious.  Creative architects also displayed a higher tendency towards 

intuitiveness, or a preference for theoretical abstraction over concrete facts, in addition to 

perception, or a preference for open-endedness as measured with the Myer-Briggs Type 

Indicator (MBTI).  Furthermore, the highly creative were more likely to show comfort with 

expression of both masculine and feminine aspects of their personality.   In regards to family 

history, they had higher levels of parental support, as well as parental respect for their autonomy, 

and often a lack of closeness with a parental figure, most often the father (MacKinnon, 1961). 

     MacKinnon saw his work as having direct implications for creativity education, as he stated 

in his 1962 article The Nature and Nurture of Creative Talent (MacKinnon, 1962).  He suggested 

that educators invested in developing creativity should train students to be more intuitive with 

less emphasis on unrelated facts and repeated drilling, rather on “the searching for common 

principles in terms of which facts from quite different domains of knowledge can be related, the 

stressing of analogies, and similes and metaphors, a seeking for symbolic equivalents or 

experience in the widest possible number of sensory and imaginal modalities, exercises in 

imaginative play, training in retreating from the facts in order to see them in larger perspective 

and in relation to more aspects of the larger context thus achieved” (MacKinnon, 1962, p. 495).  

He noted that such highly creative students were more comfortable receiving mediocre grades, 

were perceived as rebellious, yet in actuality required higher levels of personal engagement (as 

opposed to those dictated by authority figures) in order to achieve.  

Creative Process 
 
     Like the work of MacKinnon and Barron, Howard Gruber’s approach to creativity was 

largely historical and biographical in nature.  Yet, unlike theories focused on identifying creative 
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persons, the Evolving Systems Approach to Creativity, developed by Howard Gruber, presents a 

meaningful link between the creative person and the creative process, or a pathway leading to a 

creative (i.e. original, meaningful, and socially valued) outcome.  Through case studies of 

recognized creative scientists, most notably Darwin, Gruber identified several qualities 

concerning the creative processes of these successful individuals.  His approach was more 

holistic and pragmatic, focused on explaining the unique individual and their creative process 

over time rather than embracing psychometric tests or other measures developed specifically to 

predict individual creativity (Lavery, 1993).  

     Gruber and his colleagues (Gruber & Wallace, 1989) found that creativity took place over 

extended periods of time, rarely with a sudden bold insight, with creative individuals showing a 

strong commitment to their work, even when their work was unpopular with commonly accepted 

conventions.  These individuals were often very good collaborators, had an extensive knowledge 

and skill base, an open-ended work approach, made good choices early on which set the stage for 

later success, and used metaphorical type thinking to develop their ideas.  Gruber’s case study 

approach to the creative process was to look back at famous creative persons through their 

notebooks, diaries, and other personal artifacts that documented their creative process.  While 

this approach produced meaningful insights concerning the creative process of historical figures 

recognized for their achievements, it may not explain much about everyday creative persons or 

processes.  Nor, does this approach provide direct guidance for educational interventions in the 

support of creativity. 

     Some of the earliest research on the creative process has been traced back to a four-stage 

theory proposed by Graham Wallas.  In his 1926 book, The Art of Thought, the four successive 

steps of creativity included (1) preparation (2) incubation (3) illumination, and (4) verification 
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(Wallas, 1926).  Preparation is a conscious activity, during which a problem is evaluated, 

defined, gathered and organized relevant knowledge (Lubart, 2001).  Incubation was not 

considered a conscious activity, rather one that required one to take a break from the problem, 

even working on other problems, during which time the mind unconsciously worked on solving 

the original problem, often through a series of associations (Lubart, 2001).  Illumination was 

characterized by a sudden “flash” of intuitive enlightenment, the “aha” moment when ideas 

began to emerge into consciousness (Lubart, 2001).  Verification was considered a conscious 

activity during which one evaluated, refined and developed ideas (Lubart, 2001).   

     Research done in the 30’s by Patrick seemed to validate the stages of Wallas’ model.  She 

observed, recorded and analyzed the actions and spoken thoughts of research participants while 

they produced poems, paintings or solved scientific problems (Patrick, 1935, 1937 and 1938).  

Her studies also looked at novices and experts, to determine differences in their creative process.  

Today, her methodology is still used in understanding the creative process, for example with the 

verbal protocol analysis approach (Lubart, 2001).  

     In its simplicity, Wallas’ model is meaningful in that it provided a step-wise foundation for 

future creative process theorists.  Other noteworthy creative process models include The Creative 

Problem Solving (CPS) Model, based upon the work of Osborn and Parnes.  CPS model of the 

creative process involves five major steps: fact-finding, problem-finding, idea- finding, solution-

finding, and acceptance-finding (VanGundy, 1987).  While these creative problem solving 

models are well-known in the field, there has been criticism regarding the linear stepwise 

approach.  Criticisms include the lack of attention paid to individual differences, accounting for 

the iterative nature of problem solving, and sufficient attention paid to difference in problem 

solving among various disciplines (Lubart, 2001).   
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Creative Product 
 
     Like the creativity tests for individuals, creative product assessment involves qualities of 

originality and uniqueness.  Creative products are also valued for their usefulness, 

appropriateness, and social value.  Unlike tests of individual creativity focused on predicting 

persons’ creative abilities, assessment of a creative product requires a subjective judgment of 

“what is.”  Among the most widely recognized measure of creative product is Amabile’s 

Consensual Assessment Technique (CAT).  Use of this technique uses a team of at least three 

expert judges to independently rate the creativity of a product using a Likert scale.  The judge’s 

scores are analyzed for inter-rater reliability and averaged to determine a final score.  Inherent in 

this technique is the need for expertise in the domain. 

     Another popular technique which shares much with Amabile’s CAT is the Creative Product 

Semantic Scale (CPSS) developed by Dr. Susan Bessamer.  This technique includes 55 items and 

a semantic differential scale from 1 to 7 (Fig. 4).  The CPPS has been widely used in industry 

with encouraging results.  Strengths in this tool include the isolation of distinct variables, ease of 

use for practitioners who lack expertise and a more descriptive dimensional assessment of the 

creative products.  Additionally, the CPPS is well suited for comparing several products.  Like 

the CAT, all measurements in the CPPS are subjective thus questionable in terms of scientific 

quantification.   

1. original 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 conventional 
2. important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 unimportant 
3. useless 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 useful 
4. well-made 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 botched 
5. uninfluential 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 influential 

          
Figure 4. Rating Creative Products, Sample Items. Adapted from Creative Product Semantic 
Scale (CPPS).  Retrieved from “Ideafusion” by C. Besemer, April 18, 2008 at 
http://ideafusion.biz/cpssimage.htm. 
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     In summary, focused research on the creative person, process and product provide the 

foundational essentials from which to begin a broader discussion on creativity in engineering 

design education.  Creativity theories presented previously are based on one or more of these 

elements, and have incorporated historical viewpoints from creativity research.  Definitive 

conclusions are elusive in terms of effectively isolating and measuring a creative person, a 

creative process, or a creative product.  Each is colored by a level of subjectivity, cultural, social, 

and historical bias.  For example, MacKinnon and Barron’s work focused on architects 

recognized for their creative achievements builds on dominant paradigms of success void of 

gender, racial, and socioeconomic diversity.  For educators invested in cultivating creativity in a 

more inclusive academic environment, separating the person, process and product from these 

subjective perspectives is dangerous.  A more constructive approach must include focused 

attention on the importance of discipline relevant creativity, such as through design education in 

engineering. 

     Creativity is an essential component of design.  Kees Dorst, a leader in design education 

states, “design is applied creativity” (Dorst, p. 14).  Designer’s work, he reasons, requires two 

ways of thinking, “a mix of creativity and analytical thinking” (Dorst, p. 14).  In order to better 

explore the connection between creativity and engineering design education, an overview of 

design, including definitions, is presented along with the types of problems designers solve.  

Developing design thinking in students first requires knowledge and an understanding of this 

unique set of skills.  Also explored is the close relationship between design thinking and 

creativity that have direct implications for engineering design educational initiatives.  
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Design and Design Thinking 
 
“Design stripped to its essence, can be defined as the human nature to shape and make our 
environment in ways without precedence in nature, to serve our needs and give meaning to our 
lives.” (Heskett, 2002, p. 69) 
  
     Design is integral to several disciplines often associated with creativity including art, 

architecture, and engineering.  Other analytical and creative fields also utilize design as a central 

activity, including science, with the design of experiments, business, with the design of process 

and organization, and education with the design of curriculum.  Design is viewed as an essential 

human endeavor, intentional and meaningful, and also challenging to define in singular and 

universally accepted terms.  Specific descriptors for design are dependent on the discipline and 

the individuals involved in the various design fields.  Design has been defined as both a noun and 

a verb, characterized by both a human process and an outcome.  From the Oxford English 

dictionary, the following definitions provide a starting point:  

design, n. A mental plan. A plan or scheme conceived in the mind and intended for 
subsequent execution; the preliminary conception of an idea that is to be carried into 
effect by action; a project (Simpson & Weiner, 1989). 

design, v. To plan, purpose, intend. To form a plan or scheme of; to conceive and arrange 
in the mind; to originate mentally, plan out, contrive (Simpson & Weiner, 1989). 

 
     Design, like creativity, may also be discussed in terms of a person (the designer), a product 

(the design), a process (to design) and an environment (a design studio).  Most relevant to 

engineering design education is the aspect of design as a creative problem-solving activity.  

Careful differentiation must be paid though, in acknowledging the types of problems designers 

solve.  These problems are not well-formulated but are ill-structured, open-ended and often 

referred to as “wicked” (Lawson, 2004).  Unlike well-defined problems, with a clear goal and 

known ways of problem-solving that lead to a singular correct answer (Cross, 2000, p. 15), ill-
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defined problems share the following characteristics: (i) some of the goals, constraints and 

criteria are vague at the outset and internal consistencies emerge throughout the solution process, 

(ii) ways of formulating the problem are dependant on ways of solving it, (iii) the problem is 

understood through a process of proposals for solution concepts, (iv) and there is a lack of a 

definitive solution to the problem (Cross, p. 15).  Dorst identifies the triple nature of design 

problems as being neither completely fixed nor completely free, but (i) partly determined by 

unalterable needs, requirements and intentions, (ii) underdetermined, with the interpretation of 

underdetermined parts of the design problem, including creation and selection of possible 

solutions, only decided during the design process, and (iii) largely undetermined, in the sense 

that the designer is, based on personal taste, style and abilities free to design (Dorst, 2004, p. 23).   

     Furthermore, Lawson contends that “the model of design as problem-solving is inadequate” 

when one considers problem solving in the conventional sense.  For example, in a game of chess 

with orders of magnitude of complexity, the domain of operations is prescribed and 

circumscribed to be played on a board of 8 by 8 squares.” (Lawson, 2004, p. 20)  Designing then, 

“in terms of chess, is rather like playing with a board that has no divisions or cells, has pieces 

that can be reinvented and redefined as the game proceeds and rules that can change their effects 

as moves are made.  Even the object of the game is not defined at the outset and may change as 

the game wears on” (Lawson, p 20). 

     Given the open-ended, ill-defined and human-centered nature of design, design thinking is 

characterized by a holistic creative approach to problems and solutions.  Design thinking requires 

originality, ideation, cognitive flexibility, a tolerance for ambiguity, empathy and visualization 

among other notable traits strongly associated with creativity.  Design thinking also includes the 
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use of analogies to reframe design problems, a well-developed intuition, decision-making and the 

ability to operate in the many languages of design (i.e. social, spatial, visual and aesthetic).     

     Development of design thinking skills has direct implications for design education.  Nigel 

Cross, a design researcher and educator, has defined eight core design abilities all designers 

should possess: (1) produce novel, unexpected solutions, (2) apply imagination and constructive 

forethought to practical problems, (3) using drawings and other modeling media as means of 

problem solving, and in doing so (4) deal with uncertainty working with incomplete information, 

(5) resolve ill-defined problems by (6) adopting solution-focused strategies, (7) employing 

abductive/productive/appositional thinking and (8) use non-verbal graphic/spatial modelling 

media (Cross, 2000).  Clearly, some of these abilities are learned though conventional instructor 

led educational practices, such as the use of graphic design software, while others, such as 

adopting solution-focused strategies and dealing with uncertainty, require more authentic 

learning experiences.  

     Design education has historically been experiential in nature, built on the tradition of arts and 

craft education focused on the learning by doing process (Dorst, 2004, p. 80).  In Dorst’s view of 

design itself as a learning process, several “learning cycles” are carried out leading to a solution. 

Through designing, knowledge is gradually acquired about the nature of the design problem 

along with optimal paths towards a design solution.  This is achieved through evaluating the 

problem from a variety of viewpoints, experimenting with solutions (a solution-focused 

strategy), learning from the results and repeating this propose-experiment-learn cycle again until 

a satisfactory solution has been reached (Dorst, 2003, p. 16).  According to Dorst, this learning 

method is advantageous in terms of providing students with a rich and relevant learning 

environment allowing them to develop a personal style.  
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     Perkins, in this theory of knowledge as design, also supports this approach to “design as 

knowledge” and the (important) role in education.  In Perkins view of design as a structure 

adapted to a purpose (Perkins, 1986, p. 2) there are the four questions that define the nature of 

any design: (i) What is its purpose (or purposes)? (ii) What is its structure? (iii) What are model 

cases of it? and (iv) What are the arguments that explain and evaluate it? (Perkins, 1986, p. 5).  

These questions provide a framework for educators and students in order to effectively develop 

critical and creative thinking.  Knowledge as constructed by human inquiry is emphasized 

through the development of “provocative design tasks for learners” (Perkins, p. 95).  In 

educational initiatives, especially for an applied field such as engineering, Perkins theory 

supports the use of design activities as potent learning opportunities, for creativity and critical 

thinking. 

Engineering Design Education 

     For engineering design education, the relationship between design and creativity is core. 

Through design, engineers are involved in both problem-finding and in problem-solving.  Both 

problem-solving, or the process of developing an optimal solution, and problem finding, or the 

process of identifying problems worth of being solved, are related to creativity.  Problem finding 

and problem solving are creative activities, both requiring divergent as well as convergent 

thought processes.  For example, while engineers who design an innovative wind turbine that 

drastically reduces noise while increasing energy producing capabilities are mainly involved in 

problem-solving, engineers who identify the need for inverted wind turbine models appropriate 

for single-family homes are engaged in problem finding.  Both problem solving and problem 

finding are integral to engineering design and deserving of attention in design education.  
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     Sheppard, a leading engineering design educator and researcher clearly places the role of both 

problem-finding and problem-solving through engineering design in her definition of 

engineering.  Her characterization of engineers’ work to “scope, generate, evaluate and realize 

ideas” is the essence of design (Dym, et al, 2005 p 104).  Another widely accepted definition for 

engineering design emphasizes the generation or ideation process associated with creativity 

(below) in terms of an intelligent process.  

“Engineering design is a systematic, intelligent process in which designers 

generate, evaluate, and specify concepts for devices, systems, or processes whose 

form and function achieve client’s objectives or user’s needs while satisfying a 

specified set of constraints.” (Dym, et. Al, 2005 p. 104) 

     In engineering design education, the engineering process is introduced as a guide for students.  

On another level though, the engineering design process is a model for defining the essence of 

engineering design.  Inherent in the engineering design process are important clues on (i) how 

engineers solve design problems, and (ii) the major activities in engineering design.  For 

example, a model of the engineering design process used in a popular first year university text in 

introductory engineering courses (Fig. 5), emphasizes iteration, problem definition, 

understanding constraints and criteria (or, gathering information), ideation (or, generating 

multiple solutions), analysis to determine the best solution (analyze and select a solution), testing 

(of functionality) and construction (or, implementation).  These steps are presented in a 

sequential manner, with the assumption that the process will be repeated several times before an 

optimal design solution is realized.   
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1. Define the Problem 

 

Figure 5 The Engineering Design Process. Adapted from Howell, “Engineering 
Design: A Creative Process,” Pearson Prentice Hall, p 160. 

 

     From this general model of engineering design, many would reasonably argue that the role of 

creativity is not manifest throughout the entire design process.  Problem definition, gathering of 

information, analysis, selection, testing and implementation are typically considered convergent 

type activities, leading to a singular or “best” response.  Yet, the generation of multiple solutions 

is a divergent and creative activity, one that implies a level of originality.  Others might argue 

that creativity is critical throughout the design process, such as in situations when problem 

definition approximates problem finding, or when the selection of one solution over another 

leads to a new innovation.  On the whole, there is a consensus of engineering design as a creative 

process (Lawson, 2004) with creativity playing a more visible role during key stages, including 

problem finding and ideation. 

Team Creativity 

     Attention to the role of teamwork was absent in previous definitions of engineering design.  

Yet, teamwork is essential to engineering design.  Opportunities for collaboration and enhanced 

creativity abound in the team design experience, laying the foundation for innovation.  Many 

researchers have studied team diversity, particularly the influence of differing perspectives and 

2. Gather Information 5. Repeat and Test 
Solution 

3. Generate Multiple   
Solutions 

4. Analyze and  
Select a Solution 
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knowledge bases, as a significant factor in terms of the range of ideas generated (Littleton, 

2004).  While observable markers, such as age and gender have roles; other psychometric factors 

such as style and behavioral dimensions have a more direct and lasting influence on team 

diversity (Moynihan & Peterson, 2001).  Team creativity is also critical during the decision 

making process, when novel ideas may be either adopted and developed or discarded.  Some 

known factors that are closely associated with team creativity include trust, support, collective 

self-efficacy (Gibson, 1999), and conflict resolution styles (Littleton, 2004).   

     Sawyer, a creativity researcher, states that while “we’re drawn to the image of the lone genius 

whose mystical moment of insight changes the world…the lone genius is a myth, it’s group 

genius that generates breakthrough innovation…creativity unfolds across people, the sparks fly 

faster and the whole is greater than the sum of its parts” (Sawyer, p.7).  In his book, Group 

Genius: The Creative Power of Collaboration, he identified the following seven key 

characteristics of effective creative teams (Sawyer, pp. 14-16): 

 1. Innovation Emerges Over Time 

 2. Successful Collaborative Teams Practice Deep Listening 

 3. Team Members Build on Their Collaborators’ Ideas. 

 4. Only Afterwards Does the Meaning of Each Idea Become Clear 

 5. Surprising Questions Emerge 

 6. Innovation is Inefficient 

 7. Innovation emerges from the bottom up. 

     Inherent in Sawyer’s theory for creative collaboration is the role of motivation.  For groups to 

begin to effectively collaborate, a genuine interest in the activity leading to creative outcomes by 
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the group members must be present.  Likewise, if the creative collaboration is to yield valuable 

byproducts, there needs to be an intrinsic interest in the activity by key group members.   

Motivation and Design Creativity 

     Through the development of design activities meant to engage students’ imaginations, 

considerations of motivation and interest are essential.  “Flow,” a term coined by Mihaly 

Csíkszentmihályi, describes an optimal state of being when people are highly engaged in an 

activity (Csíkszentmihályi, 175).  According to flow theory, intrinsic motivation is peak during 

the flow experiences, as are concentration and complete adsorption, along with feelings of 

freedom and enjoyment in the task at hand.  Implications for flow theory in engineering design 

education are fairly transparent.  Design instructors and curriculum developers should be aware 

of the challenge level of an assignment, balanced with ability levels (not too hard or too easy).  

Flow is enhanced when students have a sense of control over the activity, which in itself needs to 

be intrinsically motivating.  Sufficient time needs to be allowed, along with clear goals and 

constructive feedback (Csíkszentmihályi, 1997).   

Conclusions 

     Developing creativity in students through engineering design activities requires an 

understanding of the creative person, creative product, and creative process, nature of design, 

design thinking, group creativity, student motivation and interest.  While each of these 

components is essential to effective design education and worthy of a singular focused attention, 

when developing engineering design curriculum it is crucial to consider ways to integrate 

(synthesize) all.  The goal of any design curriculum should strive to inspire students, to motivate 

them to begin learning the art of engineering.  Design activities provide valuable experiential 

opportunities for students to learn the discipline through active and applied practice.  
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Engineering design curriculum that provides opportunities for both problem-finding and 

problem-solving is strongly aligned with principles of creativity.  Opportunities for teamwork 

ideally suited to design activities, further allow for creative collaboration and enhanced learning. 

     Knowledge and skill are both recognized as pre-requisites for creative outcomes in any given 

discipline, which take many years to develop.  Perkins theory of Knowledge as Design is 

particularly meaningful for developing these abilities through authentic educational design 

experiences.  Creativity in any field, particularly engineering and design, requires a relevant 

knowledge base, as John Hunt, Professor of Organizational Behaviour at London Business 

School was quoted by Von Stamm (Von Stamm, 2003, p. 2) as saying in an interview during the 

Innovation Exchange in 1999. 

“Creativity is not something where someone who has never worked in that field 

suddenly gets this marvelous idea.  Creativity is relating a concept to a particular body 

of knowledge.  The existing body of knowledge is as vital as the novel idea and really 

creative people spend years and years acquiring and refining their knowledge base – 

be it music, mathematics, arts, sculpture or design.”  

     In conclusion, purposeful educational research efforts focused specifically on 

development of design assignments that provide opportunities for student creativity as well 

as building student’s engineering knowledge base are long overdue. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Significance of and Need for the Study 
 
     The “Sustainable Energy Design Project” (SEDP) was developed and introduced in the first 

semester general engineering course, “Engineering Exploration” (ENGE 1024) at Virginia Tech 

in fall 2006 for students in order to (1) develop a basic understanding of the engineering design 

process (2) introduce the topic of sustainable energy, and (3) develop team and communications 

skills.  The open-ended nature of the design project represented a shift from previous semester’s 

design projects in the course that specified a singular design solution, such as a car or boat that 

met several well-defined constraints and criteria.  Piloting the open-ended design curriculum was 

initially considered experimental by course coordinators prior to fall 2006, given the lack of 

precedent of student design outcomes.  At the end of the fall 2006 semester, course coordinators 

acknowledged that the open-ended design curriculum had provided valuable opportunities for the 

expression of student creativity.  Student design solutions ranged from highly unique and 

functional to unoriginal and poorly constructed. For many students, the opportunity to work with 

a team to create an original design while learning about sustainable energy was met with great 

enthusiasm.  Other students expressed frustration with the lack of constraints.  Thus began the 

need to better understand student creativity through the design project assignment.  

     While student assessment of the educational objectives of the design project (knowledge of 

the design process, written and oral communication skills, and knowledge of renewable energy 

topics) were carried out through homework assignments, tests and quizzes administered by the 

course coordinators, the topics of student creativity and team creativity required further 

investigation and form the basis of this study.  Results of this study will be used to inform 
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curricular development for the course in order to provide additional opportunities for student 

creativity. 

Goals of Study 
 

     The main goals of this study were to investigate student creativity and team creativity on an 8 

week long design project, the SEDP, in a first semester general engineering course, ENGE 1024, 

at Virginia Tech.  Two themes are considered for achieving these goals. Theme 1 “An 

Investigation of Student Creativity in an Introductory Engineering Course” focused on student 

creativity that was approached in terms of individual creative thinking abilities as determined by 

performance on the “Abbreviated Torrance Test for Adults,” or ATTA, and assessment by a 

panel of judges of student creative performance on a brainstorming design assignment.  Theme 2 

“An Investigation of Team Creativity in an Introductory Engineering Course” focused on team 

creativity that was approached in terms of the team’s perceptions of their creative performance 

on the design project and similar assessment by an independent panel of judges of the students 

work.  Student’s perceptions of the design project in terms of the level of challenge, level of 

interest, creativity, importance of the competition, teamwork and other factors were investigated 

to add further perspective in Theme 1 and Theme 2.  

Research Questions 
 

Research Questions for each theme are listed below. 
 
Theme 1: An Investigation of Student Creativity in an Introductory Engineering Course 
 
Q1.  What is the relationship between students’ creative thinking abilities, as measured by their 
performance on a creativity test (ATTA), and their creative performance on a brainstorming 
design activity? 
 
Q2.  What is the relationship between students’ creative thinking abilities, as measured by their 
performance on a creativity test (ATTA), and their self-reported perceptions of the design project 
experience?   
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Q3. What were students’ perceptions of the open-ended design project (SEDP) in terms of 
factors associated with creativity? 
 
Theme 2: An Investigation of Team Creativity in an Introductory Engineering Course 
 
Q1. What is the relationship between the perceptions of student teams and a panel of judges in 
terms of the creativity and the quality of the students’ final design? 
 
Q2. What did the students self-report as being their team’s strengths and their team’s weaknesses 
in the design project assignment? 
 
Q3. What aspects of the design project did the students self-report report as being the most 
valuable? 
 
Assumptions 
 
The following assumptions were made during this study: 
 
1. The engineering design project curriculum was developed for students with no (or limited) 
prior design experience. 
 
2.  Students had no (or limited) team design experience prior to their participation in the design 
project.  
 
3. Students enrolled in the introductory engineering course, ENGE 1204,  
did not receive supplemental creativity training during the course of the research study. 
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 CHAPTER 4 
 

Methods 
 

     This study investigated student creativity on an open-ended engineering design project in an 

introductory undergraduate engineering course.  A concurrent embedded mixed method design 

(Fig. 6) was used, a design in which one data set provided a supportive role in a study based 

primarily on the other data set (Cresswell & Clark, 2007, p. 99).  The premise of this design 

recognizes that a single data set is not sufficient, that different questions need to be answered and 

each type of question requires different types of data (Creswell & Clark, 2007, p. 67).  In this 

design, the researcher nests one form of data within another, larger data collection procedure in 

order to analyze different questions or level and units of organization (Cresswell, 2003, p. 16).   

 
  

qual 

Quan 

Interpretation 
based on 
Quan(qual) 
results 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6. Embedded Mixed Method Research Design, 
Adapted from Creswell & Clark, 2007, p. 68. 

     A mixed method approach was used in this study in order to better understand student 

creativity through the design project experience.  In a mixed method approach a researcher tends 

to base knowledge claims on pragmatic grounds (e.g., consequence-oriented, problem-centered, 

and pluralistic).  “This research approach employs strategies of inquiry that involve collecting 

data either simultaneously or sequentially to best understand research problems.  The data 

collection process involves gathering both numeric information as well as text information” 
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(Cresswell, 2003, p. 19).  The investigative nature of this study is well aligned with the 

pragmatic approach in which a researcher is given the “freedom of choice…to choose the 

methods, techniques and procedures of research that best meet their needs and purposes” 

(Cresswell, 2003, p. 12).  In this study, a concurrent approach to inquiry was used with the 

collection of quantitative data, for assessment of students’ creative thinking abilities, creative 

products as well as qualitative data, in order to understand student’s experiences in the design 

project.  While emphasis in this study was placed on collection of quantitative data, addition of 

qualitative data provided student perspective regarding aspects of the design project suspected to 

correlate with creativity. 

     The rest of this chapter has been organized to include the following method related content 

for each of the two research themes: (i) Theme 1: An Investigation of Student Creativity in an 

Introductory Engineering Course, and (ii) Theme 2: An Investigation of Team Creativity in an 

Introductory Engineering Course.  Method related content for each theme include (i) Motivation, 

(ii) Population and Sample, (iii) Data Collection, and (iv) Data Analysis.  

Theme 1: An Investigation of Student Creativity in an Introductory Engineering Course 

     The Theme 1 method section begins with a discussion of motivation for the study, mainly the 

development of open-ended sustainability-themed design curriculum for the introductory course.  

Discussion continues with details regarding the sample included in the study, description of data 

instruments used followed by details of analysis procedures.  

     Motivation 

     Development and introduction of open-ended design project curriculum for the introductory 

engineering course, ENGE 1024, began in spring 2005.  Sustainability was introduced through 

design project curriculum in fall 2005 beginning with the Sustainable Development Design 
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Project, or SEDP, and continued with the Sustainable Energy Design Project, or SEDP through 

spring and fall 2007.  Students’ design work, including the individual and team assignments were 

evaluated and graded by the workshop instructors.  The open-ended nature of the design projects 

provided opportunities for the expression of student creativity, which was evident each semester 

in a number of student design solutions.  While developing opportunities for student creativity 

through the open-ended nature of the design project was valued by the course instructors; student 

creative was not directly assessed or included in their design project grades.  Assessment of 

student work on the design project used to determine student grades was largely based on 

completion of the assignments and adherence to assignment specifications.  Creativity was thus 

recognized as an important outcome of the project and worthy of a separate study leading to 

Theme 1.  The main goal of Theme 1 was to develop an understanding of student creativity 

through the design projects and was largely exploratory in nature.  

     Investigations of student creativity began in Theme 1 with a focus on the individual student.  

This study was designed to determine significance of correlation between students’ creative 

abilities and their performance on a brainstorming assignment early in the design project. Other 

factors suspected to correlate with student creativity on the design project were considered and 

explored, including student perceptions of challenge level of the assignment, interest in the 

project, and the importance of the competition aspect of the project.  Assessment of students’ 

creative performance was a consequential goal of the study in order to reliably assess important 

correlations between student creativity and outcomes of the design project. 

     Population and Sample 

     The sample used for this study was one of convenience and included students enrolled in the 

first semester engineering course, ENGE 1024, at Virginia Tech in the spring 2007 semester.  A 

total of 180 students were enrolled in the course in Spring 2007.  The course coordinator led the 
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large lecture section and 4 graduate instructors led the 6 smaller workshop sections.  The lecture 

section met once a week for 50 min. in a lecture hall followed later in the week by workshop 

sections that met once a week in classrooms for 90 min.  All students were assigned to the 

workshop sections by departmental administrators based on the student’s (course) schedule 

availability, and on a first come first serve basis. 

     The student sample used in Theme 1 was one of convenience that included 62 students 

enrolled in 2 of the 6 workshop sections held in spring 2007, each workshop had 31 students.  

These two workshop sections (referred to as Workshop 1 and Workshop 2) were selected for 

several reasons that included: the workshop instructors were similar in terms of (i) teaching 

experience, (ii) age, (iii) gender, (iv) academic background and (v) teaching course loads.  Both 

workshop instructors were male, in their mid twenties, had taught a workshop section in the 

previous semester, and were Masters degree students in the College of Engineering at Virginia 

Tech.  Following IRB Approval (Appendix M) for the study, all students enrolled in these 

workshop sections (31 students in Workshop 1, 31 students in Workshop 2) were invited to 

participate in the study.  A student consent form (Appendix L) was distributed and collected on 

the 4th week of the semester; student signature was required for students to be included in the 

study. 

     Data Collection 

     Data using following instruments was collected in spring 2007: (1) Student Consent Form 

(Appendix L), (2) Abbreviated Torrance Test for Adults (ATTA), (3) Brainstorming Inventory 

(Appendix B), and (4) Student Survey (Appendix J).  There were 14 workshop sessions held 

throughout the spring 2007 semester.  A timeline for each instrument collected in spring 2007 is 

provided (Tab. 1). Student consent forms were collected prior to the administration of the 
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Abbreviate Torrance Test for Adults.  Judge Surveys consisted of four surveys prepared by 

energy topic in order for the judges (n = 3) to rate students’ brainstorming ideas (Tab. 2). 

Table 1  

Timeline of Data Collection, Spring 2007 

Instrument Data Collected 

Student Consent Form    Week 5  

Abbreviated Torrance Test for Adults    Week 5 
Brainstorming Inventory    Week 7 
Student Survey    Week 12 
Judges Surveys    Week 14 

 
  
Table 2  
 
Judge Data Collected, Spring 2007 
 

Instrument Ideas Judges 

Rate Student’s Brainstorming Ideas: HYDROPOWER 57 3 

Rate Student’s Brainstorming Ideas: WIND 41 3 

Rate Student’s Brainstorming Ideas: SOLAR 60 3 

Rate Student’s Brainstorming Ideas: BIOMASS 52 3 

 
 
 
 

 

 

     Descriptions for the following instruments are given below: (i) Abbreviated Torrance Test for 

Adults, (ii) Brainstorming Inventory, (iii) Judge Surveys, and (iv) Student Survey. 

     Abbreviated Torrance Test for Adults (ATTA)                    
 
     The ATTA (Goff & Torrance, 2002) is a test of creative thinking ability.  It is claimed by the 

authors that the instrument provides substantial insight into adult creativity by quantifying both 

figural and verbal creative strengths. It can be used to measure changes in the creativity of adults 

through the use of pre- and post-testing. It is in an abbreviated format and has an administration 

time of 15 min. This instrument, a shortened version of the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, 
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included three activities, one verbal and two figural to assess four norm-referenced abilities: (1) 

frequency, a count of pertinent responses (Goff & Torrance, 2002, p. 6), and (2) originality, the 

ability to produce uncommon ideas or ideas that are new and unique (Goff & Torrance, 2002, p. 

10), (3) elaboration, the ability to embellish ideas with details (Goff & Torrance, 2002, p. 1), and 

(4) flexibility, the ability to process information or objects in different ways (Goff & Torrance, 

2002, p. 13).  The instrument was also designed to assess fifteen criterion-referenced creativity 

indicators (i) richness and colorfulness of imagery, (ii) emotions/feelings, (iii) future orientation, 

(iv) humor, (v) provocative questions, and the Figural Responses (vi) openness, (vii) unusual 

visualization, (viii) movement and/or sound, (ix) richness of imagery (x) abstractness of titles, 

(xi) context (xii) synthesis (xiii) internal visual perspective (xiv) expression of emotions, and 

(xv) fantasy.  Administration instructions as well as specifications for the evaluation and scoring 

of test results were provided in the Abbreviated Torrance Test for Adults Manual (Goff & 

Torrance, 2002).  

     Developers of the instrument report reliability with Kuder-Richardson Formula 21, KR21, of 

0.84 for total abilities and 0.90 for total abilities plus indicators (Goff & Torrance, p. 34).  

Requirements for Kuder-Richardson reliability analysis require a single test, with items of equal 

difficulty and inter-correlation between test items (Lenke, 1977). Reported KR21 scores for 

composite raw scores including Total Abilities Score (KR21 = 0.84, SEM = 4.63) and Total 

Abilities + Indicators Score (KR21 = 0.90, SEM = 4.76) (Goff & Torrance, 2002, p. 34).  

Authors claim the test appropriate for evaluating creativity in adults based on previous studies 

including the Quality of Life, QOL, with older adults with and without disabilities in 1992.  The 

ATTA is an abbreviated version of the original Torrance tests of Creative Thinking, or TTCT, 

validated by 2 longitudinal tests on high school students, in 1958, and elementary students in 
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1959 (Goff & Torrance, p.36).  Validity data was not directly specified in the manual, although 

evidence for validity is suggested by the strength of the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking 

(TTCT) on which the ATTA was based.  The TTCT are the most widely used and researched 

creativity tests, with over 2000 studies reporting its usage (Goff & Torrance, 2002, p. 36). 

     Brainstorming Inventory 
 
     The Brainstorming Inventory was an assignment presented to the students early in the design 

project in Spring 2007.  Students worked individually to come up with at least 4 design solution 

ideas, with no upper limit placed on number of ideas.  They were told they would not be graded 

on the quality of these ideas, that there were no “right” or “wrong” brainstorming ideas. Instead, 

students were encouraged to generate as many ideas as possible.  Student’s individual ideas were 

then initialed and recorded on a team template.  One objective of this assignment was to 

encourage student teams to generate multiple original design ideas from which their team might 

develop a design solution.  The student teams were given a grade by their workshop instructor 

for completion of the assignment; as specified, they were not graded for the originality of their 

design ideas.   

     Judge Survey 

     Judges used four instruments to rate the Originality and Goodness of students’ 

brainstorming ideas. One instrument per energy type was developed and included 

students’ brainstorming ideas and a brief description, in student’s own words of their 

idea.  These instruments included (i) Rate Student’s Brainstorming Ideas: 

HYDROPOWER (Appendix E), (ii) Rate Student’s Brainstorming Ideas: SOLAR 

(Appendix F), (iii) Rate Student’s Brainstorming Ideas: WIND (Appendix G), and (iv) 

Rate Student’s Brainstorming Ideas: BIOMASS (Appendix H).  Collectively, these 
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instruments included 210 students’ ideas, brief descriptions of each idea and 2 forced 

choice responses for each idea in terms of originality and goodness.  Forced response 

items addressed the general question “How original and good is this idea?” and included 

4 choices for originality (not original, somewhat original, fairly original, and highly 

original) and goodness (not good, potentially good, good, very good).  

     Each of the three judges was given a copy of all four instruments and asked to 

complete and return the evaluations within 2 weeks.  Training of judges was minimal and 

included a brief conversation between the researcher and each judge independent of the 

other judges during which the rating instruments were handed out and any questions 

regarding the rating procedure were addressed.  Additionally, all judges were instructed 

to complete their evaluations independent of others and rate ideas based solely on their 

subjective perceptions of originality and goodness.  The investigator was available for 

questions beyond the initial informal training session although none of the judges 

required clarification of the task.  All judges returned the completed instruments within 

the 2-week period. 

     Student Survey 
 
     The Student Survey, the “Sustainable Energy Design Project Survey,” included 5 questions 

(referred to as Question 1, Question 2, Question 3, Question 4, and Question 5) evaluating 

students’ perceptions of their design project experience (Appendix J).  Questions 1, 2 and 3 

required responses along a semantic differential scale from -1 to +3 and included a neutral (or 

“0”) option.  Questions 4 and 5 were open-ended and required brief written responses.  Question 

1 included the following pairs concerning the design project: not challenging/challenging, 

boring/interesting, not enjoyable/enjoyable, dull/exciting, frustrating/satisfying, 
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predictable/surprising, well-defined/open-ended, pointless/meaningful, easy/demanding, 

worthless/valuable, not creative/creative.  Question 2 contained the following pairs regarding the 

workshop instructor’s feedback on the project: not helpful/helpful, discouraging/encouraging, 

not adequate/adequate, uninformed/knowledgeable, and sporadic/consistent.  Question 3 

contained the following pairs regarding the “Design Showcase”: not motivating/motivating, 

worthless/rewarding, and inappropriate/appropriate.   

     Student survey also included two free responses questions regarding student’s perceptions of 

their design project experiences.  One question required identifying the best part of the design 

project experience; the other questions required identifying areas the design project experience 

might be improved.  

Data Analysis 

     Analysis of data for Theme 1 included a series of procedures and outcomes including 

quantitative and qualitative results.  Details and brief descriptions of these analyses are presented 

in Table 3. 
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Table 3  

Data Analysis Procedure, Theme 1, Spring 2007  

Data Analysis 
Activity 

Description Outcome 

1. Evaluate Student’s 
ATTA tests 

Evaluate and score students completed test 
results according to instructions in 
Abbreviated Torrance Test for Adults Manual 
(Goff & Torrance, 2002).  

Student’s scores for creative 
thinking abilities:  (1) Creativity 
Index (CI), and (2) Originality 
(Appendix O). 

2. Compile Judges 
Scores 

Code students’ brainstorming ideas.  Assign 
numeric value for judges’ ratings for both 
originality and goodness (0, 1, 2, or 3).  
Determine student’s score for Average 
Originality based on judge’s rating of 
student’s ideas for Originality. 

Excel file with judges’ scores of 
students’ brainstorming ideas for 
both Originality and Goodness. 
Calculated Average Originality 
score for each student. 

3. Inter-rater 
Reliability Analyses  

Compile judges’ ratings for Originality and 
Goodness.  Perform inter-rater reliability 
analyses (Chronbach’s Alpha) for the 
following data sets: (i) all student’s ideas who 
signed the student consent form and submitted 
at least 1 brainstorming idea, (ii) all students 
who signed the student consent form, 
completed the ATTA test and submitted at 
least 1 brainstorming idea. (iii) data set (ii) 
divided into ideas by the four energy types 

Chronbach’s Alpha for 3 judges 
ratings of originality and 
goodness of students’ 
brainstorming ideas.  Analyses 
results included Chronbach’s 
Alpha for all ideas, for students 
who completed the ATTA test, 
and for ideas by energy type. 

4. Two-way ANOVA 
Analyses 

Perform two-way analysis of variance to 
determine significance of main and 
interaction effects of judges and energy type 
on average of judges’ ratings of students’ 
ideas for originality and goodness. 

Table of significance of main 
and interaction effects of judge 
and energy type on average of 
judges’ ratings of students’ ideas 
for originality and goodness. 

5. Correlation 
Analysis: Creative 
Thinking Abilities 
and Creative 
Performance 

Perform correlation analysis using to 
determine significance of correlation between 
3 variables: CI (ATTA test), Originality 
(ATTA test), and Average Originality (Judges 
Ratings of brainstorming ideas). 

Table of Significance for 
Pearson Correlation Coefficients 
between 3 variables (1) CI, (2) 
Originality (ATTA), and (3) 
Average Originality  

6. Correlation 
Analysis: Creative 
Thinking Abilities 
and Student’s 
Perceptions of project 

Assign numeric value to student’s responses 
for forced-response items.  Create database of 
students’ responses Perform correlation 
analysis to determine significance of 
correlation between student’s responses to 
survey and CI score.  

Table of Significance for 
Pearson Correlation Coefficients 
between students’ response to 
student survey and CI score. 

7. Qualitative 
Analysis of Student 
Survey 

Read students responses to open-ended items 
on student survey 3 times to develop and 
validate main themes.  Calculate frequencies 
of main themes. 

Table with main themes and 
frequency counts of main 
themes.   
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Theme 2: An Investigation of Team Creativity in an Introductory Engineering Course 

     Theme 2 methods section begins with discussion concerning sources of motivation for this 

study emerging from Theme 1 results.  As in Theme 1 methods section, the structure of Theme 2 

methods includes details of sample used in study, followed by data collection including data 

instrument and analysis procedures. 

     Motivation 

     This study was developed as a follow-up to the previous study in Theme 1 on individual 

creativity.  Unanticipated outcomes of Theme 1 included the importance of teamwork to 

students’ in their creative process on the project and the primary source of motivation for this 

supplemental study.  Given the team-oriented nature of the design project, an exploration of team 

factors suspected to contribute to creative performance such as importance of innovation and 

quality of final design to team members as well as perceptions of the team experience.  Theme 2 

was developed to begin an investigation of team creativity on the design project.  For the 

purposes of this study, team creativity was defined in terms of the innovativeness (originality and 

usefulness) of the team’s final design.  Students’ perceptions of the design project and their team 

experience were included in this study.   

     Population and Sample 

     The sample was one of convenience and included students enrolled in 8 of the 45 workshop 

sections in fall 2007.  There were 229 students invited to participate in the study.  Over 1,350 

students were enrolled in the course, 5 faculty members led the 8 lecture sections and 17 

graduate instructors led the 45 workshop sections.  Lecture sections met once a week for 50 min. 

in a large lecture hall; workshop sections met later in the same week in a classroom for 90 min.  

All students were assigned to the workshop sections by departmental administrators based on the 

student’s (course) schedule availability, and on a first come first serve basis.   
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     These 8 sections were selected for several reasons that included: the workshop instructors 

were similar in terms of teaching experience, age, academic background and teaching course 

loads.  Each workshop instructor taught 4 of the workshop sections invited to participate in this 

study.  All workshop instructors included in this study were in their early twenties, enrolled in 

their first or second year of graduate school in the College of Engineering and teaching the 

course for the first time.  

     In each of the eight workshops included in this study, workshop instructors assigned students 

to a design team of up to four other students.  The design project was assigned on the 5th 

workshop session of the semester.  The total number of students enrolled in each of the 

workshops, and the total number of design teams in each workshop section are provided (Tab. 4). 

Table 4  
 
Study Sample, Theme 2, Fall 2007 
 

Workshop  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 

Students 
 

32 
 

29 
 

 
27 
 

 
26 

 

 
28 

 

 
27 
 

 
33 

 

 
27 
 

 
Teams 

 
8 
 

 
7 
 

 
7 
 

 
7 
 

 
7 
 

 
7 
 

 
9 
 

 
7 
 

 

     Data Collection  

     Following IRB Approval (Appendix N) the following data was collected and used in this 

study: i) Student Consent Form (Appendix L), ii) Design Brief (Appendix D), iii) Student Survey 

(Appendix K), and iv) Judge Evaluation Forms (Appendix I).  Fall 2007 included 14 workshop 

sessions, held once a week, beginning in Week 1 of the semester.  Descriptions of these 

instruments are provided at the end of this section. 
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Table 5  

Timeline of Data Collection, Fall 2007 

 
     Instrument Data Collected 

Student Consent Form    Week 6 

Design Brief    Week 12 

Student Survey    Week 14 

Judge Evaluation Forms    June 25, 2008 
 

     Following IRB approval (Appendices M & N) all students enrolled in 8 workshop sections 

were invited to participate in the study by the workshop instructors on the 5th week (Week 5) of 

the semester.  Students were told their participation was voluntary, would not affect their grade 

on the project or in the course and they were free to withdraw from the study at any point.  A 

student consent form (Appendix L) was distributed and collected by the workshop instructors; 

student signature was required for students to be included in the study. 

     As per the assignment requirements, on Week 12 of the fall semester each student team was 

required to submit 2 copies of the design brief to their instructor for grading and competition 

purposes.  Workshop instructors submitted one copy of the design brief to the course 

coordinators for the showcase competition event.  These copies were used to identify finalists 

who were invited to participate in the Design Showcase and were used in this study.  The second 

design brief was used for grading purposes by the instructor and then returned to the students.  

Student surveys were administered and collected by the workshop instructors on the 14th week 

(Week 14) of the semester, two weeks after the completion of the design project. 

     Four faculty and graduate student judges evaluated 30 of the design briefs during summer 

2008.  Training for judges used in Theme 2 was more formal in contrast to judge training for 
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Theme 1.  Five judges were invited to participate in the study; only four agreed to participate.  

All judges attended a training session held in an EngE department office on campus on June 17, 

2008.  During this session an overview of the study was provided including the overarching 

objectives of the judge activity, namely to assess student creativity on the design project.  Judges 

were provided with a sample design brief as well as a rating form and encouraged to ask any 

questions concerning their task.  Questions and answers were shared with the group.  Judges 

were instructed to use their own subjective understanding of innovation and quality when rating 

the design briefs.  They were also instructed to work independently and return all materials 

within two weeks. At the end of the training session, each judge was provided with a binder that 

included copies of the 30 design briefs and a judge evaluation form.  Each set was identical in 

terms of design briefs included, coding, and evaluation forms.  Judges were instructed to return 

the completed form and binder within a week, to work independently, and to not write their 

names on the forms.   Following the training session, the author was available to answer 

additional questions, although no further clarification was requested.   

     The design briefs included in this study met the following two criteria: (i) students signed the 

Consent Form, and (ii) 3 to 4 team members completed the Student Survey.  Four colored copies 

were made for each design brief with students’ names and other identifying information removed 

and replaced with an alphanumeric code identifying the instructor’s name and workshop section. 

Judges were instructed to evaluate each design for 2 criteria, innovation and quality.  All 

judgments were subjective and to be based on the quality of the design solution (idea) and model 

(quality).  

Descriptions of the instruments used in this study are given. 
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Design Brief 

     In fall 2007 as specified in the students’ final design project requirements (Appendix C), 

teams were required to submit a 1-page document highlighting aspects of their final design 

(Appendix D).  On 8.5” x 11” design brief document each team was requested to provide specific 

content regarding their final design.  This document was to be printed in color and include the 

following information: a design title, team member’s names, the team’s renewable energy topic, 

the issue or need the design solution addressed, a description of the design solution, and photos 

(and/or sketch) of the final design.  The workshop instructors graded this assignment based upon 

completion and quality. 

     Student Survey, Fall 2007 

     The “Sustainable Energy Design Project Student Feedback Survey” was developed by the 

author to evaluate students’ perceptions of the design project experience in fall 2007 (Appendix 

K).  This survey included 15 questions. Questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 required 

responses along a Likert scale from 0 to 4 (0 = not, 1 = somewhat, 2 = moderately, 3 = highly, 

and 4 = extremely).  Questions 7, 14 and 15 were open-ended and required brief written 

responses.  Questions 1-7 concerned individual assessment of the design experience (how 

challenging, importance of competition, importance of innovation, assessment of level of 

innovation, importance of quality, assessment of quality of design and best part of design 

project).  Questions 8-15 concerned individual perceptions of the team experience (previous 

design experience, importance of competition, quality of final design, and innovativeness of the 

final design, teamwork, team value and support of individual vision, team strengths and team 

weaknesses). 
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     Judge Evaluation Form 
 
     An instrument created by the author for the judges to record their evaluations for the 30 

design briefs.  Each design brief was identified by a 2-digit alphanumeric code (A1, C3, D6, 

etc.).  For each design, judges were asked to provide a score for two questions, one regarding 

innovativeness (i.e., originality and usefulness), the other the quality of the design (i.e., well 

constructed, functional, attractive) based on the information provided in the design brief (text 

and photos).  There were five possible scores for each question which included: not innovative, 

somewhat innovative, moderately innovative, highly innovative, and extremely innovative for 

innovativeness of design, and poor quality, low quality, moderate quality, high quality, and 

exceptional quality for quality of design.  Space was also provided, following each design, for 

the judges to include comments. 

     Data Analysis 

     Analysis of data for Theme 2 included a series of procedures and outcomes including 

quantitative and qualitative results.  Details and brief descriptions of these analyses are presented 

in Table 6.  
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Table 6  

Data Analysis Procedure, Theme 2, Fall 2007  

Data Analysis 
Activity 

Description Outcome 

2. Compile Judges 
Ratings  

Code teams’ design briefs.  Assign numeric 
value for judges’ ratings for both innovation 
and quality (0, 1, 2, 3, or 4).  Determine 
team’s score for Average Innovation and 
Average Quality based on judge’s rating of 
team’s designs. 

Excel file with judges’ scores of 
team’s designs for both 
Innovation and Quality. 
Calculated Average Innovation 
and Average Quality score for 
each team. 

3. Inter-rater 
Reliability Analyses  

Perform inter-rater reliability analyses 
(Chronbach’s Alpha) for judges’ ratings of 
team’s design for Innovation and Quality 

Chronbach’s Alpha for 3 judges 
ratings for both Innovation and 
Quality for 30 team’s designs.   

4. Two-way ANOVA 
Analyses 

Perform two-way analysis of variance to 
determine significance of main and 
interaction effects of judges and energy type 
on average of judges’ ratings of teams’ 
designs for innovation and quality. 

Table of significance of main 
and interaction effects of judge 
and energy type on average of 
judges’ ratings of teams’ designs 
for Innovation and Quality. 

5. Independent 
Samples T-Test: 
Team’s and Judge’s 
Ratings of Final 
Design 

Assign numeric value to student’s responses 
for forced-response items regarding rating of 
their final design for both Innovation and 
Quality. Create database of students’ 
responses.  Compute a score for team average 
for each team for both innovation and quality 
using their ratings. Perform independent 
samples t-test to determine significance of 
difference between means of judge’s and 
team’s ratings of final design.  

Table of Significance for 
difference between means of 
judge’s and team’s average 
ratings of final designs for both 
innovation and quality. 

6. Qualitative 
Analysis of Student 
Survey 

Read students responses to open-ended items 
on student survey 3 times to develop and 
validate main themes.  Calculate frequencies 
of main themes. 

Table with main themes and 
frequency counts of main 
themes.   

 
Detailed analysis of results is presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

Results 
 

     The primary purpose of this study was to investigate student creativity through an open-ended 

engineering design project developed for a first semester freshman engineering class at Virginia 

Tech.  For the purpose of this study student creativity was approached through the person 

(students’ creative thinking abilities), the product (students’ brainstorming ideas, teams’ final 

designs) and process (students’ and teams’ perceptions of the design project).  Quantitative and 

qualitative analyses of data collected in spring 2007 and fall 2007 were done to investigate 

student and team creativity.  Study results are presented separately for each theme beginning 

with “Theme 1: An Investigation of Student Creativity in an Introductory Engineering Course” 

followed by “Theme 2: An Investigation of Team Creativity in an Introductory Engineering 

Course.” 

     Data were collected from sixty-two students and three judges in Theme 1, and one hundred 

twenty four students and three judges in Theme 2.  Incomplete data for certain variables result in 

a smaller number of participants in each theme.  Results for Theme 1 include (1) students’ scores 

for the Abbreviated Torrance Test for Adults (ATTA), (2) inter-rater reliability analysis of 

judges ratings of students’ brainstorming ideas, (3) correlation analysis between student’s ATTA 

scores and judges’ ratings of students’ brainstorming ideas, (4) frequency of students’ 

perceptions of design project from forced-response items on student survey, (5) correlation 

between student’s perceptions of design project and ATTA scores, and (6) frequency of main 

themes regarding students’ perceptions of project from open-ended survey questions.  Results for 

Theme 2 include (1) inter-rater reliability analysis for judges ratings of student teams’ final 

designs, (2) test of significance, t-test, for judges and students’ ratings of teams’ final design, (3) 
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descriptive of students’ perceptions of design experience from forced-response survey questions, 

and (4) frequency of main themes for students’ perceptions of design experience from open-

ended survey questions.  Open-ended responses to student surveys conducted for Theme 1 in 

spring 2007 and Theme 2 in fall 2007 were evaluated and included to add further insight into 

students’ experiences with the sustainable energy design project.  

     The results for each theme are organized by research questions beginning with Theme 1 and 

followed by Theme 2.  A summary of results for each theme follows these research questions.  

Theme 1 and Theme 2 questions are given below (Tab. 7) followed by a summary of all data 

collected (Tab. 8). 

Table 7  
 
Research Questions for Theme 1 and Theme 2 
 

Research Questions 

 
Theme 1 

 
Q1.  What is the relationship between students’ creative thinking abilities, 
measured by their performance on a creativity test (ATTA), and their creative 
performance on a brainstorming design activity? 
 
Q2.  What is the relationship between students’ creative thinking abilities, as 
measured by their performance on a creativity test (ATTA), and their self-
reported perceptions of the design project experience?   
 
Q3. What were students’ perceptions of the open-ended design project 
(SEDP) in terms of factors associated with creativity? 
 

 
Theme 2 

 
Q1. What is the relationship between the perceptions of student teams’ and a 
panel of judges in terms of the innovativeness and the quality of the students’ 
final design? 
 
Q2. What did the students self-report as being their team’s strengths and their 
team’s weaknesses in the design project assignment? 
 
Q3. What aspects of the design project did the students self-report report as 
being the most valuable? 
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Table 8 
 
Summary of Data Collected Spring 2007 and Fall 2007  
  
 Data Instruments Sample 

 
Theme 1 

  

 Abbreviated Torrance Test for Adults  
(ATTA) 

51 students 

 Brainstorming Survey 54 students 

 Student Survey 
 

54 students 

 Judge Surveys 3 judges 

            Rate Hydropower Ideas  
            Rate Wind Ideas  
            Rate Solar Ideas  
            Rate Biomass Ideas  
 
Theme 2 

  

 Student Survey 
 

134 students 

 Team Design Brief 
 

30 teams 

 Judge Survey 3 judges 
 
 
Theme 1: An Investigation of Student Creativity in an Introductory Engineering Course 
 
     Theme 1 includes three research questions regarding individual student creativity.  A sample 

of convenience included students from two of the six course workshop sections of an 

introductory engineering course at Virginia Tech, ENGE 1024, in spring 2007. All students in 

each section were invited to participate in the study.  Student participation was voluntary and 

required a signed consent form, administered during the first week of the design project.    

     Results for Theme 1 are presented and organized in this section in order of the research 

questions, beginning with Q1 followed by Q2 and Q3 (Tab. 7). A summary of Theme 1 results 

follows presentation of results.  
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     Q1. What is the relationship between students’ creative thinking abilities, measured by 

their performance on a creativity test (ATTA), and their creative performance on a 

brainstorming design activity?  All students from both workshop sections were invited to 

participate in the study.  Before any research data was collected students were asked to sign and 

return a student consent form, giving their approval to be included in the study.  Of the 62 

students enrolled in spring 2007, 54 students gave their consent.   

     Computation of Students’ ATTA Scores.  Students’ creative thinking abilities were measured 

using the Abbreviated Torrance Test for Adults, or ATTA.  Students’ scores were determined 

according to specifications in the Abbreviated Torrance Test for Adults Manual (Goff & 

Torrance, 2002) and recorded on the Scoring/Interpretation Worksheet included in the ATTA 

test booklet.  A sample of a student’s completed scoring rubric is given in Appendix O.  

Determination of student’s Creativity Index, CI, included several steps as described in the 

following section.  

     All students were invited to take the ATTA during a workshop section; only those students 

who signed the consent form were included in the study. During the workshop session students 

recorded their responses to three test activities (as follows) in the ATTA booklet provided.  

Activity #1 required a timed (3 minute max.) written response to the following inquiry “Just 

suppose you could walk on air or fly without being in an airplane or similar vehicle.  What 

problems might this create?  List as many as you can.” (Goff & Torrance, 2002, p. 3).  Activity 

#2 required a timed (3 min.) drawn response.  Students were asked to “Use the incomplete 

figures below to make some pictures.  Try to make your pictures unusual. Your pictures should 

communicate as interesting and as complete a story as possible.  Be sure to give each picture a 

title.  No credit will be given for this activity unless the two incomplete figures are used” (Goff 
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& Torrance, 2002, p. 4). Activity #3 also required a timed (3 min.) drawn response.  Students 

were asked to “See how many objects or pictures you can make from the triangles below, just as 

you did with the incomplete figures.  Remember to create titles for your pictures.  Your pictures 

should communicate as interesting and as complete a story as possible” (Goff & Torrance, 2002, 

p. 4). Total test time took approximately 15 minutes.  

     Students’ completed test booklets were collected, evaluated and scored according to 

specifications detailed in the Abbreviated Torrance Test for Adults Manual (Goff & Torrance, 

2002).  General process of evaluating students test performance involved assigning points for 

responses to each activity according to detailed scoring guidelines presented in the manual.  

Students’ scores were recorded on the “ATTA Scoring/Interpretation Worksheet,” included in 

the back of each test booklet.  The general process began with (1) assessment of the four Norm-

Referenced Measures (fluency, originality, elaboration, and flexibility) followed by (2) 

assessment of the fifteen Criterion-Referenced Creativity Indicators (richness and colorfulness of 

imagery, emotions/feelings, future orientation, humor, provocative questions, openness, unusual 

visualization, movement and/or sound, richness and/or colorfulness of imagery, abstractness of 

titles, articulateness in telling story, combination/synthesis of two or more figures, internal visual 

perspective, expressions of feelings and emotions, fantasy), leading to (3) a calculation of 

Composite Measures, the Creativity Index (CI).    

     Assessment of the four Norm-Referenced Measures included the following successive steps: 

(1) determine Raw Scores for Norm-Referenced Measures for each activity, (2) determine Total 

Score for each Norm-Referenced Measure, (3) determine Scaled Score each Norm-Referenced 

Measure, then (4) determine a Total Scaled Score.  Raw scores for each norm-referenced 

measure were assessed per activity as follows: (i) for Activity #1, fluency and originality, (ii) for 
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Activity #2, fluency, originality and elaboration, and (iii) for Activity #3, fluency, originality, 

elaboration and flexibility.  In determining a Raw Score for Fluency for Activity #1, for example, 

each pertinent and relevant response as defined in the manual was given 1 point.  The calculated 

Raw Score for Fluency for Activity #1 was the sum of these points.  Raw Score for originality 

for Activity # 1 was determined in a similar fashion, with 1 point given to each response not 

listed in the “List of Common Responses for Originality,” provided in the manual.  Raw Score 

for Fluency of figural responses was determined by counting the number of relevant objects and 

pictures made from the incomplete figures and triangles. Bonus points were given for additional 

designs created using the incomplete figures.  As detailed in the test manual, no points were 

given for abstract or duplicate figural responses.  Total Score for each of the four norm-

referenced measures was calculated as the sum of all points.  The Total (Raw) Score for each of 

the four norm-referenced measures was then converted to a Scaled Score using the scale 

provided on the worksheet.  For example, a Total (Raw) Score of 11 for Fluency was equivalent 

to a Scaled Score of 15 for Fluency.  Finally a Total Scaled Score was calculated as the sum of 

the four Scaled Scores. 

     Assessment of the 15 Criterion-Referenced Creativity Indicators included the following steps: 

(i) determine evidence of Criterion-Referenced Creativity Indicator (ii) rate evidence of 

Criterion-Referenced Creativity Indicator, (iii) determine Raw Score for Criterion-Referenced 

Creativity Indicator, and (iv) calculate Total Score for Criterion-Referenced Creativity 

Indicators.  Evidence of Criterion-Referenced Creativity Indicators were assessed per activity as 

follows: (i) for Activity #1, richness and colorfulness of imagery, emotions/feelings, future 

orientation, humor, provocative questions, (ii) for Activity #2 and Activity #3, openness, unusual 

visualization, movement and/or sound, richness and/or colorfulness of imagery, abstractness of 
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titles, articulateness in telling story, combination/synthesis of two or more figures, internal visual 

perspective, expressions of feelings and emotions, and fantasy.  To determine evidence and 

rating of Criterion-Referenced Creativity Indicators for Activity #1, detailed descriptions and 

sample responses were provided in the manual.  For example, the following description and 

types of responses in Activity #1 that qualified as evidence for Richness and Colorfulness of 

Imagery were: “defined as variety, vividness, and strength of imagery” including, (i) could get 

attacked by aliens, (ii) my hair would be windblown, (iii) clothes would be torn to bits, (iv) gets 

bugs in teeth, (v) need glasses to see through up there, (vi) could I keep bugs from my eyes? 

(Goff & Torrance, 2002, p. 7).  Rating for Richness and Colorfulness of Imagery was determined 

as follows: (i) 0 if indicator not present, (ii) a single plus (+) if indicator appeared once, and (iii) 

a double plus (++) if indicator appeared more than once.  Evidence of Criterion-Referenced 

Creativity Indicators for Activity #2 and Activity #3 were likewise determined using figural 

responses.  For example, in determining evidence of Unusual Visualization or Different 

Perspective, the following description was given followed by figural examples: “look for objects 

that are viewed from above, underneath, at an unusual angle, at different distances, or in unusual 

position or relationship” (Goff & Torrance, 2002, p. 17).  Rating was determined for as follows: 

(i) a single plus (+) for one occurrence of indicator, and (ii) a double plus (++) for two or more 

occurrences of indicator.  Raw Score for each of the Criterion-Referenced Creativity Indicators 

was calculated using the following procedure: (i) 1 point given for each single plus (+), and (ii) 2 

points given for each double plus (++).  Total Score for Criterion-Referenced Creativity 

Indicators was sum of Raw Scores. 

     Assessment of Composite Measures procedure involved adding Total Scaled Score for Norm-

Referenced Measures to Total Indicator Score from Criterion-Referenced Creativity Indicators to 
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calculate the Creativity Index (CI).  Creativity Index score ranged from 0 to over 85 (85+).  

Table provided in the manual as a part of Scoring/Interpretation Worksheet included scale for 

range of CI scores in terms of Creativity Level (from 1 to 7), Verbal Assessment (from minimal 

to substantial), and % of Adults in Level.  For example, a CI score of 84 would be interpreted as 

a Creativity Level = 6, Verbal Assessment = High, and % Adults in Level = 12%.  A CI score of 

25 falls in the range of CI scores from 1 to 50 and would be interpreted as: Creativity Level = 1, 

Verbal Assessment = Minimal, and % Adults in Level = 4%. 

     Results for Students’ ATTA Test.  ATTA results included CI data for 51 students in both 

workshops who completed both the ATTA test and signed the student consent form, giving their 

permission to be included in the study. The mean CI Score for the sample was 72.75 and results 

fell within in the normalized range (Figs. 7 & 8) as detailed in the manual (Goff & Torrance, P. 

33).  The students’ CI scores ranged from 52 to 88. Results of Shapiro-Wilk test (n = 51) for 

normalcy (α = 0.05) validated null hypothesis that data was normally distributed (p > 0.05). 
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Figure 7. Range of Student’s Creativity Index Scores. 
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Figure 8. Distribution of Student’s’ CI Scores, n = 51.   
 
     Evaluation of Brainstorming Ideas.  Three judges were asked to rate students’ ideas on a 

brainstorming activity for originality and goodness.  Details of the judge training session are 

provided in Theme 2 results beginning on p. 90. The students’ brainstorming ideas were part of a 

brainstorming assignment early in the design project.  The Brainstorming Inventory (Appendix 

B) was given during the 2nd week of the design project, one week after the ATTA test was 

administered.  Students were asked to individually brainstorm at least four design solution ideas 

for the given renewable energy source then to record their ideas including a brief description on 

the team Brainstorming Inventory document that was to be submitted to the instructor.  

Examples of students’ brainstorming ideas and descriptions for (i) biomass, (ii) wind, (iii) solar, 

and (iv) hydropower are given below.  
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(i) “Biofuel Powered Electric Generator:  An electric generator which generates 
electricity using biofuel.” 
 
(ii) “Windmill Powered Scarecrow:  We can charge a battery to make a tape be 
played in a scarecrow to scare birds.” 
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(iii) “Solar Curlers: Flexible metal strips with holes, rolled into hair, using the 
heat collected and insulated by the metal to curl hair.” 
 
(iv) “Hydropower Train: Electric energy is collected in train from water systems it 
passes over.” 
 

Four instruments, one for each renewable energy topic, were created for the judges to use 

to rate the students brainstorming ideas.  These instruments included a total of 210 

students’ ideas along with students’ brief descriptions of each idea and 2 forced choice 

responses for each idea for (i) originality and (ii) goodness.  These four instruments 

included (i) Rate Student’s Brainstorming Ideas: HYDROPOWER (Appendix E), (ii) 

Rate Student’s Brainstorming Ideas: SOLAR (Appendix F), (iii) Rate Student’s 

Brainstorming Ideas: WIND (Appendix G), and (iv) Rate Student’s Brainstorming Ideas: 

BIOMASS (Appendix H).  Forced-response items addressed the general question “How 

original and good is this idea?” and included 4 choices for originality (not original, 

somewhat original, fairly original, and highly original) and for goodness (not good, 

potentially good, good, very good). 

     Inter-rater Reliability Analyses.  Analysis of inter-rater reliability was performed to 

determine the consistency between the three judges’ ratings for each student.  In total, three 

separate inter-rater reliability analysis were performed to investigate differences in consistency 

of inter-rater reliability, or Chronbach’s Alpha. Average ratings for student by judge were 

calculated for originality, or JudgeAvgOrig, and goodness, or JudgeAvgGood (Fig. 9).  For each 

student six average ratings were computed, three for JudgeAvgOrig or one for each judge, and 

three for JudgeAvgGood also one for each judge.  Relationship used to calculate JudgeAvgOrig 

and JudgeAvgGood included sum of the one judge’s ratings for originality or goodness of a 

student’s ideas and total number of ideas the student submitted. 
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Figure 9. Formula for Judge’s Average Ratings of Originality and Goodness. 
 

 
     The first inter-rater reliability analysis included judges’ ratings of all students’ ideas 

who (i) signed a student consent form and (ii) submitted at least 1 brainstorming idea.  

Second inter-rater reliability analysis was performed on judges’ ratings of students’ 

brainstorming ideas who (i) signed a student consent form, (ii) submitted at least 1 

brainstorming idea, and (iii) completed the ATTA test.  Third inter-rater reliability 

analysis focused on differences between judge’s ratings of students’ ideas by energy 

types (hydropower, wind, solar, and biomass) and included judges’ ratings of students’ 

brainstorming ideas who (i) signed a student consent form, (ii) submitted at least 1 

brainstorming idea, and (iii) completed the ATTA test (Tab. 9).  
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Table 9  

Data Set for Inter-rater Reliability Analyses, Spring 2007 

   Student Sample  Brainstorming Ideas 
   

Analysis 
#1 

51students 
 
(i) signed student consent 
(ii) submitted at least 1    
brainstorming idea 

176 ideas 
  

Analysis 
#2 

41 students 
 
(i) signed student consent 
(ii) submitted at least 1    
brainstorming idea 
(iii) completed the ATTA 
test 

145 ideas 

Analysis 
#3 

41 students 
 
Hydropower: 13 students 
Wind: 8 students 
Solar: 11 students 
Biomass: 9 students 
 
(i) signed student consent 
(ii) submitted at least 1    
brainstorming idea 
(iii) completed the ATTA 
test 

145 ideas 
 
Hydropower: 47 
ideas 
Wind: 27 ideas 
Solar: 37 ideas 
Biomass: 34 ideas 
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In determining consistency of inter-rater reliability analysis the following relationship was used 

to calculate values for Cronbach’s Alpha (Fig. 10): 

  α =
N •c − bar

v − bar + N −1( )•c − bar
 

 
N = number of items 
c - bar = average inter-item covariance among the items 
v - bar – average variance 

 
Figure 10.  Formula for Chronbach’s Alpha, retrieved from UCLA Academic Technology 
Services, http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/Spss/faq/alpha.html. 
 
     Inter-rater Reliability Analysis #1.  Inter-rater reliability analysis was performed to determine 

consistency among judges’ ratings of students’ brainstorming ideas for Originality and 

Goodness.  Data for 51 students was included in the analysis, including a total of 176 

brainstorming ideas (Tab. 9).  Of the original 210 brainstorming ideas, 28 ideas were excluded 

from the analysis due to (i) student non-consent, and (ii) ideas with two or more students’ 

initials.  Six of these ideas were further excluded during the analysis due to incomplete judge 

rating (i.e., one or more judges did not rate the student’s idea).  Six values were calculated for 

each student (i) a judge’s average rating for originality, or JudgeAvgOrig, for each judge, and (ii) 

a judge’s average rating for goodness, or JudgeAvgGood, for each judge (Fig. 9). SPSS 17.0 was 

used to calculate a Chronbach Alpha of 0.554 for Originality and 0.354 for Goodness (Tab. 10).  

Differences in consistency of inter-rater reliability, Chronbach’s Alpha, when one judge was 

excluded were discovered during further analysis of the data (Table 11). Frequency plots of the 3 

judges scores for Originality and Goodness across all 176 ideas illustrate inconsistencies between 

the 3 judges’ ratings (Figs. 11 & 12). 

 

 

 

http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/Spss/faq/alpha.html
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Table 10  

Inter-rater Reliability for Judges’ (n = 3) Average Ratings per Student (n = 51) for Originality 

(JudgeAvgOrig) and Goodness (JudgeAvgGood) of Brainstorming Ideas (n = 176) 

Energy Type Students 
n = 51 

Brainstorming 
Ideas 

n = 176 

Chronbach’s α,  
Originality 

Chronbach’s α, 
Goodness 

Hydropower 16 56  
0.554 

 
0.354 Solar Power 13 41 

Wind Power 9 31 
Biomass 13 48 
 
 
Table 11 
  
Inter-rater Reliability if Judge Excluded, Average Ratings per Student (n = 51) for Originality 

(JudgeAvgOrig) and Goodness (JudgeAvgGood) of Brainstorming Ideas (n = 176) 

 Chronbach’s α if Judge Not 
Included,  

Originality  

Chronbach’s α if Judge Not 
Included, 
Goodness 

Judge 1 0.543 0.591 
Judge 2 0.585 0.425 
Judge 3 0.204 -0.302* 
* The value is negative due to a negative average covariance among items. This violates reliability model 
assumptions 
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                        Judge 1 Scores for Originality 
 

                             Judge 2 Scores for Originality                                                                       Judge 3 Scores for Originality 
  

 
 NOTE: The following scores were used, 0 = not original, 1 = somewhat original, 2 = fairly original, 3 = highly original 

 
Figure 11  Frequencies of Judges Scores for Originality of Students’ (n = 51)              

            Brainstorming Ideas (n = 176). 
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Judge 1 Scores for Goodness 

 

                     Judge 2 Scores for Goodness                                                             Judge 3 Scores for Goodness 
  

 
                           NOTE: The following scores were used, 0 = not good, 1 = potentially good, 2 = good 3 = very original 
 
Figure 12  Frequencies of Judges Scores for Goodness of Students’ (n = 51)            

Brainstorming Ideas (n = 176). 

     Inter-rater Reliability Analysis #2.  Further analysis for consistency of inter-rater reliability 

for judge’s (n = 3) rating of students’ brainstorming ideas was performed on a data set that 

included students who (i) signed student consent (ii) submitted at least 1 brainstorming idea, and 

(iii) completed the ATTA test.  Average scores for each student per judge for Originality and 

Goodness were calculated and used in this analysis (Fig. 9).  Purpose of this analysis was to 

evaluate level of inter-rater reliability for data set that included ATTA scores for correlation 

analyses. Chronbach’s Alpha for Originality and Goodness were 0.588 and 0.260, respectively 

(Tab. 12).  Frequency of the 3 judges scores for Originality and Goodness illustrate 

inconsistencies between the 3 judges’ evaluations (Tab. 13). 
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Table 12  
 
Inter-rater Reliability for Judges’ (n = 3) Average Ratings per Student (n = 41) for Originality 

(JudgeAvgOrig) and Goodness (JudgeAvgGood) of Brainstorming Ideas (n = 145) 

 Students 
n = 41 

Brainstorming 
Ideas 

n = 139 

Chronbach’s α,  
Originality 

 

Chronbach’s α, 
Goodness 

 
Hydropower 13 47  

0.588 

 

0.260 Solar Power 11 37 
Wind Power 8 27 
Biomass 9 34 
 
Table 13  
 
Inter-rater Reliability if Judge Excluded, Average Ratings per Student (n = 41) for Originality 

(JudgeAvgOrig) and Goodness (JudgeAvgGood) of Brainstorming Ideas (n = 145) 

 Chronbach α if Judge Not Included, 
Originality 

Chronbach α if Judge Not Included, 
Goodness 

Judge 1 0.544 0.559 
Judge 2 0.642 0.417 
Judge 3 0.251 -0.466* 
* The value is negative due to a negative average covariance among items. This violates reliability model 
assumptions 
 
     Inter-rater Reliability Analysis #3.  Given the disparity in Chronbach’s Alpha between judges 

in previous analyses, additional differences by energy type were suspected. To investigate 

differences in consistency of inter-rater reliability for judge’s (n = 3) ratings of students’ (n = 41) 

brainstorming ideas (n = 145) by energy topic (hydropower, solar, biomass and wind) further 

analysis was preformed on a data set that included students who (i) signed student consent (ii) 

submitted at least 1 brainstorming idea, and (iii) completed the ATTA test.  Analyses were 

performed to determine inter-rater reliability, Chronbach’s Alpha, by energy type (Tab. 13). 

Chronbach’s Alpha for Originality was highest for Hydropower (α = 0.603) and lowest for 
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Biomass (α = 0.326) (Tab. 14). Chronbach’s Alpha for Goodness was highest for Biomass (α = 

0.569) and lowest for Solar power (α = 0.228) with a negative value for Wind power (α = -

1.134) (Tab. 14).  Further variance in inter-rater reliability, Chronbach’s alpha, was found by 

energy type if a judge was excluded from the analyses (Tabs. 15, 16, 17 & 18). 

Table 14  
 
Inter-rater Reliability for Judges’ (n = 3) Average Ratings per Student (n = 41) for Originality 

(JudgeAvgOrig) and Goodness (JudgeAvgGood) of Brainstorming Ideas (n = 145) by Energy 

Type 

 Students 
n = 41 

Brainstorming 
Ideas 

n = 139 

Chronbach’s α, 
Originality 

Chronbach’s α, 
Goodness 

Hydropower 13 47 0.603 0.369 
Solar Power 11 37 0.370 0.228 
Wind Power 8 27 0.379 -1.314* 
Biomass 9 34 0.326 0.569 
* The value is negative due to a negative average covariance among items. This violates reliability model 
assumptions. 
 
Table 15  
 
Inter-rater Reliability if Judge Excluded, Average Ratings per Student (n = 13) for Originality 

(JudgeAvgOrig) and Goodness (JudgeAvgGood) of Hydropower Brainstorming Ideas (n = 47) 

 Chronbach α if Judge Not Included, 
Originality  

Chronbach α if Judge Not Included, 
Goodness 

Judge 1 0.589 0.706 
Judge 2 0.535 0.275 
Judge 3 0.386 -0.270* 
* The value is negative due to a negative average covariance among items. This violates reliability model 
assumptions. 
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Table 16  
 
Inter-rater Reliability if Judge Excluded, Average Ratings per Student (n = 11) for Originality 

(JudgeAvgOrig) and Goodness (JudgeAvgGood) of Solar Power Brainstorming Ideas (n = 37) 

 Chronbach α if Judge Not Included, 
Originality  

Chronbach α if Judge Not Included, 
Goodness 

Judge 1 0.111 0.247 
Judge 2 0.130 0.452 
Judge 3 0.468 -0.216* 
* The value is negative due to a negative average covariance among items. This violates reliability model 
assumptions. 
 
Table 17  
 
Inter-rater Reliability if Judge Excluded, Average Ratings per Student (n = 8) for Originality 

(JudgeAvgOrig) and Goodness (JudgeAvgGood) of Wind Power Brainstorming Ideas (n = 27) 

 Chronbach α if Judge Not Included, 
Originality  

Chronbach α if Judge Not Included, 
Goodness 

Judge 1 0.298 0.368 
Judge 2 0.482 -0.587* 
Judge 3 0.142 -1.832* 
* The value is negative due to a negative average covariance among items. This violates reliability model 
assumptions. 
 
Table 18  
 
Inter-rater Reliability if Judge Excluded, Average Ratings per Student (n = 9) for Originality 

(JudgeAvgOrig) and Goodness (JudgeAvgGood) of Biomass Brainstorming Ideas (n = 34) 

 Chronbach α if Judge Not Included, 
Originality  

Chronbach α if Judge Not Included, 
Goodness 

Judge 1 0.208 0.685 
Judge 2 0.803 0.727 
Judge 3 0.041 -0.224* 
* The value is negative due to a negative average covariance among items. This violates reliability model 
assumptions. 
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     Two-Way ANOVA  
 
     Due to poor inter-rater reliability results a two-way analysis of variance was performed on 

judges’ ratings of students’ brainstorming ideas for originality and goodness to determine 

significance of the main effects of judge and ideas across energy type as well as interaction effect 

(i.e., interaction between judge and energy type). Data set used in this analysis was same as in 

inter-rater reliability analysis #2 (Tab. 9).  Results for judges average ratings of students’ ideas 

for originality (Tab. 19) yielded a significant main effect for Judges, F (2, 111) = 6.404, p < 0.05, 

partial η2 = 0.103 with Judge 1 (M =1.342) rating higher on average than either Judge 2 (M = 

1.310) or Judge 3 (M = 0.918).  The main effect for ratings of students’ ideas by energy type was 

also significant, F (3, 111) = 12.266, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.249 with judges giving the highest 

average ratings for Wind ideas (M = 1.736), followed by Solar ideas (M = 1.277), Hydro ideas 

(M = 0.975) and Biomass ideas (M = 0.907). Additionally there was a significant interaction 

effect between judges and energy type F(6, 111) = 2.922, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.136.  Values for 

partial eta squared indicated largest effect size was by energy type (η2 = 0.249), followed by 

interaction (η2 = 0.136) and judge (η2 = 0.103).  The interactions plot for judges’ average ratings 

of students’ brainstorming ideas for originality by judge and energy type illustrates differences in 

judge’s ratings by energy type (Fig. 13).  Rankings for Judge 1 of students’ ideas by energy type 

from highest to lowest were wind, hydropower, solar and biomass.  In contrast the same ranking 

profile for Judge 2 (wind, solar, biomass and hydro) and Judge 3 (wind, solar, hydro and 

biomass) demonstrate noteworthy differences between the judges rating preferences by energy 

type.  Post hoc tests confirm differences between Judge 3 and Judges 1 and 2 average ratings of 

student’s ideas for originality.  Post hoc tests also confirmed differences between Judges ratings 
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by energy type (i) Judge 3 for wind (ii) Judge 2 for solar, and (iii) Judge 1 for both hydropower 

and biomass. 

     Results for judges average ratings of students’ ideas for goodness (Tab. 20) yielded a 

significant main effect for Judges, F (2, 111) = 7.521, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.119 with Judge 1 

(M =1.2569) rating higher on average than either Judge 2 (M = 1.0996) or Judge 3 (M = 0.8772).  

The main effect for ratings of students’ ideas by energy type, however was not significant, F (3, 

111) = 2.071, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.052.  Additionally there was no significant interaction 

effect between judges and energy type F(6, 111) = 0.924, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.048.  

Interaction plots illustrate differences between judges (Fig. 14).  Post hoc tests confirm 

differences between Judge 3 and Judges 1 and 2 in average ratings of student’s ideas for 

goodness. 

Table 19 

Results of Analysis of Variance for Judges Average Ratings of Students’ Brainstorming Ideas for 

Originality by Judge and Energy Type 

  
 df F partial η2 p 

Judge 2 6.404 0.103 0.002 
Energy Type 3 12.266 0.249 0.000 
Judge * Energy 
Type 

6 2.922 0.136 0.011 

Error 111    
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Figure 13. Interaction Plot of Judges’ Average Ratings of Students’ Brainstorming Ideas for 

Originality by Judge and Energy Type. 

 
Table 20  

Results of Analysis of Variance for Judges Average Ratings of Students’ Brainstorming Ideas for 

Goodness by Judge and Energy Type 

 df F partial η2 p 

Judge 2 7.521 0.119 0.001 
Energy Type 3 2.071 0.052 0.116 
Judge * Energy 
Type 

6 0.924 0.048 0.481 

Error 111    
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Figure 14. Main Level of Judges’ Average Ratings of Students’ Brainstorming Ideas for 

Goodness by Judge. 

Correlation Analysis 
 
     A series of correlation analyses were performed using SPSS 17.0 to investigate significance 

of the relationship between the average of judges’ ratings of students’ brainstorming ideas for 

originality, AvgOrig, and students’ scores on ATTA for Creativity Index, CI, and Originality, 

Orig (Tab. 21).  Data sets included in the correlation analyses were determined from results of 

inter-rater reliability analyses.  Values for Chronbach’s Alpha greater than 0.7 are considered 

acceptable for general social science research purposes (Nunnally, 1978).  Yet, according to 

Barrett who cites (Fleiss, 1981, Cicchetti and Sparrow, 1981) values for consistency of inter-rater 

reliability from 0.6 to 0.74 are considered “good” (Barrett, 2001).  For the purposes of this study 

Chronbach’s Alpha values equal to or greater than 0.6 were considered acceptable.  Three data 

sets met this criteria and included (i) ratings of Judges 1 and 3 for the 41 students’ from Analysis 

#2 (α = 0.642), (ii) ratings of Judges 1, 2 and 3 for the 13 students from Analysis #3 who had 
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Hydropower ideas (α = 0.603), and (iii) ratings of Judge 1 and 3 for the 9 students from Analysis 

#3 who had Biomass ideas (α = 0.803).  Students’ scores for average originality of brainstorming 

ideas, OrigAvg, used in correlation analyses were determined by average of the judges’ ratings 

for originality (Fig. 15). 

 

  AvgOrig =
 

∑    
  

 
 
Figure 15. Formula used to calculate Average Originality, OrigAvg, of Student’s Brainstorming 

Ideas. 
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Table 21  
 
Data Sets for Correlation Analyses between ATTA scores (CI and Originality) and 

Judges’ Ratings of Students Ideas for Originality (AvgOrig) 

   Student Sample  Judges 
Ratings 

Chronbach’s 
Alpha 

Analysis #1 41 students 
 
(i) signed student consent 
(ii) submitted at least 1 
brainstorming idea 
(iii) completed the ATTA 
test 

Judge 1  
Judge 3 
 
145 ideas 
All energy 
ideas 

0.642 

Analysis #2 13 students 
 
(i) signed student consent 
(ii) submitted at least 1    
brainstorming idea 
(iii) completed the ATTA 
test 

Judge 1,  
Judge 2,  
Judge 3 
 
47 
Hydropower 
ideas 
 

0.602 

Analysis #3 9 students 
 
(i) signed student consent 
(ii) submitted at least 1 
brainstorming idea 
(iii) completed the ATTA 
test 

Judge 1  
Judge 3 
 
34  
Biomass ideas 

0.803 

 

Correlation Analysis # 1 

     Data set included in Analysis #1 included 41 students who completed the ATTA test and 

submitted at least 1 brainstorming idea (Tab. 21).  Mean values for ATTA scores were 71.90, for 

CI, and 16.00, for Originality (Tab. 22).  Mean values for judges’ ratings of student’s ideas for 

originality were calculated using ratings from Judge 1 and Judge 3, J1J3AvgOrig (Fig. 14). 

Results of Shapiro Wilk test (n = 41) for normalcy (α = 0.05) validated null hypothesis that data 

was normally distributed (p > 0.05) for CI and J1J3AvgOrig (Tab. 22).  Results of normalcy test 
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for originality, Orig, lead to rejection of null hypothesis (p < 0.05) (Tab. 22).  Results of 

Spearman’s correlation were significant (p < 0.05) for ATTA scores, CI and Orig (ρ = 0.542), 

but insignificant for ATTA scores and J1J3AvgOrig (p > 0.05) (Tab. 23). 

Table 22  
 
Tests for Normalcy for CI, Originality and J1J3AvgOrig used in Correlation Analysis (n = 41) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Mean Std. Deviation Variance Shapiro-Wilk 
Sig. 

ATTA Scores     
     CI 71.90 9.192 84.49 0.502 
     Orig 16.00 2.225 4.95 0.023 
J1J3AvgOrig 1.13 0.522 0.27 0.725 

 
Table 23 
 
Bivariate Correlations Among ATTA Scores, CI and Originality, and Judges’ Ratings of 

Student’s Ideas (n = 41) for Originality, J1J3AvgOrig 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subscale 1 2 3 

1. CI -- 0.542** 0.028 

2. Orig  -- 0.188 

3. 
J1J3AvgOrig 

  -- 

      NOTE: Correlations marked with an asterik (*) were significant at p < 0.05.  Correlations  
      marked with a double asterik (**) were significant at p < 0.01 
 
Correlation Analysis #2 
 
     Data set included in Analysis #2 included 13 students who completed the ATTA test and 

submitted at least 1 Hydropower brainstorming idea (Tab. 21).  Mean values for ATTA scores 

were 68.62, for CI, and 15.77, for Originality (Tab. 24).  Mean values for judges’ ratings of 

student’s ideas for originality were calculated using ratings from Judge 1, Judge 2 and Judge 3, 

J1J2J3AvgOrig (Fig. 14). Results of Shapiro Wilk test (n = 13) for normalcy (α = 0.05) validated 
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null hypothesis that data was normally distributed (p > 0.05) for ATTA scores, CI and 

Originality, as well as J1J2J3AvgOrig (Tab. 24). Results of Spearman’s correlation were 

significant (p < 0.05) for ATTA scores, CI and Orig (ρ = 0.665), but insignificant for ATTA 

scores and J1J2J3AvgOrig (Tab. 25). 

Table 24  
 
Tests for Normalcy for CI, Originality and J1J2J3AvgOrig used in Correlation Analysis, 

Students’ (n = 13) Hydropower Ideas 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Mean Std. Deviation Variance Shapiro-Wilk 
Sig. 

ATTA Scores     
     CI 68.62 9.794 95.92 0.918 
     Orig 15.77 2.522 6.359 0.367 
J1J2J3AvgOrig 0.975 0.449 0.201 0.949 

 
Table 25 
 
Bivariate Correlations Among ATTA Scores, CI and Orig, and Average Judges’ Ratings of 

Student’s (n =13) Hydropower Ideas for Originality, J1J2J3AvgOrig 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: Correlations 

marked with an asterik (*) were significant at p < 0.05.  Correlations marked with a double asterik (**) were 
significant at p < 0.01 

Subscale 1 2 3 

1. CI -- 0.665* -0.041 

2. Orig  -- 0.010 

3. 
J1J2J3AvgOrig 

  -- 

 
Correlation Analysis #3 

     Data set included in Analysis #3 included 9 students who completed the ATTA test and 

submitted at least 1 Biomass brainstorming idea (Tab. 21).  Mean values for ATTA scores were 

73.78, for CI, and 15.78, for Originality (Tab. 26).  Mean values for judges’ ratings of student’s 
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ideas for originality were calculated using ratings from Judge 1 and Judge 3, J1J3AvgOrig (Fig. 

14). Results of Shapiro-Wilk test (n = 9) for normalcy (α = 0.05) validated null hypothesis that 

data was normally distributed (p > 0.05) for CI and J1J3AvgOrig (Tab. 26).  Results of normalcy 

test for originality, Orig, lead to rejection of null hypothesis (p < 0.05) (Tab. 26). Results of 

Spearman’s correlation were significant (p < 0.01) for ATTA scores, CI and Orig (ρ = 0.769), 

and also significant for CI and J1J3AvgOrig (p < 0.05) ATTA and Orig and J1J3AvgOrig         

(p < 0.01) (Tab. 27). 

Table 26  
 
Tests for Normalcy for CI, Originality and J1J3AvgOrig used in Correlation Analysis, Students’ 

(n = 9) Biomass Ideas 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Mean Std. Deviation Variance Shapiro-Wilk 
Sig. 

ATTA Scores     
     CI 73.78 10.975 120.444 0.017 
     Orig 15.78 2.333 5.444 0.052 
J1J3AvgOrig 0.681 0.235 0.055 0.254 

 
Table 27 
 
Bivariate Correlations Among ATTA Scores, CI and Orig, and Average Judges’ Ratings of 

Student’s (n =9) Biomass Ideas for Originality, J1J3AvgOrig 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subscale 1 2 3 

1. CI -- 0.769* 0.732* 

2. Orig  -- 0.849** 

3. 
J1J2J3AvgOrig 

  -- 

NOTE: Correlations marked with an asterik (*) were significant at p < 0.05.  Correlations marked with a double 
asterik (**) were significant at p < 0.01 
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     Q2. What is the relationship between students’ creative thinking abilities, as measured 

by their performance on a creativity test (ATTA), and their self-reported perceptions of the 

design project experience? 

     Correlation analysis between students creative thinking abilities and self-reported perceptions 

of the design project experience included data for 47 students who (1) signed a student consent 

form (2) completed the ATTA, and (3) completed the student survey.  The “Sustainable Energy 

Design Project Survey” (Appendix J) was administered to students during a workshop session in 

the last week of the design project, following the students final design presentations.  Students 

were asked indicate their response to 11 creativity related dimensions, each along a 7-point 

semantic differential scale, to the following prompt “I thought the Sustainable Energy Design 

Project was:” These 11 dimensions given in order on the survey were (i) not challenging to 

challenge, (ii) boring to interesting (iii) not enjoyable to enjoyable, (iv) dull to exciting, (v) 

frustrating to satisfying, (vi) predictable to surprising, (vii) well-defined to open-ended, (viii) 

pointless to meaningful, (ix) easy to demanding, (x) worthless to valuable, and (xi) not creative 

to creative.  Students’ responses were assigned a numerical value from -3 to 3 with 0 for neutral 

response.  

     Results of correlation analysis include Pearson correlation coefficients between students’ CI 

scores and the 11 creativity related dimensions included in the student survey (Tab. 28).  
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Table 28  
 
Bivariate Correlations Among, Students’ (n = 47) CI Scores and their Perceptions of the 

Sustainable Energy Design Project  

Subscale 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1. CI -- 0.111 -0.098 -0.149 0.439** 0.184 0.168 0.274 0.150 -0.156 0.416** 

2. Challenge  -- 0.137 0.003 0.246 -0.001 -0.004 0.073 0.243 0.047 0.178 

3. Meaning   -- 0.334* 0.291 0.425** 0.405** 0.136 0.167 0.359 0.140 

4. Creative    -- 0.321* 0.299* 0.327* 0.037 0.181 0.367* 0.130 

5. Interesting     -- 0.426** 0.529** 0.178 0.216 0.182 0.282 

6. Enjoy      -- 0.544** 0.341* 0.200 0.218 0.323* 

7. Excite       -- 0.304* 0.348* 0.258 0.162 

8. Satisfying        -- -0.015 0.086 0.310* 

9. Demanding         -- 0.307* -0.066 

10. Surprise          -- 0.089 

11. OpenEnded           -- 

NOTE: Correlations marked with an asterik (*) were significant at p < 0.05.  Correlations marked with a double 
asterik (**) were significant at p < 0.01 
 
All students reported the sustainable energy design project as creative (Fig. 16).  All students 

also reported the project as being challenging (Fig. 17).  Students’ responses to the project as 

interesting ranged from “not interesting” to “interesting” (Fig. 18). 

 
Note: Students responses were rated using a 7-point semantic differential scale ranging from -3 for 
“not creative” to 3 for “creative.” 
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Figure 16. Frequency Plot, Students’ Perception of SEDP (n = 47) as Creative. 
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Note: Students responses were rated using a 7 point semantic differential scale ranging               
from -3 for “not challenging” to 3 for “challenging.” 
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Figure 17. Frequency Plot, Students’ Perception of SEDP (n = 47) as Challenging. 
 
 

 
Note: Students responses were rated using a 7 point semantic differential scale ranging             
from -3 for “not interesting” to 3 for “interesting.” 
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Figure 18.  Frequency Plot, Students’ Perception of SEDP (n = 47) as Interesting. 
 
     Q3. What were students’ perceptions of the open-ended design project (SEDP) in terms 

of factors associated with creativity? 

     Further investigations of student’s perceptions of the SEDP in spring 2007 included student 

feedback to the following 2 open-response questions on the “Sustainable Energy Design Project 

Survey” (Appendix J).   

    4) What did you like about this project? Please provide a brief response below. 
 
    5) What would you change about this project? Please provide a brief response below. 
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Forty-seven students (i) signed the student consent form, and (ii) completed the student survey.  

Students’ responses regarding what they liked about the project were evaluated for main themes 

and frequencies of these themes throughout the student sample were counted (Tab. 29). 

Table 29  
 
Student Responses to Survey Question Concerning What They Liked Best about SEDP (n = 47). 
 

Main Themes  Frequency 

Team work, group work  16 
Creativity, innovation, originality  13 
Building, construction, hands-on  7 
Learning about sustainable energy  7 
Open-ended, freedom of choice  6 
See others’ designs or ideas  5 
Brainstorm, coming up with ideas  5 
Fun  5 
Going through process, broken into steps  2 
Doing engineering work  2 
Challenge, difficulty  2 

 
Student responses to the open response question most often included the value of teamwork in 

the collaborative engineering design process. 

“I liked the team work as well as that we had each other’s backs about ideas.  I worked 
with very open minded people” 
 
“I liked the fact that all success depended on teamwork and cohesiveness” 
 
“the project really gave some insight into how engineering design team works together, 
using everyone’s strengths” 
 
“learning how to collaborate with a group and going through the process completely,  I 
also liked that it was broken into steps for us, it helped us learn how to manage a design 
project.” 

 
Another common theme was the creativity as well as freedom and fun involved in the design 

project and learning about renewable energy. 
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“I liked seeing other designs, and the creativity of classmates.  I also liked learning about 
renewable energy sources” 
 
“Being able to be creative and do what I wanted” 

 
“I liked to be able to brainstorm unique and different ideas.  I liked the freedom to make 
what ever we wanted.” 
 
“It was an interesting project.  It was fun to create anything we wanted from a certain 
energy source.” 
 

           “it was funish” 
 
Many students reported the satisfaction in building or constructing a model. 
 
         “Get to finally do some hands-on work and build something of your own” 
 
        “Working in groups was enjoyable, it was fun meeting and working with new                     
          people, building an actual design was rewarding” 
  
Student responses regarding what they would change about the project were evaluated for main 

themes and frequencies of these themes throughout the student sample were counted (Tab. 30). 
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Table 30  

Student Responses to Survey Question Concerning What They Would Change about SEDP (n = 47) 

 
Main Themes  Frequency 

More money  9 
Clearer or better guidelines, due dates  9 
More choices, pick your won energy source  8 
Report (complaints about)  7 
More time  4 
Change the topic  4 
Choice of group members  3 
Better tools  3 
Functionality requirement  3 
Expect less from smaller groups  2 
More feedback or discussion  2 
Too much writing  2 
Ability to test ( burn) in class  1 
No log books  1 
Better presentations  1 

 
Monetary constraints, too much writing, and a lack of clear guidelines for assignments, 

especially the final report, were the most commonly reported responses. 

 “higher budget means more interesting projects” 
 

“I would allow more money to be used so all projects could be more detailed and 
work” 

 
“I would give more people time for the final reports, or at least encourage people to 
start their final report earlier.  I saw a lot of cramming last night.” 

 
A few students also mentioned the functionality aspect of the final design. 
 
 “Put more emphasis on the project actually doing something” 
 
 “more combustion, everything gets better with fire” 
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The choice of energy source appealed to a few students, and was appreciated by those who had 

the option.  

“we had only 3 people total which means it was a lot of work for each person.  Also 
getting to choose what energy source you did would be fun” 

 
“allow choices between different power sources instead of being assigned one” 

 
     Summary of Theme 1 Findings 
 
     Investigation of student creativity through the SEDP began with a focus on the individual in 

terms of two creative performance measures: (1) student’s ATTA scores, for CI and Originality, 

and (2) Originality of student’s brainstorming ideas, AvgOrig, as determined by judges’ (n = 3) 

ratings.  Analysis of data began with assessing the consistency of judge’s inter-rater reliability, or 

Chronbach’s Alpha, for both Originality and Goodness of student’s brainstorming ideas.  Values 

for Chronbach’s Alpha for Originality were fair (Barrett, 2001), α = 0.554, and poor for 

Goodness, α = 0.354 (Tab. 10).  Further notable differences in values of Chronbach’s Alpha 

were discovered when judges rating of student’s ideas were categorized by energy topic (Tab. 

14).  A two-way analysis of variance test was performed on judges’ average ratings of student’s 

(n = 41) brainstorming ideas for originality and goodness by judge and by energy type.  Results 

showed significant (p < 0.05) main effects for both judge and energy type for originality as well 

as for interaction effects.  Ratings by energy type accounted for majority of variance.  Post hoc 

tests confirm significant differences between the judges, with Judge 3 on average rating ideas 

lower than Judges 2 and 3.  Results of analysis of variance for average ratings of goodness for 

student’s brainstorming ideas between judges and energy type were significant (p < 0.05) only 

by judge. Post hoc results confirm that as with ratings for originality, Judge 3 on average had 

lower ratings. While correlation analysis between students’ (n =41) ATTA scores, for CI and 

Originality, and Originality of brainstorming ideas, AvgOrig, indicated lack of insignificance (p 
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> 0.05), these results are limited to a small subset of original data due to inconsistencies in inter-

rater relaibility.   

     Further correlation analysis was performed to determine the relationship between student’s 

perception of the design project and ATTA score for CI.  Results of the analysis indicated a 

significant relationship (p < 0.05) between students’ ATTA score (CI) and their perceptions of 

the design project as interesting and open-ended (Tab. 28).  Furthermore, almost all students 

perceived the design project as creative, challenging and interesting.  Students’ perceptions of 

the project as creative were significantly correlated (p < 0.05) to their perceptions of the project 

as meaningful, interesting, enjoyable, exciting and surprising (Tab. 28).  

     Student responses to the open-ended survey question regarding what they liked best about the 

project indicated a high preference for the team or group work involved, followed by the 

creativity, innovation and originality (Tab. 29).  Student responses to the open-ended survey 

question regarding what they would change about the project indicated a dislike for the monetary 

constraints and vagueness of the project dates and deadlines followed by lack of choice in 

choosing the energy source (Tab. 30).  

Theme 2: An Investigation of Team Creativity in an Introductory Engineering Course 
 
     Research focus in Theme 2 was on team creativity.  Importance of the collaborative team 

experience to students emerged in Theme 1 results.  Student’s responses to open-ended survey 

items regarding what they liked best about the design project experience were strongly 

suggestive of the importance of team in the creative process.  Given the team-oriented nature of 

the design assignment, and student’s feedback from Theme 1, the goals of this study were to 

investigate creativity on the design project through team perspective.  Three main research 

questions regarding team creativity in fall 2007 are addressed in Theme 2.  A sample of 
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convenience included students from 8 of the 42 course workshop sections of the introductory 

engineering course at Virginia Tech, ENGE 1024.  Students were assigned to a team of 3-4 

students and completed an 8-week long engineering design project, the SEDP (see Appendix C).  

All students in each section were invited to participate in the study.  Student participation was 

voluntary and required a signed consent form, administered during the first week of the design 

project.    

     Results for Theme 2 are presented and organized in this section in order of the research 

questions, beginning with Q1 followed by Q2 then Q3 (Tab. 7). A summary of Theme 2 results 

follows presentation of results. 

     Q1. What is the relationship between the perceptions of student teams’ and a panel of 

judges in terms of the creativity and the quality of the students’ final design? 

     Thirty student design teams (3 to 4 students per team) who completed the 8-week long 

sustainable energy design project in fall 2007 and 3 graduate student judges were included in this 

study (Tab. 8).  Following IRB approval (Appendix M & N), all students enrolled in the 8 

workshop sections were invited to participate in the study, participation was voluntary and 

required signature of a student consent form (Appendix L).   

     Three judges were invited to participate in the study to evaluate the creativity and quality of 

the students’ final designs based on content in the student teams’ final design brief.  The one 

page design brief assignment was submitted to the instructors during design presentations, on the 

last week of the design project, and included (i) a photo of the team’s design,  (ii) a brief 

description of the team’s final design, (iii) a name for the design, and (iv) the team member’s 

names. These design briefs were compiled and given a unique two digit alphanumeric code by 
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the researcher (ex. A1, B3, C4, D2, etc.).  Copies made with the students’ names were removed 

and replaced with the 2-digit alphanumeric code.   

     In contrast to the informal judge training for Theme 1, all judges in Theme 2 attended a 45 

minute long training session during which explicit instructions were given regarding the 

evaluation process and questions answered.  Judges were instructed to independently evaluate 

each design using the information provided on the design brief that included student narrative 

and photos of the final design.  Judges were told to evaluate the final design for both 

innovativeness and quality, not the design brief document.  Judges were also provided with a 

packet that included 30 of the design briefs with each identified by an alphanumeric code.  

Judges were also given an evaluation form (Appendix I), and asked to evaluate each design using 

the scale below (Fig. 19).  Judges were given 2 weeks to complete the evaluations. 

Q1) How would you rate the innovativeness (i.e. originality and usefulness) of this design? 
 
 

 not  
innovative  

 
 

 somewhat 
innovative 

 
 

 moderately 
innovative 

 
 

 highly    
innovative 

 
 

 extremely 
innovative  

Q2) How would you rate the quality of this final design (i.e. well constructed, functional, 
attractive)? 

 
 

 poor  
quality  

 
 

 low  
quality 

 
 

 moderate  
quality 

 
 

 high  
quality 

 
 

 exceptional 
quality 

 
Figure 19. Judge Rating Scale for Innovativeness and Quality of Final Design. 
 

     All judges returned the completed forms and materials within the 2-week period.  Their 

responses were complied, with following numerical value given for each of the responses: 

not innovative = 0, somewhat innovative = 1, moderately innovative = 2,  
highly innovative = 3, extremely innovative = 4  
 
poor quality = 0, low quality = 1, moderate quality = 2, high quality =3,  
exceptional quality = 4 
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Analysis of inter-reliability was performed to determine the consistency between the three 

judges’ ratings.  Of the original 35 student design teams, 30 were included in the inter-rater 

reliability analysis.  Five teams’ final designs were excluded from the analysis due to (i) student 

non-consent from two or more team members, and (ii) two or more team members did not 

complete the student survey.   

     Inter-rater Reliability 
 
     Data included in the inter-rater reliability analysis included three judges ratings of 30 team’s 

final designs.  SPSS 17.0 was used to calculate a Chronbach’s Alpha of 0.447 for Innovation  

and 0.442 for Quality (Table 31). Frequency of the 3 judges scores for Innovation and Quality 

illustrate inconsistencies between the judges’ evaluations (Figs. 20 & 21). 

Table 31  
 
Inter-rater Reliability for Judges’ (n = 3) Ratings of Teams’ (n = 30) Final Designs for 

Innovation and Quality 

Energy Type Team Design 
Briefs 

 

Chronbach’s α,  
Innovation 

Chronbach’s α,  
Quality 

Hydropower 7  
 

0.447 

 
 

0.442 
Solar Power 4 
Wind Power 10 
Biomass 5 
Geothermal 4 
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Figure 20.  Frequencies of Judges Ratings for Innovativeness of Team’s Final Designs. 
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Figure 21.  Frequencies of Judges Ratings for Quality of Team’s Final Designs. 

     Two-Way ANOVA 

     A two-way analysis of variance was performed on judges’ ratings of team’s final design for 

innovation and quality to determine significance of the main effects of judge and designs across 

energy type as well as interaction effect. Results for main effect of judges average ratings of 

teams’ final designs for innovation (Tab. 32) were not significant, F (2, 75) = 1.841, p > 0.05, 

partial η2 = 0.047.  The main effect for ratings of teams’ designs by energy type was also not 

significant, F (4, 75) = 1.363, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.068.  Additionally the interaction effect 

between judges and energy type was also non-significant F (8, 75) = 1.936, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 

0.171 (Fig. 22).     
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     Results for judges’ ratings of team’s design for quality yielded a significant main effect for 

Judges, F (2, 75) = 3.416, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.083 with Judge 1 (M =2.133) rating higher on 

average that either Judge 2 (M = 1.767) or Judge 3 (M = 1.633) (Tab. 29).  The main effect for 

ratings of teams’ designs by energy type was not significant, F (4, 75) = 0.953, p > 0.05, partial 

η2 = 0.048 with judges giving the highest average ratings for Hydropower and Biomass designs 

(M = 2.00), followed by Wind designs (M = 1.832), Geothermal designs (M = 1.750) and Solar 

designs (M = 1.500). Additionally the interaction effect between judges and energy type was also 

non-significant F (8, 75) = 0.414, p > 0.05, partial η2 = 0.042 (Fig. 23).     

Table 32  

Two-Way Analysis of Variance for between Judges and Energy Type on Judges Average Ratings 

of Team’s Final Designs for Innovation 

 df F p partial η2 

Judge 2 1.841 0.166 0.047 

Energy Type 4 1.363 0.255 0.068 

Judge * Energy 
Type 

8 1.936 0.067 0.171 

Error 75    
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Figure 22.  Main Level of Judges’ Average Ratings of Team’s Final Design for Innovation by 

Judge and Energy Type. 

 

Table 33  

Two-Way Analysis of Variance for between Judges and Energy Type on Judges Average Ratings 

of Team’s Final Designs for Quality 

 df F p partial η2 

Judge 2 3.416 0.038 0.083 

Energy Type 4 0.953 0.438 0.048 

Judge * Energy 
Type 

8 0.414 0.909 0.042 

Error 75    
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Figure 23. Main Level of Judges’ Average Ratings of Team’s Final Design for Quality by Judge. 

and Energy Type 

Independent Samples T-Test 

     Students were invited to complete the “Sustainable Energy Design Project: Student Feedback 

Survey” (Appendix K) at the end of the semester that included two similar questions regarding 

innovativeness and quality (Fig. 24). As with the judges’ evaluations, students’ surveys were 

compiled with a numerical value given for each of the following responses: 

not innovative = 0, somewhat innovative = 1, moderately innovative = 2,       highly 
innovative = 3, extremely innovative = 4  
 
poor quality = 0, low quality = 1, moderate quality = 2, high quality =3, exceptional 
quality = 4 
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How would you rate the innovativeness (i.e. originality and usefulness) of your teams’ final 
design? 

 
 

 not  
innovative  

 
 

 somewhat 
innovative 

 
 

 moderately 
innovative 

 
 

 highly    
innovative 

 
 

 extremely 
innovative  

How would you rate the quality of your team’s final design (i.e. well constructed, functional, 
attractive)? 

 
 

 poor  
quality  

 
 

 low  
quality 

 
 

 moderate  
quality 

 
 

 high  
quality 

 
 

 exceptional 
quality 

   

Figure 24.  Student Rating Scale for Innovativeness and Quality of Team’s Final Design. 
 

     An independent samples t-test was performed with the students’ and judges’ evaluation data 

to determine if there were significant differences between students’ and judges’ ratings for the 

final design.  Average team scores for both “innovativeness” and “quality” were calculated by 

the following for  mulas (Fig. 22):

                            ∑    
   

  

 

   ∑    
   

    

Figure 25.  Formulas for Average Team Scores for Innovation and Quality. 
 
Average judge scores for both “innovativeness” and “quality” were calculated by the following 

formulas (Fig. 26): 

   ∑    
  

  

 

   ∑    
  

  

Figure 26.  Formulas for Average Judge Scores for Innovation and Quality. 
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Average judge scores for innovativeness of the 30 designs ranged from 0.5 to 3.25, with a mean 

score of 1.644 and standard deviation of 0.671 (Tab. 34).  Average judge scores for quality of the 

30 designs ranged from 1.0 to 3.0, with a mean score of 1.778 and standard deviation of 0.5 

(Tab. 34).  Average team scores for innovativeness of the 30 designs ranged from 1.25 to 3.25, 

with a mean score of 2.384 and standard deviation of 0.5 (Tab. 34).  Average judge scores for 

quality of the 30 designs ranged from 1.5 to 4.0, with a mean score of 2.818 and standard 

deviation of 0.5757 (Tab. 34).  Histogram plots of frequencies for team and judges’ scores for 

innovativeness and quality illustrate disparities between the judges and teams evaluations of the 

final design (Figs. 27 & 28).       
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Figure 27.  Frequency Plots for Average Judge and Team Ratings for Innovativeness. 
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Figure 28.  Frequency Plots for Average Judge and Team Ratings for Quality. 
 
An independent samples t-test was performed to determine significance of the difference 

between the average team scores and judge scores for the 30 designs.  Results are given in     

Table 35.   

Table 34 

Mean Scores of Judges (n = 3) and Teams (n = 30) Ratings of Final designs (n = 30) for 

Innovation and Quality 

 
 Raters Mean Std. Deviation 

RateInnovation Judges 1.644 0.6710 

Team 2.384 0.4985 

RateQuality Judges 1.778 0.4977 

Team 2.818 0.5757 
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Table 35 

 
Independent t-Test for Judges (n = 3) and Teams (n = 30) Ratings of Final designs (n = 30) for 

Innovation and Quality 

  
F 

 
Sig 

 
t 

 
df 

 
Sig. (2-
tailed) 

 
Mean 
Difference 

 
Std. Error 
Difference 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 
Difference 

Lower Upper 

RatingInnovation 
 

0.1907 0.173 -4.847 58 0.000 -0.7397 0.1526 -1.0452 -0.4342 

RatingQuality 
 

0.012 0.912 -6.262 58 0.000 -1.0400 0.16607 -1.37564 -0.7044 

 
Student teams significantly (p < 0.05) rated the innovativeness and quality of their final design 

higher than the panel of judges.  These results are indicative of the students’ positive attitudes 

regarding their final design and project experience.  Further investigations regarding students 

perceptions of their design experience and teamwork include analysis of responses to questions 

on the student survey regarding challenge level, value place on innovativeness and quality, 

teamwork, team strengths, and team weaknesses. 

Q2. What did the students self-report as being their teams’ strengths and their teams’ 

weaknesses in the design project assignment? 

     Students enrolled in 8 of the ENGE 1024 workshop sections in fall 2007 were invited to 

complete a survey at the conclusion of the SEDP design project (Appendix K).  Responses from 

117 students were analyzed to determine mean scores for (i) challenge level of the project, (ii) 

importance of innovation and quality of the final design, and (iii) teamwork and team support.  

The student sample included the 30 design teams included in the investigation determining the 

relationship between the teams’ assessment of their final design in terms of innovation and 

quality and the assessment of a panel of judges (see Question 1).     
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     Students were asked through 6 forced-response questions on the “Sustainable Energy Design 

Project: Student Feedback Survey” to rate  (i) the challenge level of the project, (ii) importance 

of innovation (original and useful) of the final design, (iii) importance of the quality (well 

constructed, functional, attractive) of the final design, (iv) how well their team worked together, 

and (v) how well their team valued and supported each others ideas and contributions.  Each 

forced response questions included 5-point Likert type responses (Fig. 29). Students’ surveys 

were compiled with a numerical value given for each of the following responses: 

not challenging = 0, somewhat challenging = 1, moderately challenging = 2,             
highly challenging = 3, extremely challenging = 4  
 
not important = 0, somewhat important = 1, moderately important = 2,   
highly important = 3, extremely important = 4  
 

How challenging was this project to you? 
 
 

 not  
challenging  

 
 

 somewhat 
challenging 

 
 

 moderate  
challenging 

 
 

 highly  
challenging 

 
 

 extremely 
challenging 

How important was it for your teams’ final design to be innovative? 
 
 

 not  
important  

 
 

 somewhat 
important 

 
 

 moderately 
important 

 
 

 highly     
important 

 
 

 extremely 
important  

 
Figure 29.  Student Rating Scale for Challenge Level and Importance of Innovation of Team’s 

Final Design. 

Results of students’ responses are given in Table 36. 
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Table 36  
 
Summary of Students’ Responses to Team Survey 
 
 N Mean Standard 

Deviation 

How well did your 
team work together? 

118 3.38 0.666 

How well do you feel 
that your team valued 
and supported each 
member's unique 
vision (i.e. ideas and 
contributions)? 

117 3.32 0.665 

How important was 
the quality of the final 
design to you (i.e. 
well constructed, 
functional, attractive)? 

124 2.79 0.922 

How important was it 
to you for your teams’ 
final design to be 
innovative (i.e. 
original and useful)? 

124 2.74 0.764 

How challenging was 
this project to you? 

124 2.01 0.693 

Note:  Student responses were calculated using the following scale: 0 = not challenging, important, well 1 = 
somewhat (challenging, important, well) 2 = moderately (challenging, important, well) 3 = highly (challenging, 
important, well), 4 = extremely (challenging, important, well). 
 

 
Frequency distribution of students’ ratings for challenge level of the project is shown in  

Figure 30.   
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Figure 30. Challenge Level of Design Project. 

 
Frequency of students’ responses regarding previous design team experience is illustrated in 

Figure 31. 

 
Figure 31. Students with Prior Design Team Experience. 
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Students responded positively to how well their team worked together, with over 90% reporting 

“very well” or “extremely well” (Fig. 32). Students also responded positively concerning how 

well their team valued and supported each team member’s unique vision (Fig. 33).  
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Figure 32. Students’ Responses Concerning Teamwork. 
 

 
Figure 33. Students’ Responses Concerning Team Support. 
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Teamwork Strengths 
 
Students’ responses to the following open-ended question on the “Sustainable Energy Design 

Project: Student Feedback Survey” provided insight into the types of challenges they faced in 

terms of teamwork: 
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  In your own words, what were your team’s strengths in this project? 
 
The most frequently stated factors included working well together, creativity, support and 

communication (Tab. 37).  Students’ individual responses provided further insight into the 

teamwork experience.  

Table 37  
 
Team Strengths, Frequency of Student Responses 
 

In your own words, what were your team’s 
strengths in this project? 

Response 
Frequency 

Teamwork, worked well together, 
cooperation 

60 

Creative, innovative, willing to think outside 
the box, coming up with different ideas 

21 

Supportive, respectful, not arguing 12 

Communication 12 

Expertise, everyone brought something to 
the table, team talent 

11 

Motivation, all worked towards common 
goal 

8 

Time management, used time efficiently 7 

Dividing workload, shared workload 7 

Worked hard 5 

Organized 3 
 
Students overwhelmingly reported their teamwork, cooperation and support of each other’s ideas 

and skills as their team’s strength.  Student responses included several inferences discussing how 

well the team got along, listened to each other, and supported individual team members that 

made the design experience a positive one. 

 
“our group teamwork was our strength, each person did their part and contributed 
to our final design” 
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“we worked well together, we could communicate very well in an open 
environment” 
 
“throwing ideas out there, listening to each other it was important not to shoot any 
down” 

 
“We were all able to work together in a productive way but were still able to have 
fun and be creative” 

 
 
Students also mentioned their ability to work towards a common goal, or series of goals as 

valuable team strength. 

 “we all wanted to make a high quality functional project, cared about it” 
 
 

“our team wanted a good project that worked well and could actually be used in 
real life” 

 
 “working towards a common design that all agreed on” 
 

“we were all on the same page throughout the project regarding our eventual 
goals” 

 
Among other often-reported team strengths were the ability to come up with a variety of ideas or 

solutions due to diversity in terms of team skills. 

“Our strengths were our individual ideas and how we combined them in the end for 
our final project” 
 

 “Variety of ideas and variety of ways to construct those ideas” 
 
 “expertise in multiple areas” 
 
 “knowledge of mechanics, willingness to change design ideas on the fly” 
 
 “the number of ideas we were able to generate” 
 
     Student responses to the open-ended question reveal valuable insights concerning perceptions 

of their team’s strengths.  Overwhelmingly, students reported their team’s ability to work 

together, communicate and support each other as the top team strength.  Other student’s noted 
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that working towards a common goal, such as creating a functional final design was also 

important team strength.  Team members also valued flexibility, knowledge, design skills and the 

ability to combine individual ideas.  While students’ responses indicated positive team 

experiences, other issues were revealed when students were asked to identify team challenges.  

Teamwork Challenges 
 
Students’ responses to the following open-ended question provide some insight into the types of 

challenges they faced in terms of teamwork: 

  In your own words, what were your team’s weaknesses in this project? 
 
The most frequently stated reasons included finding common meeting times, time management 

and lack of motivation (Tab. 38).  Students’ individual responses provided further insight into 

these team challenges.  
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Table 38  
 
Team Weaknesses, Frequency of Student Responses 
 

In your own words, what were your team’s 
weaknesses in this project? 

Response 
Frequency 

Finding common meeting times, scheduling 
conflicts, times to work together 

31 

Time management, procrastination 12 

Laziness, lack of motivation 10 

Innovation, brainstorming, coming up with 
ideas 

9 

Distracted at meetings, getting sidetracked 9 

Design didn’t work 5 

Lack of construction skills 4 

Finding materials 2 

Inexperience 2 

Missing 4th team member 2 

Communication 2 

Using everyone’s ideas 1 
 
 
Many students wrote that finding common meeting times, scheduling conflicts, and times to 

work together was challenging, as highlighted in the following statements.  

 
 “didn’t have much time to meet, some guys were on the Corp. of Cadets” 
 
 “it was tough to get together and work” 
 

“Getting together was an issue.  Sometimes not all of the members were there for 
every meeting.”  

 
Organization and team management were often stated as team challenges, as was a lack of design 

team experience. 

 “we were not good with time management and getting together” 
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“None of us had experience in a design team setting.  We also could have been 
better organized.” 

 
Other students mentioned a lack of motivation and/or difficulty staying on task, particularly 

during team meetings. 

 “staying focused on the work to be done” 
 

“We weren’t as motivated as some groups.  All we really wanted was to get a good 
grade.” 

 
Other commonly stated responses regarding the team challenges were design related, including 

lacking the necessary skills, knowledge of ability to create an original idea: 

 “lack of knowledge of electronics components” 
 
 “building (glue gun) skills and buying necessary tools” 
 
 “our design was hard to create it took a lot of work” 
 
 “trouble picking design idea and making work presentable” 
 
 “creating an out of the box idea” 
 
 “designing it on paper and making it was really tough” 
 
     Student responses to the open-ended survey question reveal the types of challenges the design 

teams most commonly experienced in the design project.  Several student teams struggled 

finding common meeting times, with time management, and with organization.  Students were 

not typically given time during the lecture or workshop sessions to meet as a team and were 

expected to meet outside of class.  While most first year students live in the campus dorms, their 

personal living situations vary quite a bit.  There were several students belonging to the Corps of 

Cadets enrolled in the course, living in the cadet dorms along with an exacting schedule, leaving 

little free time to meet with the design teams.  Other students hold campus jobs, through work 

study programs and also faced scheduling constraints.  In addition to homework demands, 
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particularly challenging for many first semester students, some are also involved in sports and 

extracurricular activities all which preclude free time to meet with a design team.  

     Other issues teams faced included design challenges, such as having the necessary design 

skills, knowledge or tools.  For a few teams, constructing a functional design was difficult, either 

due to lack of materials or specific knowledge regarding the use of these materials.  Having team 

members who knew how to construct a functional project was valued.  Many students mentioned 

the difficulty with either coming up with an original idea or deciding on an idea.   

Q3. What aspects of the design project did the students self-report report as being the most 

valuable? 

     Students’ responses to the following open-ended question provide some insight into aspects 

of the design project most valued: 

In your own words, what was the best part of this design experience for you? 
 
Students’ responses were compiled and analyzed for main themes.  Frequency counts of these 

main themes are given in Table 39. 
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Table 39  
 
Most Valuable Aspect of SEDP, Frequency of Student Responses 
 

Main Themes Frequency 

Building, construction, hands-on 39 

Team work, group work 28 

Brainstorm, coming up with ideas or design 16 

Finishing, completing, seeing it come together 13 

Creativity, innovation, originality 11 

Project worked, watching it work, testing 9 

Problem solving, think critically 8 

Open-ended, freedom of choice 7 

Learning about sustainable energy 5 

Going through process, broken into steps 4 

Challenge, difficulty 4 

Doing engineering work 4 

See others’ designs or ideas 3 

Fun 3 

Presentation 3 

Competition, showcase 2 

Boosted grade 2 
 
Students most often reported the building, construction and hands-on aspects of the design 

project as being the best part, and the following responses illustrate: 

 “Building the final product from scratch and making it functional” 
 

“For our project we had to have a furnace to heat water.  Making that furnace was 
the most fun thing I’ve ever done” 

 
 “making the actual project was sweet” 
 
 “Building the actual design.  It was fun and I learned a lot” 
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Many students reported the teamwork or group work aspect of the project as being the best part.  

While one student expresses discontentment with the team experience: 

  
“The best part of the project was the fact that we had to work in teams to overcome 
all the challenges that came up” 

 
“working together and becoming a team was the best part.  I enjoyed being with my 
group” 
  
“It was fun working in a team and going through the design process.  It was nice to 
have others input”  
 
“Getting into groups every week and working out with the boys.  Coming up with 
new ideas.” 

 
“Getting into the design showcase and winning! Also working with my friends” 

 
“Being able to work with other classmates and have the opportunity to not only see 
how they think but also how they process ideas” 
 
“Any individual piece.  I felt hurt by the team grades.  I was near perfect as an 
individual.” 

 
Several students discussed the brainstorming, creativity, innovation and freedom to develop an 

original idea as the best part of the design project: 

“The best part was contributing my ideas to the project and seeing what worked 
and what didn’t” 

 
 “Brainstorming ideas – it was interesting to hear other people’s ideas” 
 

“Being given the opportunity to come up with our own completely original idea” 
  

“The best part of the experience was being able to apply concepts from the EngE 
lecture in a more creative environment” 
 

 “The chance to be creative and expand upon ideas” 
 

“The chance to create something completely from scratch that could possibly help 
to save energy” 

 
Other students discussed feeling like engineers and satisfaction in achieving their goals. 
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 “I felt like an engineer!” 
 
 “It got us engineers working as a team to solve a problem” 
 

“I liked the final ending when we saw our project and it worked well and performed 
like we planned it” 

 
“Being able to learn what engineers do on a daily basis and how to work together 
as a team on a project” 
 

 “The satisfaction of seeing the complete project” 
 

“Testing our prototype was the best part because we got to see our engineering take 
action” 

 
Summary of Theme 2 Findings 
 
     Investigation of team creativity through the SEDP began with a focus on judges’ and 

students’ rating of the teams’ final designs.  Results for inter-rater reliability analysis for the 3 

judges indicated moderate inter-rater reliability with Chronbach’s Alpha of 0.447 for 

Innovativeness and 0.442 for Quality. Results of two way analysis of variance indicate a 

significant (p < 0.05) main effect for judges in ratings of student designs for quality, all other 

main and interaction effects were not significant (p > 0.05) including judges ratings for 

innovation and designs by energy type.  Results of the independent samples t-test showed 

significance differences between the judges and students rating of their final design for creativity 

(p < 0.05) with students reporting higher ratings on average than judges.  Frequency plots of 

students’ and judges’ scores for creativity illustrate a general trend in students rating their own 

design higher than judges.  Findings for open-responses items on student survey validate 

student’s results from Theme 1 with student’s overwhelmingly valuing team in their creative 

process as well as throughout the design experience.  Students’ reported perceptions of challenge 

level as moderately challenging are consistent with findings from Theme 1.   
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CHAPTER 6 

Discussion 
 

     The primary purpose of this study was to investigate student and team creativity through an 

open-ended design project assignment in an introductory undergraduate engineering course over 

two semesters, spring 2007 and fall 2007 at Virginia Tech. This study was initially approached 

as an exploration of student creativity through assessment of the person and product as well as 

vital correlations between these. {need a sentence about team creativity emerged from findings 

of student creativity} While the proposed inquiries were addressed, other issues inherent to the 

design project emerged most notably difficulties in consistency of inter-rater reliability of 

judges’ ratings of students’ creative brainstorming ideas and teams’ final designs.  Major 

research findings are discussed in this chapter, as are general conclusions, limitations of the 

study, and recommendation for future research. Discussion of findings is organized by themes 

and research questions beginning with Theme 1.  

 
Theme 1: An Investigation of Student Creativity in an Introductory Engineering Course 
 
     Analysis of data collected for Theme 1 included (i) evaluation and scoring of students’ 

Abbeviated Torrance Test for Adults (ATTA ), (ii) inter-rater reliability analyses for 3 judges’ 

ratings of students’ brainstorming ideas for originality and goodness, (iii) two-way ANOVA to 

determine main and interaction effects of judges and ideas by energy type on judges’ average 

ratings for originality and goodness (iv) correlation analysis between students’ ATTA scores, 

Creativity Index (CI) and Originality, and their creative performance on the project, determined 

by judges’ ratings of brainstorming ideas for originality (v) assessment of students’ perceptions 

of design experience in terms of creativity factors associated with design project (i.e., interesting, 

challenging, meaningful, exciting, etc.) (vi) correlation between students’ perceptions of known 
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creativity factors associated with design project and ATTA scores, CI, and (vi) analysis of 

students’ perceptions of design project from open-response survey questions for main themes 

and frequencies. Discussion of findings is presented for each research question in Theme 1 

beginning with Q1. 

     Q1.  What is the relationship between students’ creative thinking abilities, measured by     

their performance on a creativity test (ATTA), and their creative performance on a 

brainstorming design activity?  Students’ scores on ATTA were within normalized range as 

determined in the ATTA Manual (Goff & Torrance, 2002, p. 29). Test scores for the 51 students 

were slightly higher in general than the adult population cited in the manual.  None of the 

students’ scores fell within Creativity Level 1 (minimal) as compared to 4% of the adult 

population, with the trend of a lower percentage of students’ in each Creativity Level continuing 

through Level 3 (below average).  Beginning with Level 4 (average) through Level 7 

(substantial), a higher percentage of students’ scores fell into these categories than the quoted 

percentage of adult population in the manual.  Differences between students and adult population 

upon which the normalized scale was based may explain these differences: (i) age, all students 

were between to18-25 years of age, and (ii) interests, all students were undergraduates enrolled 

in an introductory engineering class, a self-selected group with shared interests in technology and 

problem-solving.  

     A series of inter-rater reliability analyses were performed to determine consistency of judges’ 

ratings prior to correlation analyses between student’s creative performance on the brainstorming 

activity and ATTA scores. Results of inter-rater reliability analysis of judge’s ratings of student’s 

ideas for both originality and goodness for all but 3 data sets were lower than anticipated. 

According to Amabile, essential characteristics of Consensual Assessment Technique (CAT) 
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require that the task (a) be feasible in the sense that virtually all the subjects in the study can 

produce something that can be assessed by the judges (b) present all subjects with the same 

materials, instructions, and working conditions (c) allow considerable flexibility in responses, (d) 

result in some form of product that can be readily observed by judges, and (e) results in products 

that can be reliably rated by appropriate judges (Amabile, 1996, pp. 74-75).  Undesirable results 

included values for Chronbach’s Alpha below 0.6, a value considered “good” by the medical 

research community (Barrett, 2001), with a value greater than or equal to 0.7 considered 

acceptable for general social research purposes.   

     Yu defines Chronbach’s Alpha as the measure of the squared correlation between observed 

scores and true scores with reliability measured in terms of the ratio of true score variance to 

observed score variance (Yu, 2001).  Thus, low scores for Chronbach’s Alpha are generally 

attributed to issues with variance. Furthermore, if an instrument (i.e., Rate Students 

Brainstorming Ideas) measures several latent dimensions rather than one, the Chonbach’s Alpha 

coefficient may also be low (Yu, 2001).  Latent dimensions are those that cannot be measured 

directly, such as attractiveness.  Given the nature of the product and construct that the judges 

were asked to rate, namely technical ideas for creativity and quality, ensuring non-latency of 

dimensions was of concern.  In other words, it is questionable to assume that judges were rating 

for creativity and not other confounding dimensions such as feasibility, functionality, or 

appropriateness of ideas.  

     Lower values for Chronbach’s Alpha are also product of (i) low number of items (ii) low 

average inter-item covariance, and  (iii) low average inter-item correlation. According to 

Bresciani et al. citing Colton et al. the following factors can influence inter-rater reliability scores 

(i) the objectivity of the task/item/scoring, (ii) the difficulty of the task/item, (iii) the group 
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homogeneity of the examinees/raters, (iv) speedness, (v) number of tasks/items/raters, and (vi) 

the domain coverage (Bresciani et al., 2009).  Other relevant issues that affect inter-rater 

reliability coefficients include (i) raters creative ability, and (ii) expert level of judges (Caroff & 

Besancon, 2008).  While all factors are considered to contribute on some level to the low values 

for Chronbach’s Alpha, the expert level of the judges is of most concern.  Indeed, results of the 

two-way analysis of variance illustrate significant (p < 0.05) main effects for judge and energy 

type as well as interaction effects for judges’ average ratings of students’ ideas for originality.  

Additionally, there were significant (p < 0.05) effects for judge in average ratings of students’ 

ideas for goodness.  These findings, as well as post hoc results, indicate that judges rated 

differently amongst themselves as well as for ideas by energy type with judges’ giving higher 

and lower ratings to certain categories.  Given that the judges were all graduate students enrolled 

in one of twelve engineering departments, their lack of specific expertise in any or all of the 

energy categories is suspected to have resulted in lower consistency of inter-rater reliability. 

     In summary, two key factors were suspected to contribute to the low reliability of judges’ 

ratings of students’ brainstorming ideas (i) the level of expertise of the judges, and (ii) the 

technical nature of the creative product.  For the purposes of this study, graduate student 

instructors were considered experts due to their prior experiences with the course as teachers, 

assessors of students’ design work, and their graduate level of engineering studies.  However, 

low inter-rater reliability results point to selection of judges with specific expert knowledge of 

sustainable energy might produce more reliable ratings.  Secondly, students’ brainstorming ideas 

for design solutions given a renewable energy type are by nature technical.   In rating these ideas, 

judges may have considered other factors beyond “originality” and “goodness” in their scores for 
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each construct.  Therefore, construct validity of judges’ ratings for “originality” and “goodness” 

are questionable.     

     Results of correlation analysis were limited and insignificant except for a small subset of 

students (n = 9) who produced biomass-brainstorming ideas.  For this small sample, a positive 

correlation was found between ATTA scores and students’ creative performance support the 

importance of resolving issues (i.e., variance) leading to higher consistency of inter-rater 

reliability (α > 0.7) before drawing any reliable conclusions between students’ creative thinking 

skills and creative performance on the design project. 

     Q2.  What is the relationship between students’ creative thinking abilities, as measured        

by their performance on a creativity test (ATTA), and their self-reported perceptions of the 

design project experience?  Results of correlation analysis were significant in terms of 

students’ creative thinking abilities and perceptions of the design project as “open-ended” and 

“interesting.”  These findings are consistent with preferences of highly creative individuals who 

have a preference for independence and complexity.  Significant correlation between students’ 

perceptions of the project as “creative” and also (i) “meaningful,” (ii) “interesting,” (iii) 

“enjoyable,” (iii) “exciting,” and (iv) “surprising” are consistent with creativity literature (Piirto, 

1998).  According to Csíkszentmihályi peak creative performance or “the flow” is a state of high 

intrinsic motivation where an individual is deeply engaged in a task.  Inherent to the flow state 

are (i) challenge level of the task, and (ii) skill level of the individual.  A task that is either too 

challenging or too easy coupled with lack of necessary skills to accomplish the task result in 

lower intrinsic motivation, i.e. boredom or frustration (Csíkszentmihályi, 1975). Amabile also 

specifies three components that significantly influence levels of creative performance (i) task 

motivation (ii) domain relevant skills, and (iii) creativity relevant skills (Amabile, 1996).  
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Amabile states that intrinsic motivation, or the drive to engage in some activity because it is 

interesting and involving, appears to be essential to high levels of creativity (Amabile, 1996, p. 

17).  The social environment, she asserts, significantly affects intrinsic motivation. 

     The frequency of students’ perceptions of the design assignment as moderately challenging 

support the appropriateness of the design assignment in providing basic conditions for creative 

performance.  That students also positively rated the project as interesting and creative, 

irrespective of a significant correlation between their ATTA scores and survey responses, also 

lend support to the appropriateness of the design assignment in providing conditions for student 

creativity.  Whether students had sufficient domain relevant skills to produce highly creative 

ideas is questionable.  Yet, survey findings indicated that students perceived the collective skills 

of their team as important in overcoming these shortcomings. 

     Q3. What were students’ perceptions of the open-ended design project (SEDP) in terms   

of factors associated with creativity?  Main themes that emerged from students’ responses to 

open-response survey items were surprising.  Students repeatedly valued the team experience as 

being important to their creative performance.  These results are supported by more recent social 

creativity theories that cite importance of collaboration in creativity.  In fact, Sawyer states, 

“when we collaborate, creativity unfolds across people; the sparks fly faster, and the whole is 

greater than the sum of its parts (Sawyer, 2007, p. 7).”  While the focus of Theme 1 research was 

on the individual, the team-oriented nature of the project was a significant aspect in terms of 

student creativity.  Student’s repeatedly commented on the combined skills and idea generation 

capacity of their team in positive terms. 

     Students’ reports of monetary constraints and implications for expressions of student or team 

creativity deserve more research.  Indeed, a small percentage of students reported low motivation 
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on the project, or being motivated primarily by grades.  These findings are also supported by 

socio-cultural creativity theory claims with external motivation a potential deterrent to creative 

performance.  Yet, differences between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation appear to matter less 

than the cumulative effects of task motivation in general.  Motivation is considered fluid, not a 

fixed construct and dependant on many variables.  Motivation increases productivity, which in 

turn increases opportunities for creative performance (Kaufman & Baer, 2005). Further studies 

focused on student motivation on the design project are suggested. 

Theme 2: An Investigation of Team Creativity in an Introductory Engineering Course 
 
     Analysis of data collected for Theme 2 included (i) inter-rater reliability analyses for judges’ 

ratings of teams’ final design for innovation and quality (ii) independent samples t-tests between 

judges and teams’ ratings of team’s final design for innovation and quality (iii) assessment of 

student’s self-reported perceptions of the design project experience in terms of challenge, 

innovation, and teamwork, (iv) analysis of students’ perceptions of design project from open-

response survey questions for main themes and frequencies.  Discussion of findings is presented 

for each research question in Theme 2 beginning with Q1. 

     Q1. What is the relationship between the perceptions of student teams and a panel of 

judges in terms of the creativity and the quality of the students’ final design?  Determination 

of consistency of inter-rater reliability for judges was carried out prior to assessing significance 

of relationship between team and judge’s ratings of final design. Given the low values for 

Chronbach’s Alpha from Theme 1, measures were taken prior to asking judges to rate the final 

designs.  These included improved training of judges, inviting additional judges to participate in 

the study (five were invited), a modified rating scale (five points), and choice of creative 

outcome (the final design).  Although expertise of judges was strongly suspected to contribute to 
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inferior inter-rater reliability results in Theme 1, engineering graduate assistants were still 

considered appropriate judges given the nature of the design project.  In actuality, graduate 

teachings assistants, including the judges invited to participate in the study, were responsible for 

project management and assessment of design assignments.  It is worth reiterating that graduate 

teaching assistants involved in the introductory engineering course did not grade (course) design 

project or related student assignments for creativity or creativity related factors.  In order to 

improve inter-rater reliability results a formalized training session was held in which all judges 

attended, samples of final designs were provided, and all questions answered in a group setting.  

Details of this training session are provided in Chapter 5.   

     Results of inter-rater reliability analysis were disappointing, with Chronbach’s Alpha values 

of 0.447 for innovation and 0.442 for quality.  Further investigation in the form of two-way 

analyses of variance tests for judges’ average ratings for innovation and quality indicate a lack of 

significance (p > 0.05) for main and interaction effects for all but one category.  Main effect was 

significant (p < 0.05) for judge in judges’ average ratings of final designs for quality.  Post hoc 

tests confirmed that all three judges significantly differed in their average ratings for this 

construct.  In terms of results for analysis of variance from Theme 1, improved training of judges 

is suspected to have improved variance between them.  Yet, the nature of the design brief, like 

the brainstorming ideas, leads to questions concerning latency of constructs.  In other words, 

were the judges rating for innovation or other factors such as feasibility, functionality and 

appropriateness?  Given the low inter-rater reliability results these issues deserve further 

research. 

   Results of t-test indicate significant differences between students’ rating of their own project in 

terms of innovation and quality with students rating their final designs higher on average for both 
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constructs.  Coupled with results from Theme 1 concerning student’s perceptions of the design 

project and responses to open-ended survey items, these findings are not surprising.  Students 

appeared overall to value their ability to be creative on the project, to create a functional and 

attractive design, as well as the value of team cohesiveness throughout the design project.  

Results of independent samples t-test with students rating innovativeness and quality of final 

design higher than panel of judges suggest high levels of student and team motivation on the 

project assignment leading to pride in the finished products. 

     Q2. What did the students self-report as being their teams’ strengths and their teams’ 

weaknesses in the design project assignment?  Despite a substantial percentage of students’ 

lack of prior design team experience (nearly 70%), it was surprising that students reported their 

team in terms of teamwork and support for individual differences as being a major strength.  

Students often reported value for the collaborative benefits of their team on both the forced and 

open-response survey items.  These findings are also supported by Theme 1 results where 

students reported teamwork as being a major strength.  Findings from Theme 2 study further 

validate the positive sense of camaraderie that students felt for their team in terms of successfully 

meeting the design challenge.  While reports of team motivation as well as skill levels of team 

members were reported as major weakness on the design project, the most often reported 

obstacle to success on the design project centered on being able to find common meeting times 

and project management skills.  In general, assignment of student teams in the introductory 

engineering course has been widely discussed by instructors with some trepidation.  Findings for 

this study although inconclusive suggest a noteworthy value for teamwork on the open-ended 

design assignment to the overall student experience in the course. 
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     Q3. What aspects of the design project did the students self-report report as being the 

most valuable?  Frequency of students’ responses to survey items indicates that beyond 

teamwork, students valued the opportunity to construct a functional design.  As previously 

reported, most students had not had design team experience prior to the SEDP.  While prior 

design experiences in terms of construction or building were not addressed, it is fair to assume 

that most students had limited experiences with creating a design from concept to finished 

product.  It is worth noting that in terms of promoting creativity through an introductory 

engineering design assignment, students valued the ability to go beyond generating ideas or 

brainstorming and building an actual physical model.  Given that the design project was assigned 

in an introductory course as well as the open-ended nature of the assignment students valued the 

freedom their team had in creating a finished model.  In light of results of independent sample t-

test, it is not surprising that students took pride in their teams final design.  These findings also 

support providing opportunities for students to construct design solutions in the introductory 

engineering course. 

Limitations of Study 

Major limitations of this study include the following: 

1) Sample included a subset of students enrolled in Virginia Tech in spring 2007 and fall 2007. 

2) A small sample of graduate student judges associated with the course were asked to rate 

students’ brainstorming ideas.  

3) Graduate student judges were not domain experts in terms of sustainable energy topics. 

Recommendations for Future Research 

In consideration of the study findings the following recommendations for future research are 

proposed. 
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a) Determination of factors that influence variance in consistency of inter-rater reliability of 

judges on creativity of design products in introductory engineering courses 

b) Investigation of prior design experience on students’ creative performance in a design 

assignment in an introductory engineering course. 

Summary 
 
     Investigations of student and team creativity in this study were largely exploratory.  Strengths 

of the study included a variety of pragmatic factors beginning with the sample (of convenience) 

of undergraduate students enrolled in the introductory engineering course who participated in an 

open-ended engineering design project specifically developed for the course, as well as the 

inclusion of graduate teaching assistants as judges.  The engineering graduate students provided 

a realistic perspective on assessing student and team creativity given their role in the course as 

instructors and facilitators of the student design projects.  Additionally, the energy-themed 

design project, SEDP, piloted in Fall 2006 represented efforts to introduce sustainability in an 

introductory engineering course through a team-oriented design approach.  To date, this project 

is still being assigned to students at Virginia Tech; over 7,300 students have participated.   

     Shortcomings of the study include the broad and untested approach to assessing student and 

team creativity on the design project.  Issues with poor consistency of inter-rater reliability in 

both themes presented further obstacles in terms of determining reliable correlation data.  

Although further focused research is needed, the creative products (brainstorming ideas and final 

designs), the judges (graduate engineering students) and the rating scales are all representative of 

the realities in teaching and assessing student design work in the course.  In terms of the inferior 

inter-rater reliability results, the expertise of the judges as well as the technical nature of the 

creative products is of primary concern.  Assuring that judges are consistently rating the creative 
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products is mandatory before further conclusions regarding student and team creativity can be 

made. 

     Given the circumstances highlighted above, results from themes one and two confirm the 

importance of team collaboration, an open-ended and moderately challenging design assignment, 

allowing students the freedom to develop design solutions and requiring that a final functioning 

model be constructed as pre-requisites for student creativity in the design project.  For 

engineering educators interested in promoting creativity in their courses, these findings are a 

meaningful starting point. 
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Appendix A 
 
Virginia Tech Department of Engineering Education 
ENGE 1024 
Spring 2007 
 
From: Your ENGE 1024 Instructor and Workshop Leader 
Date: February 7, 2007 
Subject: Sustainable Energy Design Project 
 
The recently formed Dean’s Taskforce on Energy and Sustainability seeks to coordinate, 
promote, and position Virginia Tech’s educational, research, and outreach efforts to 
achieve sustainable and secure energy systems. This task force plays a key role in 
implementing the university’s strategic plan. The strategic plan has identified Energy as 
one of its broad area’s of discovery that recognizes Virginia Tech’s strengths and its 
ability to address societal needs. (http://www.research.vt.edu/energy/index.html) 
As an engineering student and a member of the Virginia Tech community, you will need 
to develop an awareness of current energy research efforts, both in our country and 
abroad, as well as the impact these innovations will have on the environment and society. 
In lecture you were given the following definition of sustainability: 
 
“Sustainable development meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet human needs and aspirations.” 

                               World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) – 1987 
 
A suitable definition for sustainable energy, then, "is energy which is replenishable 
within a human lifetime and which causes no long-term damages to the environment." As 
such, sustainable energy promotes sustainability. Sustainability, here, is twofold, as it 
constitutes self-sustenance and the ability to foster sustainable development. 
(http://www.jsdnp.org.jm/susEnergy.htm) 
 
Assignment: 
You have been assigned to work with a team of students on an eight week long design 
project. The main objectives of the project are to develop: i) your understanding of 
sustainable energy, ii) a basic understanding of the engineering design process, and iii) 
team and communication skills. 
 
Your assignment is to develop a “Promotional Invention” that promotes awareness 
of a renewable energy source. Your team will be assigned one of four renewable 
energy topics by your Workshop Leader that includes: Hydropower, Solar, Wind, and 
Biomass. You can assume your audience is the general public, who may have limited 
knowledge of renewable energy sources. Please consider the following parameters for 
your design: 
 
-It should be functional, safe, and interesting. 
-It must highlight one or more key components of a renewable energy source. For 
example (but not limited to) the collection of solar power, the conversion of hydropowerto 
mechanical work, the potential for wind power to create electricity, etc. 
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-It should strive to educate and entertain as well as generate further inquiry and interest  
renewable energy sources. 
-It should aim to have broad appeal, across gender, age, race, and nationality. 
 
Materials: 
Your team will be allowed to purchase materials up to $20.00 per team. You must 
submit receipts for all materials purchased, or proof of “fair market value” for nonpurchased 
materials (donated, recycled, etc.) with your final report. 
 
Timeline and Grade Distribution: 
This project counts as 15% of course grade. It will be carried out over eight weeks and 
involves a series of individual and team assignments, see Table 1 below. The project will 
culminate with a competition. Designs selected from each of the six workshop sections will be 
showcased on Week 13 (date to be announced). A panel of faculty will select one “best design” 
and two “honorable mention” finalists. 
 
Table 1: Project Assignments 
Assignments Grade Due Date Individual/Team 
Research Paper  10% Workshop 6    (2/22-23) Individual 
Brainstorming Inventory  5 %  Workshop 7    (3/1-3/2) Team 
Team Proposal & 
Evaluation Matrix  

10% Workshop 8    (3/15-3/16) Team 

Sketch 10% Workshop 9    (3/22-3/23) Individual 
Prototype 5% Workshop 10  (3/29-3/30) Team 
Logbook 10% Workshop 12  (4/12 -13) Individual 
Team Demo 10% Workshop 12  (4/12 -13) Team 
Final Report 40% Workshop 12  (4/12 -13) Team 
 
Optional 
 
Supplemental Assignments: In addition to the assignments listed above, five additional 
“Supplemental Assignments” have been included for students/teams who wish to go further with 
their design project, see Table 2 below.  These assignments will be collected and returned with 
instructor feedback.  They will not be graded but provide an opportunities to improve your 
team’s design and to further develop your knowledge of renewable energy, and design skills.  
For further details on these assignments, see “Assignment Details” (below). 
 
Table 2: Supplemental Assignments 
Supplemental Assignments Grade Due Date Individual/Team 
International Perspective  N/A Workshop 6    (2/22-23) Individual 
Concept Sketches  N/A Workshop 7    (3/1-3/2) Team 
3-D Drawing N/A Workshop 9    (3/22-3/23) Individual 
Use of Recycled Materials N/A Workshop 10  (3/29-3/30) Team 
Supplementary 
Advertisement 

N/A Workshop 12  (4/12 -13) Team 
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NOTE: These assignments are NOT MANDATORY; they are voluntary and will not affect your 
grade. All or some of these “Supplemental Assignments” may be completed.  It is not required to 
complete the entire set of “Supplemental Assignments.” 
 
Peer Evaluation: 
Please download and review the peer evaluation form from class Web site. It is 
important that you make an effective contribution in completing this group project. All 
students will be requested to evaluate their group members’ contribution using this form. 
The results from this peer evaluation will affect the final grade you receive on the team 
components of the project. 
 
Logbook 
Your team is required to meet at least six times during the span of this design project. A 
record of these meetings should be created in a logbook according to the guidelines 
provided.  
 
Assignment Details: 
 
Due Date  
 

Assignment Requirements Details 

Workshop 6 
(2/22-2/23) 
 

“Research Paper” 
 
Objective: To increase general 
knowledge of a renewable 
energy source, which includes 
a definition, key benefits and 
trade-offs associated with the 
source. 
 

Individual 
Font size12 pt. 
Times New 
Roman 
Single Spaced 
 
Cite all 
References 
 

-Submit a two page document 
that addresses the following 
topics concerning the renewable 
energy source your team has 
been assigned: a definition of 
the energy source, benefits 
associated with this source, key 
trade-offs or challenges 
associated with this source. 
 

Workshop 6 
(2/22-2/23) 
 

*Supplemental Assignment* 
 
“International Perspectives” 
 
Objective: To increase general 
knowledge of international 
perspectives on renewable 
energy sources, which 
includes examples of 
renewable energy applications 
worldwide. 

Individual 
Font size12 pt. 
Times New 
Roman 
Single Spaced 
 
Cite all 
References 
 

-Submit a one to two page 
document that addresses an 
international perspective 
concerning the renewable 
energy source your team has 
been assigned.  Include relevant 
information on countries that 
are developing these renewable 
energy technologies and 
provide examples of 
applications. 

Workshop 7 
(3/1-3/2) 
 

“Brainstorming Inventory” 
 
Objective: To facilitate the 
idea generation process in 
your teams search for 
solutions 
 

Team 
Form provided 
on the course BB 
site 
 

-Record your team’s potential 
solutions, a brief description, 
and team member’s initials on 
the form provided.  There is no 
“right” or “wrong” answer, nor 
an upper limit to the number of 
ideas.  Your team should 
provide at least 4 ideas per 
person.  
“The best way to have a good idea is to  
have a lot of ideas.” Linus Pauling 
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Workshop 7 
(3/1-3/2) 
 

*Supplemental Assignment* 
 
“Concept Sketches” 
 
Objective: To improve 
creativity, sketching and 
communication skills during 
the idea generation process. 
 

Team 
On Green 
Engineering 
Paper, use pencil 
 

Provide “concept sketches” of 
your teams potential design 
solutions.  Three to five of these 
sketches should fit on an 8.5 x 
11 sheet of paper.  The sketches 
should clearly communicate the 
essence of your design 
solutions. They do not need to 
be detailed nor to follow 
sketching protocol (i.e. 
orthographic projection, 
isometric, etc.). 

Workshop 8 
(3/15-3/16) 
 

“Team Proposal & Evaluation 
Matrix” 
 
Objectives:  To refine and 
communicate potential 
solutions.  To perform a 
feasibility study. 
 

Team 
Font size12 pt. 
Times New 
Roman 
Single Spaced 
2 page limit 
 
 

Submit a maximum two page 
document in which your team 
identifies at least three potential 
design solutions (team ideas) 
which address the design 
assignment.  These solutions 
should be given a name, and a 
brief description.  Include an 
evaluation matrix (see P 108-
109) where these three potential 
solutions are rated according to 
design constraints and criteria  
 

Workshop 9 
(3/22 – 3/23) 
 

“Sketch” 
 
Objective: To communicate a 
detailed design solution that 
emerged from the preliminary 
design phase. To improve 
hand sketching skills. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Individual 
On Green 
Engineering 
Paper, use pencil 
 

- Submit a hand sketch 
communicating your team’s 
design solution. Each group 
member will sketch the same 
design solution, independently. 
This sketch may be isometric or 
orthographic, properly 
formatted, titled, clearly label 
all parts, and include a brief 
description of its function.  This 
sketch should strive to 
effectively communicate your 
teams design solution to 
someone unfamiliar with the 
project. 
 

Workshop 9 
(3/22 – 3/23) 
 

*Supplemental Assignment* 
 
“3-D Drawing” 
 
Objective: To develop 
computer generated design 
skills. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Individual 
Printed on a    
8.5 x 10” sheet 
of paper  
 

- Submit a computer generated 
3-D drawing of your team’s 
design solution using 
“Inventor” or other CAD 
software program. 
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Workshop 10  
(3/29-3/30) 

 “Prototype” 
 
Objectives: To construct the 
design solution.  To receive 
feedback from peers that will 
inform improvements to the 
final design. To provide 
meaningful feedback on other 
design team’s prototypes. 
 

Team Your team will bring a 
prototype of your design to 
your workshop session and will 
receive feedback from 
classmates. 
 

Workshop 10  
(3/29-3/30) 

*Supplemental Assignment* 
  
“Use of Recycled Materials” 
 
Objectives: To incorporate 
recycled materials in the 
design solution. 
 

Team 
List recycled 
materials on an 
index card 

Use recycled materials in your 
teams design.  Communicate 
the use of these materials by 
recording these materials on an 
index card and presenting it to 
your instructor. 
 

Workshop 12  
(4/12 -13) 

“Team Demo” 
“Final Report” 
“Logbook” 
 
 

Team 
 

All teams will present their 
final designs during the 
workshop and submit their final 
reports and individual logbooks. 
Winning designs from each 
workshop will be selected. 
 

Workshop 12  
(4/12 -13) 

*Supplemental Assignment* 
 
“Supplementary 
Advertisement” 
 

Team 
video (2 min max), 
poster, or hand-
out 

Prepare and present an 
advertisement for your design 
solution which also promotes 
the renewable energy topic. 
 

Workshop 12  
(4/12 -13) 

“Peer Evaluation Form” 
 
Objective:  To provide 
feedback on your team’s 
performance. 

Individual  
 

Each student will complete and 
turn in a form to evaluate his or 
her team member’s 
performance. 

Week 13 
Date to be Announced 

“Design Showcase” By Invitation 
Only  
 

A team of judges will select a 
“Best Design” and two 
“Honorable Mentions.” The 
winning teams will be 
announced. 
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Appendix B 
 

“Sustainable Energy Design Project: Brainstorming Inventory” 
 

Instructions:  This form has been provided to record the results of your team’s idea generation process for the 
sustainable energy design project.  The objective of this assignment is to increase the quantity of your team’s 
potential design solutions.  Focus on generating as many as possible ideas from which your team may select, 
elaborate, or combine on one or more of these.  Your team should provide at least 20 potential solutions and a 
brief description.  You may attach multiple pages if you run out of space. 

“The best way to have a good idea is to have a lot of ideas.” Linus Pauling 
 
 

Potential Solution Description Team Member 
Initials Only 

Example: a wind powered 
elevator 

An elevator powered by a wind 
turbine, will construct a model 
apartment complex with a wind 
powered generator that lifts the 
elevator from the bottom to the top 
floors 

JSM 

 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 

  

 
 

 

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/l/linuspauli163645.html
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Appendix C   
 
Virginia Tech Department of Engineering Education 
ENGE 1024 
Fall 2007 
 
From: Prof. Lohani 
Date: September 10, 2007 
Subject: Sustainable Energy Design Project 
 
The Dean’s Taskforce on Energy and Sustainability was formed in 2006 to coordinate, 
promote, and position Virginia Tech’s educational, research, and outreach efforts to 
achieve sustainable and secure energy systems. This task force plays a key role in 
implementing the university’s strategic plan which has identified energy as 
one of its broad area’s of discovery that recognizes Virginia Tech’s strengths and its 
ability to address societal needs. (http://www.research.vt.edu/energy/index.html) 
 
As an engineering student and a member of the Virginia Tech community, you will need 
to develop an awareness of current energy research efforts, both in our country and 
abroad, as well as the impact these innovations will have on the environment and society. 
In lecture you were given the following definition of sustainability: 
 
“Sustainable development meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet human needs and aspirations.” 

                               World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) – 1987 
 
A suitable definition for sustainable energy, then, "is energy which is replenishable 
within a human lifetime and which causes no long-term damages to the environment." As 
such, sustainable energy promotes sustainability. Sustainability, here, is twofold, as it 
constitutes self-sustenance and the ability to foster sustainable development. 
(http://www.jsdnp.org.jm/susEnergy.htm) 
 
Assignment: 
You have been assigned to work with a team of students on an eight week long design 
project. The main objectives of the project are to develop: i) your understanding of 
sustainable energy, ii) a basic understanding of the engineering design process, and iii)  
team and communication skills. 
 
Your assignment is to develop a “Promotional Innovation” that promotes awareness 
of a renewable energy source. Your team will be assigned one of five renewable 
energy topics by your workshop instructor that includes: Hydropower, Solar, Wind, Geothermal 
and Biomass. You can assume your audience is the general public, who may have limited 
knowledge of renewable energy sources. Please consider the following parameters for your 
design: 
 
-It should be functional, safe, and interesting. 
-It must highlight one or more key components of a renewable energy source. For 
example (but not limited to) the collection of solar power, the conversion of hydropower 

 

http://www.research.vt.edu/energy/index.html
http://www.jsdnp.org.jm/susEnergy.htm
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to mechanical work, the potential for wind power to create electricity, etc. 
-It should strive to educate and entertain as well as generate further inquiry and interest in 
renewable energy sources. 
-It should aim to have broad appeal, across gender, age, race, and nationality. 
 
Competition and Design Categories: 
 
There are three broad design categories that will compete for prizes at the “Design Showcase” to 
be held in Torgersen Museum on November 29, 2007 (further details to follow).  Approximately 
20 semi-finalist designs will be selected from the 45 workshop sections by a panel of workshop 
and lecture instructors.  From these semi-finalists, a panel of judges will select 3 finalists and 3 
honorable mention award winners based on the following broad categories. These themes should 
guide your design solution and include: 
 

I. Renewable Energy Systems 
 
Designs in this category include large scale renewable energy systems. 
Examples from previous semesters include the wave powered lighthouse, the hydropower 
plant, and a methane plant located in a landfill. 
 
II. Renewable Energy Solutions for the Developing World. 
 
Designs in this category include renewable energy solutions appropriate for communities 
in the developing world which have limited access to manufactured resources. Examples 
include the solar powered hearing aid and a portable light reading mat. 
 
III. Consumer Products and Renewable Energy 
 
Designs in this category include a range of consumer products that utilize renewable 
energy sources.  Examples from previous semesters include, the wind powered bike light, 
the solar powered drink mixer, and the solar water lantern. 
 

Materials: 
Your team will be allowed to purchase materials up to $20.00 per team. You must 
submit receipts for all materials purchased, or proof of “fair market value” for nonpurchased 
materials (donated, recycled, etc.) with your final design. 
 
Timeline and Grade Distribution: 
This project counts as 15% of course grade. It will be carried out over eight weeks and 
involves a series of individual and team assignments, see Table 1 below. The project will 
culminate with a competition.  
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Table 1: Project Assignments 
Assignments Grade Due Date Individual/Team 
Research Questions 5% Workshop 5    (9/19-21) Individual 
Research Answers 5% Workshop 6    (9/26-28) Individual 
Brainstorming Inventory  10 %  Workshop 7    (10/3-5) Team 
Sketch 10% Workshop 9    (10/17-19) Individual 
Prototype 10% Workshop 10  (10/24-26) Team 
Team Log 10% Workshop 12  (11/7-9) Individual 
Team Demo & Presentation 30% Workshop 12  (11/7-9) Team 
Design Brief 20% Workshop 12  (11/7-9) Team 
 
Peer Evaluation: 
Please download and review the peer evaluation form from class Web site. It is 
important that you make an effective contribution in completing this group project. All 
students will be requested to evaluate their group members’ contribution using this form. 
The results from this peer evaluation will affect the final grade you receive on the team 
components of the project. 
 
Team Log: 
Your team is required to meet at least six times during the span of this design project. A 
record of these meetings should be created in OneNOTE according to the guidelines 
provided.  
 
 

Assignment Details: 
 
Due Date  
 

Assignment Requirements Details 

Workshop 5 
(9/17-9/19) 
 

“Research Questions” 
 
Objective: To increase general 
knowledge of a renewable 
energy source through an 
inquiry based methodology.  
 

Individual 
Font size12 pt. 
Times New 
Roman 
 
2 Copies 
 

-Submit at least 5 questions that 
you feel are relevant and 
important concerning the 
renewable energy source your 
team has been assigned.  These 
questions may be general, 
technical, or concern social 
perspectives on a renewable 
energy topic. (Further details 
will be provided in Workshop 
4) 
 

Workshop 6 
(9/26-9/28) 
 

“Research Answers” 
 
Objective: To increase general 
knowledge of a renewable 
energy source and to facilitate 
a meaningful dialogue with 
your team concerning 
renewable energy. 
 

Individual 
Font size12 pt. 
Times New 
Roman 
Single Spaced 
 
Cite all 
References 
 

-Submit a one to two page 
response to 3 of the 5 research 
questions you have been 
assigned.  In this document you 
need to include the 3 questions 
you chose and your response to 
these questions, in your own 
words, including citations if 
necessary.  (Further details will 
be provided in Workshop 5) 
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Workshop 7 
(10/3-10/5) 
 

“Brainstorming Inventory” 
 
Objective: To facilitate the 
idea generation process in 
your teams search for 
solutions. 
 

Team 
Form provided 
on the course BB 
site 
 

-Record your team’s potential 
solutions, a brief description, 
and team member’s initials on 
the form provided.  There is no 
“right” or “wrong” answer, nor 
an upper limit to the number of 
ideas.  Your team should 
provide at least 5 ideas per 
person.  

“The best way to have a good idea is to 
have a lot of ideas.” Linus Pauling 

Workshop 9 
(10/17 – 10/19) 
 

“Sketch” 
 
Objective: To communicate a 
detailed design solution that 
emerged from the preliminary 
design phase. To improve 
hand sketching skills. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Individual 
On Green 
Engineering 
Paper, use pencil 
 

- Submit a hand sketch 
communicating your team’s 
design solution. Each group 
member will sketch the same 
design solution, independently. 
This sketch may be isometric or 
orthographic, properly 
formatted, titled, clearly label 
all parts, and include a brief 
description of its function.  This 
sketch should strive to 
effectively communicate your 
teams design solution to 
someone unfamiliar with the 
project. 
 

Workshop 10  
(3/29-3/30) 

 “Prototype” 
 
Objectives: To construct the 
design solution.  To receive 
feedback from peers that will 
inform improvements to the 
final design. To provide 
meaningful feedback on other 
design team’s prototypes. 
 

Team Your team will bring a 
prototype of your design to 
your workshop session and will 
receive feedback from 
classmates. 
 

Workshop 12  
(11/7-11/9) 

“Team Demo and 
Presentation” 
 
 

Team 
 

All teams will present their 
final designs and give a brief 
(5-10) minutes presentation 
discussing their teams design 
process (i.e. research questions, 
brainstorming ideas, sketch, 
prototype, team meetings, etc.) 
Winning designs from each 
workshop will be selected. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/l/linuspauli163645.html
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Workshop 12  
(11/7-11/9) 

 “Design Brief” 
 
 

Team 
1 page document 

(8.5” x 11”) 
A template will 
be provided 
 
2 copies 

Each team will submit 2 copies 
of a ‘design brief” which will 
capture the essence of their 
final design and include the 
following information: design 
title, description of design 
solution, photo of final design, 
pertinent information 
concerning renewable energy 
topic, team member’s names.  
A template will be provided. 

Workshop 12  
(11/7-11/9) 

 “Team Log” 
 
 

Individual 
 

Refer to the OneNOTE 
document posted on the Main 
BB site.  Your team is expected 
to meet at least 6 times during 
the design project. 

Workshop 12  
(11/7-11/9) 

“Peer Evaluation Form” 
 
Objective:  To provide 
feedback on your team’s 
performance. 

Individual  
 

Each student will complete and 
turn in a form to evaluate his or 
her team member’s 
performance. 

Week 13 
November 29, 2007 
Torgerson Museum 

“Design Showcase” By Invitation 
Only  
 

A team of judges will select 3 
finalists and 3 honorable 
mentions from the 3 categories 
detailed in this document (see 
“Competition and Design 
Categories”) Prizes will be 
awarded. 
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Appendix D  
 

The Sustainable Energy Design Project 
 

Design Brief Instructions 
 
 
Your team is required to submit 2 copies of your team’s design brief on Workshop 12.  This 
assignment is worth 20% of you final project grade.  On this one page document, 8.5” x 11”, 
your team should capture the essence of your final design.  This document should be printed in 
color and must include the following information:  
 

-a design title 
-team member’s names 
-your team’s renewable energy topic 
-the issue or need your design solution addresses 
-a description of your design solution 
-photos (and/or sketch) of your final design 

 
This document is worth a considerable percentage of your final design project grade (i.e. 20%).  
It is expected that you will create a concise, comprehensive and appealing document. 
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Appendix E 
 

Rate Student’s Brainstorming Ideas: HYDROPOWER 
 
Instructions: Below are several brainstorming ideas and descriptions given by students enrolled 
in the first semester course, ENGE 1024, as part of the sustainable energy design project.  
Please rate each idea in terms of your familiarity with this topic, and also rate each idea in 
terms of its originality and quality. 
 
Student’s Idea Brief Description How original and good is this 

idea? 
Waterwheel Water is channeled down a tube over top of a 

waterwheel that is made out of the top of a CD 
spindle case (clear plastic cylinder type thing) 
which would have some kind of flap attached to 
it.  In the middle of the plastic case a rod would 
be attached which could be attached to 
something else in order to create power 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good               

Water Turbine Water travels down a small pipe of some kind 
and is forced out of the tube at the end by its 
own pressure.  When it exits the tube it passes 
over a fan type structure which causes the rod 
that is attached to the fan like structure to spin.  
Attached to this rod could be another fan or 
something for cooling people off. 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good

Submersible 
Propeller  

This isn’t exactly feasible unless we could find a 
fast moving source of water.  However basically 
you install a propeller underneath the water 
which simply spins as water pours over it.  This 
once again spins the structure which causes it 
to produce electricity – however anchoring it 
down and such is generally pretty tricky.  Sorry 
for the weak idea heh. 

 °             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good               

Steam Turbine Not sure whether or not this would count as 
hydropower, but I think we could make an 
argument that it does because it uses water in 
tandem with heat.  Basically a source of water 
is heated up and the water then turns into steam 
which passes over a series of turbines which in 
turn spin because of the pressure that is exerted 
on them.  This turbine can once again be 
attached to something to produce some kind of 
useful electrical type energy. 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good               

Irrigation of a 
garden 

A tank of water with a “faucet” leads to a 
garden via hoses and waters the garden 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good     
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Canal with    Water 
Locks 

A canal with water locks will lead a boat over 
land that is elevated 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good     
                           

Water Powered Mill 
that Stirs a Solution 

A watermill powers a mill to stir a solution °             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good    
                            

Water Powered Mill 
that Combs 

A water powered mill that combs through a 
heaps of cotton 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good     
                           

A Water Powered 
Fan 

A fan powered by water, will construct a 
watermill that will spin, and therefore cause a 
fan to function 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good     
                           

A Water   Powered 
Lift 

A lift powered by water, will construct a lift that 
will be raised up and down by the force 
provided by the water 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good      
                          

A Water Powered 
Rocket 

A rocket powered by water, will construct a 
model rocket that can be attached to a hand 
pump that will build up pressure and cause the 
water to power out of an orifice on the rocket 
causing the rocket to thrust upward.  

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good    
                            

A Water Powered 
Boat 

A boat powered by water, we will construct a 
model boat that is designed to pull water into 
the intakes and use the water to keep it moving   

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
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Hot Water Powered 
Balloon 

Instead of hot air being pushed into a balloon, 
hot steam from a hot water bath is pushed from 
a reservoir 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good     
                           

Water Powered 
“Marble” Maze 

Like a marble maze, a stream of water is 
flowing through the channel 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
                             

Water Powered 
Wheel 

Water is drawn out of a tank onto a wheel 
making it turn 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good      
                          

Water Powered Fin Like the water powered wheel, the wheel is in 
the shape of a fin 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good    
                            

Hydraulic Jack Small and large chamber of different volumes 
connected together.  Attached to small chamber 
is a lever.  Demonstrates Pascal’s principle.  
When actuated the lever will move a mass 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good       
                         

Mini Turbine Dam Water is run from a container through a tube 
with an impeller inside connected to 
generator/light bulb 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good      
                          

Overshot 
waterwheel 
(electrical) 

Water flows over wheel connected to a 
generator/lightbulb 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good    
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Wave Power 
Generator 

Mass is moved up and down.  Generator 
converts kinetic energy to electrical energy. 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good      
                          

Tidal Power Two chambers separated by “wall” with 
impeller/generator in between.  Moving water 
spins impeller to power generator. 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good 
                               

Heat Exchanger Fan blows onto flowing cold water to exchange 
heat 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good     
                           

Fluidics Make fluid do analog operations (like in a 
computer) 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good       
                         

Tidal Stream Power Put an impeller/generator in flowing water 
(stream) connect light bulb 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good    
                            

Magneto 
Hydrodynamics 

Apply charge to water to create a magnetic 
field that moves the water  

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
                             

Water Powered 
Elevator 

Waterwheel placed in flowing water connected 
to gears and chain to lift a small platform 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good     
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Water Powered 
Conveyor 

Waterwheel placed in a flowing water 
connected to conveyor to move small objects 
from point A to B  

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good     
                           

Water Powered 
Mixer 

Waterwheel placed in a flowing water 
connected by gears and driveshaft to a 
propeller to rotate a mixer 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
                             

Water Powered 
Alarm 

When water flows over a wheel connected to a 
generator and buzzer and sound is created 
(alarm) 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                              

Water Powered 
Drill 

Water flows over a wheel connected to a drill 
bit 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good    
                            

Squirt Gun Small and large chambers of different volumes 
connected together.  Attached to a large 
chamber is a lever.  Demonstrates Pascal’s 
principle.  When actuated lever will force water 
out at a high velocity 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                              

Ocean Front 
Community 

Use tidal power to operate homes °             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good      
                          

Power Collecting 
Pier 

Hook boat up to electrical power source while 
it is docked; stores power 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
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Self Perpetuating 
Water Wheel 

Water running through a wheel that is able to 
get back to the original point 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good     
                           

Hydropower Train Electric energy is collected in train from water 
systems it passes over 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good    
                            

Waterfall Location Set up turbines under waterfall; no change to 
ecosystem 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good     
                           

Screen in Dams Screens placed in dams so fish don’t get stuck °             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good    
                           

Home Gutter 
Runoff Power 

Turbines & motors placed in a home that turn 
on when it rains 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
                             

Tunnel for Fish 
Safety 

Safe turbine free tunnel for fish to travel 
upstream 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good     
                           

Hydropower 
Boardwalk 

Tidal power to supply energy to pier 
amusement parks → rides & lights 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
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Sewage Power Harness energy from flowing water in sewage 
systems 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good     
                           

Turbines in Drain 
Pipes 

As waste water runs it turns wheels within pipes 
to generate small amounts of electricity. Toilets, 
sinks 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good    
                            

Wave Powered 
Lighthouse 

The light in the tower is run by electricity 
generated due to the waves near shore 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good     
                           

Oil Rigs Run by 
Wave Power 
 (off shore) 

Wave powered generator runs oil rig to allow 
drilling and other basic needs on the rig 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good    
                            

Water Run 
Appliances 

Self-contained hydropower within an appliance 
to make it run 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good 
                               

Sewage Powered 
Schools 

Use sewer water to pass through turbines to 
create electricity  for schools 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good    
                            

Ocean Powered 
Community 

Wave power near beaches generates the 
electricity needed to run a community 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good     
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Rain Powered 
Power Plant 

Collect rain as it falls to pass it through 
turbines to generate electricity to run power 
plants 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good       
                         

Waterfall Turbine Place turbines under waterfalls to generate 
electricity, then process the street power for 
household use 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good      
                          

Dam Within a Canal 
(diverted river 
power) 

Build a canal to channel water through a dam, 
in an environmentally safe area 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good 
                               

Water Park 
Hydropower 

Place turbines within pipes of the park to 
generate electricity as the water is pumped to 
new places 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
                             

Boats/ships with 
turbines 

Place turbines on the bottom of a ship to create 
electricity as the ship travels in the ocean 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good     
                           

Water Powered 
Delivery Service 

Water is used to push tubes which hold mail or 
other office supplies – within an office building 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
                             

Self-contained Fish 
Tanks 

The water pumped in the fish tank generates 
electricity which in turn powers itself. 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good     
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Water Powered 
Heating and 
Cooling 

Pump hot or cold water to heat or cool the 
inside temperature of a house 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good    
                            

Water Run 
Stadiums 

Stadiums near  body of water use generators 
from the water to power stadium during games 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
                             

Water Tower Water 
Power 

As water is pumped in and out of the tower it 
passes through turbines to generate electricity. 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good    
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Appendix F 
 

Rate Student’s Brainstorming Ideas: SOLAR 
 
Instructions: Below are several brainstorming ideas and descriptions given by students enrolled 
in the first semester course, ENGE 1024, as part of the sustainable energy design project.  
Please rate each idea in terms of your familiarity with this topic, and also rate each idea in 
terms of its originality and quality. 
 

Student’s Idea Brief Description How original and good is this 
idea? 

Solar Powered 
Roller Coaster 

Solar panels will conduct electricity to 
power the coaster 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Solar Powered  
Bumper Cars 

Solar panels at the top of the roof to 
conduct electricity to move cars 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

Solar Powered  
Lawn Mower 

Solar panels on the hood of the mower to 
charge the battery 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

Solar Powered Elevator Solar panels on roof of building to move 
the elevator 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Solar Powered 
Golf Cart 

Solar panels above the cart, to get the 
battery charged 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
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Solar Powered 
Street Lamps 

Solar panels to conduct electricity above 
the lights 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Solar Powered 
Irrigation System 

Solar panels to conduct electricity to 
sprinkle water on greenhouses or lawns 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

Solar Powered 
Plane 

Solar panels above plane conduct 
electricity to use for lighting 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

Solar Electricity Conductor 
Under Water 

Solar panels under water to magnify the 
suns energy 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Solar Powered Score 
Boards 

Solar panels to light up score boards 
(numbered part) 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Solar Powered 
Ski Lift 

Solar panels to conduct electricity to 
move ski lift 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
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Solar Powered Oven We would use mirrors to reflect sunlight 
into a black container where food is, in 
order to heat the food 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

Solar Powered Car We would make a matchbox car run on 
just solar power by connecting an electric 
motor to the back to wheels 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Glass Solar Powered Oven We would use glass to magnify the 
sunlight into a black box that contains 
food 
 
 
 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Charge Batteries We would create a circuit that charge 
multiple batteries using only sunlight so 
that the power could be used later 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Light a House We would light a doll house using only 
solar power and then save some power to 
batteries so that we could light the house 
at night 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

A Seat Heater We could heat up water using sunlight 
and mirrors then pump it through a seat 
to heat it up 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

A Street Light Save solar power to batteries then have 
the batteries power a light that switches 
on once it is dark outside 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
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Electromagnet We would use solar power to create an 
electric charge around a metal object in 
order to make a magnet 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

Solar Powered Security 
System 

We would have a light sensor that would 
sound an alarm when the light was 
broken.  The alarm would also be solar 
powered. 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Fire Starter We would make a small pocket size device 
that would be able to start a fire using 
only sunlight 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Potato Gun We heat water until we create enough 
steam that the pressure would shoot a 
potato 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

Hover Craft We would use solar panels in order to 
power fans that would make a hover craft 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Solar Powered Doggie 
Door 

We would heat up water during the day 
that would open the door but the door 
would close at night 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
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Pencil Sharpener We would connect an electric motor to 
solar panel and blades 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

An iron We would heat up and iron using mirrors 
and sunlight 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Alarm Clock The sun would be the power source to an 
alarm clock that went off whenever light 
hit it 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

Sauna We would use mirrors to heat up rocks 
that  we could then pour water on to 
create steam 
 
 
 
 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

Sample of Solar Energy 
Neighborhood 

A miniature apartment complex with PV 
cells on rooftops in order to show an 
attractive visual encouraging the 
technology 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Put the Technology to the 
Test 

Gather enough PV cells to activate a 
direct current (DC) motor that spins small 
blades such as a fan 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Photovoltaic in Public 
Places 

A model of a public street with light poles 
containing PV cells at the top and a 
battery to hold electricity until low light 
conditions 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
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Hot Dog Cooker A box covered on the inside with foil to 
reflect the heat onto the hot dog from all 
sides and cook it  

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

Distiller A box with clear walls all around and a 
black interior to attract heat, evaporates 
water to extract impurities 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Sun Tea Maker An enclosed jar with water and a blend of 
spices, set out in the sun to steep flavors 
into water for tea 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Green House A collapsible opaque box with an 
enclosed water device.  Open during the 
day, closed at night, and release water 
vapor at night 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

Solar Pond Layers of salt water in an enclosed region 
to collect heat 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

Igniter A concave clear glass or plastic device 
used to concentrate heat onto a fuse to 
ignite something (ex. Fireworks) 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Pre-Hot Water Heater Metal tubing exposed to the sun first, hen 
ran to indoor water heaters to reduce the 
use of other energy 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
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Solar Year Round Tanning 
Bed 

An closed glass bed with adjustable air 
vents and reflectors to contain heat and 
tan the skin  

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

Solar Curlers Flexible metal strips with holes, rolled 
into the hair, using the heat collected and 
insulated by the metal to curl hair 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

Solar Toaster A clear box with holes in it and metal 
wires to hold the toast.  Sunlight is 
focused to brown the bread 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Compost Spinner A solar panel spins a compost bin every 
so often.  If possible, put a timer on it so it 
can store energy and use it in spurts. 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Pool Heater A black bottom to a pool would draw 
more heat through the water to keep it 
warm 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Solar Air Freshener A blend of scents in a black pot with water 
set in a window so that the smell 
evaporates into the air 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

Solar Warmed Seats Chairs with an insulating liquid contained 
in a clear or translucent seat cushion to 
gather heat during the day for a warm 
seat in the evening 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
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Solar Oil Infuser An enclosed container with oil and spices, 
or herbs, to be used for food 
cooking/flavoring or skin moisturizer 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Solar Plant Dryer A black box with two sides open and a fan 
blowing through the open sides.  Plants 
are hung from top of bar and moisture is 
evaporated and blown out 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Outdoor Lights Solar panels on the top of these lights 
would collect and store energy to use at 
night 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Outdoor Shower Water 
Heater 

A large plastic bag with a clear top facing 
the sun and a black bottom, laying down, 
then put upright to pour hot water out of 
an attached spout(s) 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

Solar Powered Airplane A plane with wings covered in solar 
panels 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Solar Powered Lawn 
Mower 

A mower that is powered by the sun °             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

Fiber Optic Lighting Light is captured and transmitted inside a 
house providing light 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
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Solar Heat Radiator Water is heated by the sun in a reservoir 
tank and run through the house in pipes, 
warming effectively 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Solar Powered Battery 
Recharger 

Solar energy is focused on photovoltaic 
plates that recharge chemical batteries 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Solar Powered Spinner 
Rims 

Rims adsorb solar energy then spin at 
night 
 
 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

Solar Powered   Hot Tub The panels will adsorb the solar energy 
during the day and while using the tub at 
night the stored energy will heat the tub 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
  

Solar  Powered Back Pack The solar energy can be used to charge 
items such s a lap top 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Solar Powered Turbine Updrafts created by the sun’s heat 
reaching the ground turn to generate 
mechanical energy 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
                        

Solar Powered Oven Solar heat is concentrated into a box that 
will be used for heating and cooking 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
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Water Purifier Water is heated and exposed to UV 
radiation to kill harmful bacteria 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good  
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Appendix G 
 

Rate Student’s Brainstorming Ideas: WIND 
 
Instructions: Below are several brainstorming ideas and descriptions given by students enrolled 
in the first semester course, ENGE 1024, as part of the sustainable energy design project.  
Please rate each idea in terms of your familiarity with this topic, and also rate each idea in 
terms of its originality and quality. 
 

Student’s Idea Brief Description How original and good is this 
idea? 

Windmill Powered 
Wireless Networks 

A tiny windmill could power wireless 
networks of sensors in remote locations by 
using a power inverter to power a router 
or other devices to make hot spots 
anywhere one desires  

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
                        

Back-up Windmill 
Generator 

We can use something like a windmill to 
charge a backup source of energy to 
illuminate a house in case of a blackout 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind powered Dryer Uses a large induct fan to bring in air 
from outside which powers heaters to 
warm up the air and lets the air continue 
down to flow through the dryer to make it 
turn 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Windmill powered 
Scarecrow 

We can charge a battery and make a tape 
be played in a scarecrow to scare birds 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Windmill powered Flag 
Lights 

We can put lights in a flag, so when the 
wind blows we charge a battery that 
makes the light shine 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
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Wind powered Water 
Pump 

has been used for years but can be altered 
to supply a constant but small amount of 
water to crops in rural areas instead of  
generator or running power lines 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind powered cell phone 
charger 

A tiny windmill could be made so that it 
could be packed up and then unpacked in 
the need that your cell phone dies while 
away from the office 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind powered Wine 
Maker 

We can build a device (something like a 
piston with spikes) that smashes grapes to 
make wine as wind blows 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind powered Bike Light Place a small windmill device on the 
handle bars of a bicycle and as the rider 
rides into the wind the windmill would 
power a light for riding at night. This way 
you would never run out of power. 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Generator on Hybrid 
Car 

Place a wind generator on a hybrid car 
which utilizes both electricity and gas 
motor power and use it to charge the 
batteries of the car as you drive 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered  
Car Jump Box  

A little generator that can be deployed 
and hooked up to a car battery to charge 
it if it ever runs out due to a left on light 
or something, also would allow the person 
not to worry about keeping the charger 
itself charged. 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
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Wind Powered  
Well 

Use a mechanical system which gets its 
power from a windmill and pumps water 
through straws or something of the sort 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered Elevator Use the power of the wind along with a 
gear box to be able to directly lift the 
elevator up and down 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered  
Ferris Wheel 

Use a windmill along with a set of gears 
and pulleys to turn a windmill in the wind 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered  
Bike 

Use a wind turbine to power a small 
motor which could assist a rider by 
contributing a small amount of energy to 
supplement the riders input 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered  
Water Heater for Homes 

Attach a turbine to a model house and 
plug it into a modeled water heater that 
delivers warm/hot water to residence 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered  
Ferry on the water 

Use a small boat and attach a small 
turbine to its power source (instead of 
using batteries) to deliver electricity to the 
boat 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
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Small Wind Powered Fans 
on the edge of buildings to 
help generate electricity 

Small turbines attached to a tower on one 
of the sides or at the center peak.  This 
could be demonstrated with a model of a 
large tower and 1-2 small turbines 
plugged into a made-up electrical grid. 
(could power small LED lights to 
symbolize electricity throughout the 
building). 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered  
Toaster 

Wind turbine mounted on roof powers 
generator that powers toaster 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered 
Oil Rig 

Turbine either turns drill or powers 
electric generator to drill.  Will construct 
simple model 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered 
Car 

Turbines on back of car powers electric 
motor.  Has gas motor as back-up. 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered  
TV 

Wind turbine mounted on rood powers 
generator that powers TV 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered  
Oil Tanker 

Turbines will generate a lot of electricity, 
over ocean, save lots of fuel 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
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Wind Powered 
Plane 

Initial fuel used to move plane, but high 
speeds will power plane motors via 
turbines 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered  
Garage Door Opener 

Wind power opens garage door on 
command using turbines to charge 
electric motor 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered Signal 
Lights 

Signal lights on top of buildings powered 
by turbines on roof 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered Mine Shaft 
Conveyor Belt 

Belt runs down to mine and carries back 
coal, all powered by turbines on surface 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered  
Vacuum 

Powered by turbine, blowing dust away °             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered 
Electric Signs 

Windy cities power neon signs °             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
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A House with Wind 
Powered Protection from 
Storms 

A house with a turbine on top.  As a 
strong wind comes the turbine spins 
creating energy to close the windows and 
doors automatically 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered  
Billboard 

Billboards with small turbines installed in 
them to power lights, high visibility and 
promotion 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered Stoplight Wind turbines power top lights, especially 
in rural/costal areas, high visibility and 
promotion of wind 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered Street Sign Wind turbines power street signs/lights, 
high visibility and promotion of wind 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered 
Lighthouse 

Turbines on top of lighthouses power the 
lights on coastlines 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Belt Cell Phone Charger 
Powered by Wind 

Pocket-sized turbine that attaches to your 
cell phone and charges it while in motion 
or wind moving the flaps 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
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Electronics of Airplane 
Powered by Wind 

Wind turbine attached to underneath side 
of a plane.  While in flight, the turbine 
powers the controls and electronics of the 
plane. 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Farming Irrigation 
Powered by Wind 

An irrigation system powered by 
electricity generated by a wind turbine.  
This is useful for use in remote areas out 
of city power lines. 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Ski Lift Powered by Wind Using heavy wind found only in 
mountains to power a ski lift for a ski 
resort. 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered Heat for a 
Mountain Climber 

A portable turbine supplies energy to a 
small heater for mountain climbing. 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wind Powered Radio for 
Mountain Climber 

A portable turbine supplies energy to a 
small radio, used for communication 
when batteries may die. 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Cruise Ship Electronics 
Powered by Wind 

Install big generators on the cruise so 
they can generate sufficient energy to run 
and power the ship 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
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Appendix H 
 

Rate Student’s Brainstorming Ideas: BIOMASS 
 
Instructions: Below are several brainstorming ideas and descriptions given by students enrolled 
in the first semester course, ENGE 1024, as part of the sustainable energy design project.  
Please rate each idea in terms of your familiarity with this topic, and also rate each idea in 
terms of its originality and quality. 
 

Brainstorming 
Ideas 

Description How original and good is this 
idea?

Biomass Powered Lamp Lamp which runs on biomass to provide 
illumination to dark areas.  Could be used 
as street light.  

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Biofuel Powered 
Aeroplane 

Engine is modified to use biofuel and to 
provide thrust for lifting and cruising 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Incendiary Explosive 
Device 

Bombs, motors, IEDs that use 
biomass/biofuel 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Biofuel powered 
lawnmower 

Lawnmowers which use biofuel as power 
generation mechanism. 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Biofuel Kit A kit which consumers could use to 
produce small amounts of biofuel for 
household consumption 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
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Biofuel Powered Electric 
Generator 

Electric generator which generates 
electricity using biofuel. 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Cosmetics from Biomass Processing biomass to obtain different 
petroleum products which could be 
fractionated into cosmetics, glycerol & 
what not 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Cars run on biofuel Cars running on biofuel purely by 
modifying engine 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Biofuel Powered Home 
Heaters 

Home heaters (water heaters) which use 
biofuel power 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Landfill designed to 
harvest Biofuel 

Landfills designed and made in a way to 
harvest & store biofuel/biomass 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Water Ships Powered by 
Biofuel  

Ships w/modified engines to use pure 
biofuel derived from biomass 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
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Biofuel derived from 
cooking oil/waste 

Biofuel/Bio-oil derived from cooking 
waste/cooking oil 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Biofuel Powered 
Tanks/Armored Vehicle 
 
 

Military vehicles, e.g. tanks, armored 
vehicles running on biofuel/biogas 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Electricity Generating 
Turbines using Biofuel 

Turbines and electricity generating 
mechanisms running on biofuels/biogas 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Biomass Powered 
Flamethrowers 

Flamethrower which uses and is powered 
by biomass 
 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Cooking grills powered by 
biofuel/biogas 

Cooking grills (currently run on 
propane/electric) to be run on 
biofuel/biogas 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

A Potato Powered Car 
 

A car powered by electric motors being 
supplied by energy from a potato 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
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Potato Lighting Several light bulbs used to light an area 
powered by potatoes 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Charcoal Powered Vehicle Vehicle powered by the burning of 
charcoal  

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Wood Chip Vehicle Burning wood chips used to power a 
vehicle 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Vegetable Oil Rocket Car Rocket powered by combustion of 
vegetable oil. 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Peanut Oil Vehicle Vehicle powered by oil from mashed 
potatoes 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Banana oil device Device such as a fan powered by burning 
of banana oil 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
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Ethanol Powered Vehicle Vehicle powered by burning of ethanol °             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Corn Oil vehicle Vehicle powered by burning corn oil °             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Sunflower oil device Device such as fan or vehicle powered by 
burning of sunflower oil 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Algae Powered Algae that produces oxygen gather in 
large pools, create vacuum to keep 
oxygen from mixing 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Soybeans Powered Vehicle Vehicle run off the burning of 
soybeans/soybean oil 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Burn Different Biomass 
(vegetable oil, ethanol, 
etc.) to Heat Water 

Using heat from the burning of different 
fuels, test which produces the most energy 
through boiling water and measuring 
temperature 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
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Heat Battery From the matrix I believe we can use 
some type of bacteria that generates large 
amounts of heat – use fusion for 
electricity 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Hamster Wheel A generator that is powered by a hamster 
running on a wheel 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Have Everyone Run / 
Hamster wheel 

Same idea as hamster wheel but this is 
like a 1 hour session to reduce energy 
needed from elsewhere 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Roadside Flare A compressed rod of biomass 
(sawdust/wooden chips) with an added 
chemical to make it burn a certain color 
(ex. red) 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Camping Stove A metal frame suspending the dish over a 
biomass fuel such as wood 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Starter Logs for Fireplaces Compressed biomass is formed into logs 
to help start a conventional fire in a home 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
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Lantern  A metal frame with lens housing to block 
wind, contain flame, and amplify light, 
fueled by a biomass 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Power Plant via Steam 
Generation for Boat 
Propulsion 

A biomass fuel is burned under a 
container of water to generate steam 
which would turn a turbine to move a boat 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Fertilizer Organic waste is used to fuel plant growth 
which can then be processed into more 
biomass 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Ethanol A corn based fuel is used in place of 
gasoline in a vehicle 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Hot Air Balloon Biomass is used as an energy source to lift 
a hot air balloon or other aircraft into the 
sky 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Electrical Generation via 
Potato 

Electrical energy in potatoes is harnessed 
via two conductors to power a device 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
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Water Heater Biomass is used to boil water to heat a 
tank 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Power Cord Fill power cord with an electricity 
producing biomass 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Steam Powered Cooling 
Fan 

Boiled water moves a fan to cool a 
building 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Glowing Chemical Lamp Create light through organic chemical 
reactions (like a firefly) 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Methane Motor Motor powered by methane given off from 
decomposing biomass 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Animal Powered Generator Running animals inside a wheel turn a 
generator to produce power 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
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Biomass (plant) based 
Glue 

Glue made from plant proteins °             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Bioluminescent Plants Use plants that glow in the dark instead of 
conventional lighting at night 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Photosynthetic Electricity Use a chlorophyll based solution to 
directly convert sunlight into electricity 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Biodiesel Biodiesel can be made, among others, 
from virgin or used canola oil, soybean 
oil, or animal fat 

°             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
  

Creating Hydrogen Using biomass to produce hydrogen °             °              °             °      
 not             somewhat        fairly             highly      
original         original         original        original   
 
 
°             °              °             °      
 not            potentially        good              very      
good            good                                     good   
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Appendix I  
 

Judge Evaluation Form 
 

Instructions:  For each design brief (i.e. A1, A2, etc.) record one response for each question in 
the space provided.  Please include any comments you feel are relevant to the design in the space 
provided. 
 
Q1 How would you rate the innovativeness (i.e. originality and usefulness) of this design? 
 
Q2 How would you rate the quality of this final design (i.e. well constructed, functional, 
attractive)? 
 

 

 
 

A1 

Q1  
not innovative  

 
somewhat 
innovative  

 
moderately 
innovative 

 
highly 

innovative 

 
extremely 
innovative 

 

Q2  
poor quality 

 

 
low quality 

 
moderate quality 

 
high quality 

 
exceptional quality 

comments: 
 

 
 

 
 
 

A2 

Q1  
not innovative  

 
somewhat 
innovative  

 

 
moderately 
innovative 

 
highly 

innovative 

 
extremely 
innovative 

Q2  
poor quality 

 
low quality 

 

 
moderate quality 

 
high quality 

 
exceptional quality 

comments: 
 

 
 

 
 

A3 

Q1  
not innovative  

 
somewhat 
innovative  

 

 
moderately 
innovative 

 
highly 

innovative 

 
extremely 
innovative 

 
Q2  

poor quality 
 

low quality 
 

moderate quality 
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Appendix J 
 

“Sustainable Energy Design Project Survey” 
 

Instructions:  This survey is anonymous and voluntary, we wish to collect some feedback from you concerning the 
Sustainable Energy Design Project you completed this semester. For the following questions, circle your response.  
 
1)  I thought that the Sustainable Energy Design Project was: 
 

 not challenging ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ challenging 
         
boring ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ interesting 
         
not enjoyable ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ enjoyable 
         
dull ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ exciting 
         
frustrating ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ satisfying 
         
predictable ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ surprising 
         
well-defined ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ open-ended 
         
pointless ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ meaningful 
         
easy ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ demanding 
         
worthless ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ valuable 
         
not creative ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ creative 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2)  I thought that the feedback that my workshop instructor provided on the Sustainable Energy Design Project (this 
includes feedback on assignments, during discussion sessions, e-mails, office hours, etc.) 
 

 not helpful ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ helpful 
         
discouraging ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ encouraging 
         
not adequate ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ adequate 
         
uninformed ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ knowledgeable 
         
sporadic ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ consistent 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3) I thought that the “Design Showcase” was: 
 

not motivating ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ motivating 
         
worthless ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ rewarding 
         
inappropriate ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ appropriate 
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4) What did you like about this project? Please provide a brief response below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5) What would you change about this project? Please provide a brief response below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         Thank you! 
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Appendix K 
 

Name ____________________   Workshop Section____________________ 
 

Sustainable Energy Design Project  
Student Feedback Survey 

 
Instructions:  This survey is voluntary and will not affect your grade(s) in this course. We wish to collect some 
feedback from you concerning the Sustainable Energy Design Project you completed this semester. For the 
following questions, please circle your response.  
 
1)  How challenging was this project to you? 
  

  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○ 
 not         somewhat        moderately                highly                extremely 
        challenging         challenging          challenging             challenging          challenging 
 
2)  How important was the competition to you (i.e. attending the Design Showcase)? 
 

  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○ 
 not         somewhat          moderately             highly                extremely 
          important           important               important             important             important   
 
3)  How important was it to you for your team’s final design to be innovative (i.e. original and useful)? 
 

  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○ 
 not         somewhat          moderately             highly                extremely 
          important           important               important             important             important   
 
4)  How would your rate the innovativeness (i.e. original and usefulness) of your team’s final design? 
 

  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○ 
    not         somewhat          moderately             highly                extremely 
         innovative          innovative              innovative            innovative           innovative   
 
5) How important was the quality of the final design to you (i.e. well constructed, functional, attractive)? 
 

  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○ 
 not         somewhat          moderately             highly                extremely 
          important           important               important             important             important 
 
6)  How would your rate the quality of your team’s final design (i.e. well constructed, functional, attractive)? 
 

  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○ 
             poor             low          moderate                 high                 exceptional 
            quality            quality                  quality                  quality                   quality 
 
7) In your own words, what was the best part of this design project experience for you? 
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8) Have you ever been on a design team before?   
 

 ○   ○ 
             yes                                       no                   
 
 If yes, please explain: 
 
9) How important was the competition to your team (i.e. attending the Design Showcase)? 
 

  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○ 
 not         somewhat          moderately             highly                extremely 
          important           important               important             important             important   
 
10) How important was the quality of the final design (i.e. well constructed, functional, attractive) to your team? 
 

  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○ 
 not         somewhat          moderately             highly                extremely 
          important           important               important             important             important   
 
11)  How important was it to your team for the final design to be innovative (i.e. original and useful)? 
 

  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○ 
 not         somewhat          moderately             highly                extremely 
          important           important               important             important             important   
 
  
12) How well did your team work together? 
 

         ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  
               not         somewhat          moderately              very                  extremely 
             at all                    well                      well                      well                      well  
                        
12) How well do you feel that your team valued and supported each member’s unique vision (i.e. ideas and 
contributions)?  
         ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  
               not         somewhat          moderately              very                  extremely 
             at all                    well                      well                      well                      well 
 
13) In your own words, what were your team’s strengths in this project? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
14) In your own words what were your team’s weaknesses in this project? 
 
 
         Thank you! 
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Appendix L 
 

Student Participation Consent Form 
 

“The Sustainable Energy Education Research Study”   
 
By providing my signature and today’s date in the space provided below, I am giving my consent 
to participate in this research study.  I am also verifying that I am over 18 years of age as of 
today’s date.  My participation in this research study is voluntary and confidential. 
 
The researcher, Jennifer Mullin, has informed me of the intent of this research project, fully 
answered any question I had regarding this project and my role in this research study.  I am 
aware that I can withdraw from this research at any time, either through written or verbal 
communication or by non-participation. 
 
I am aware that this research is being conducted as a part of Jennifer Mullin’s doctoral work in 
the field of engineering design education.  The intent of this research project is to investigate 
factors which contribute to student success on the “Sustainable Energy Design Project” which 
will be used to inform future engineering design assignments.   
 
As a student enrolled in the course “Engineering Exploration” (EngE 1024), I have been 
assigned this design project by my instructor.  My participation in this study will not affect my 
grade on the design project or in the course.  I am aware that any information used in this 
research, including homework assignments, test results, interviews or survey responses will be 
confidential. My name will in no way be associated with the results of this research, and upon 
submission of any information to the researcher which contains my name or student ID number, 
my identity will be coded, and the original documents will be either retuned to me or destroyed.  
The researcher will not maintain any records of my work which contain my name or student ID. 
 
At the conclusion of this study, I will be provided an executive summary if requested. 
 
(Please check one) 
 

 I am 18 years of age, or older   I am under18 years of age   
 
 
Participant’s Signature ____________________________ Date _____________ 
 
Participant’s Name ____________________________ 
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Appendix M 
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Appendix N   
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Appendix O 
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	design, v. To plan, purpose, intend. To form a plan or scheme of; to conceive and arrange in the mind; to originate mentally, plan out, contrive (Simpson & Weiner, 1989).
	have a lot of ideas.” Linus Pauling
	“The best way to have a good idea is to have a lot of ideas.” Linus Pauling
	“The best way to have a good idea is to have a lot of ideas.” Linus Pauling


